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FOR REPRESENTATIVE

Arthur K. Walker, Promi
nent Rockport Man, Is a
Candidate

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, April 10, 1930

HEALTH INSTITUTE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

England Health Institute to be held
in Boston April 14-18. These men
are Dr. George H. Coombs, of Waldo
•••
A wise man will make more oppor- ••• boro. A. M. G. Soule of the Maine
of Agriculture, Dr.
tunities than he flnds.— Bacon.
•— Department
•••
.«. i Thomas Tetreau. health officer of
••• i«, •••
•«. •••
• Portland, and Dr. Forrest (’. Tyson,
j superintendent of the Augusta State
VINALHAVEN REBEKAHS
Hospital, at Augusta.
Beginning at 2 o'clock Monday,
[For The <'ourier-Gazette]
with a welcome to Massachustetts
There’s a lot of agitation.
‘by George H. Bigelow. M. D.. com
In a town not far away ;
missioner of public health of Massa
The folks are very busy.
They're working night and day*.
chusetts, there will he 20 sections,
each with its own program.
Tlie reason Is a good one.
At every daylight hour from that
As I know you will allow;
And If you'll kindly listen,
time through until 5 p. m.. Friday
i'll tell IP to you now.
there will be four or five lectures and
discussions going on. There will also
Tlie Rebekahs from their contest
Have chosen all tlie best
be 27 clinics in 16 hospitals and dental
Things they thought wou'.d please you
schools for doctors and dentists only.
They’ve selected from tlie rest.
The professional talent of the
The chinch it needs some money.
country has been called to contribute
And so its up to all,
of its best to this Institute, by the
To get out and liustle
medical leaders < if the six New Eng
in answer to her call.
land states. The exact number which
iSo come tomorrow evening
each hall and clinic can accommodate
Arthur K. Walker, Candidate for
And patronie our sliow ;
has been ascertained and registra
We think you'll get your money’s worth
Representative
And help the cause, you know.
tion can not be accepted beyond this
number.
Arthur K. Walker of Rockport is I We've gone to lots of trouble.
a candidate for representative from
And worked to beat the band;
Xow its up to you good people
the Rockport. Warren. Union. Wash
To come and lend a hand.
ington class.
Few men are better
M L. L.
known throughout the district for
Yin a Ilia veil
his life has heen spent in the several
towns of the group. A native of
WITH THE BOWLERS
Rockport, much of his youth and
Grange Hall
young manhood was passed in the
Union area with constant circulation
T he Icemen stole a march on the
South Thomaston
through Washington and the ad ’ Pirates at Carr’s alleys Tuesday night
jacent country. For two decades past ! and won their match by* 30 pins. E.
EVERY FRIDAY EVG.
| Nelson and K. Harris were tied for
Mr. Walker has lived' in Rockport.
He has heen an active worker in high string on 103 and tlie latter
Music by Smalley
town affairs and is at present serv had high total, with a margin of four
Ladies 25 cents; Men 50 cents
ing a second term at the. head of the pins over E. Stein. The summary:
Rockport lxiard of seectmen. He has
Icemen—E. Harjula, 390; E. Nel
been on the school committee several son, 446: »A. Harjula. 434; E. Harris,
Refreshments
terms and i- a deacon and active 466; E. Stein, 462; total. 2198.
worker in the Rockport Baptist
Pirates—G. Newhert, 434; Erick
Church. He is also much Interested son. 396: B. Harjula, 432. <C. Nelson,
in Grange affairs.—adv.
455; Johnson, 451; total, 2168.
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Dance

The linai standing of the Star Alley j
j League shows the Odd Fellows a dei cisive champion, having won six more
| and lost five points few er than Pub| lix Strand, the runner up. Statistics
land other matter pertaining to this
’ league will appear in Saturday’s issue,
i All members are requested to meet
i at the alleys at 7 tonight to make
j arrangements for the banquet.

^RCH preserver
’‘Keeps the Foot Well”
for Men and Women

• » • •

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S
ROCKLAND

440 MAIN ST.

20-tf

Kickapoo defeated A. & P. 1368 to
1318 at 'Carr's alleys last night.
| The Odd Fe’lows defeated Publix
• • • *
! Strand 2101 to 2342 at the Star alleys
! Wednesday night, taking four of the
Isix points. French was high with
518.

Ere

The annual meeting of the Shake
speare Society, celebrated by a ban
quet at the Copper Kettle (Monday
evening, will remain long in the mem
ory of all present, as Mrs. Grace
Cilley Tibbetts of Alameda, Calif.,
founder and first president of the
society was guest of honor. The
tables placed together in the form of
a U. were artistically decorated, the
place cards of yellow jonquils, the
yellow candlesticks and bouquets of
yellow jonquils and shaggy pussy wil
lows adding to the attractiveness of
the appointments
Tin meeting was called to order
by the president, Mrs. Ruth Whitte- i
more. 32 active and four alumni
members responding to the roll call
with quotations from Shakespeare..
After dinner an old-fashioned spell
ing bee was conducted, proving one
of the features of the evening. Mrs.
Clara Rounds' and Mrs. Harriette
Levensaler were appointed captains
with Mrs. Nina Beverage giving out
the words. After one hook had been
exhausted by the proficient spelling.
Mrs. Rounds' side was finally vic
torious with Miss Mabel Lamb and
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood remaining un
defeated on the word “orthography.’*
By motion it was voted to postpone
ill business until the meeting of
Monday evening, ‘April 14, /at the
home of Mrs. Aldana Spear, Maple
street.
In response to the request of the
president. Mrs. Tibbetts talked to the
members in an informal and most
gracious manner, her remarks being
i prefaced with thanks for the bou, quet presented her by the society.
Airs. Tibbetts was much impressed
j by the pleasant party and the maniI fest affection which the society has
■ held for her during these years. She
1 also complimented the society on the
remarkable work which it*had accom
plished.
The meeting was then turned over
to the social committee which su|>ervised some entertaining charades,
the parts being taken by Miss Caro
line Littlefield, Mrs. Edith Bird, Mrs.
Levensaler, Mrs. Elizabeth Otis. Mrs.
Whittemore. Mrs. Helena Fales, Miss
Alice Erskine and Mrs. Harriet Frost.
This completed a very delightful eve
ning which was carefully planned and
carried out under the direction of the
program committee.
HAD BRIEF LIBERTY

Man Who Escaped Frem State Prison
Farm Is Recaptured In Aroostook

^yOedd//ia3)e//b

ecause the wedding

B

DEPENDABILITY!
DURABILITY!
EFFICIENCY!

^4^7

invitations should be

maiied two weeks before

the wedding itself, they
must be ordered well in

ECONOMY!

advance. And, because

Ludwick Valkerwick.JS, of liumf rrl who escaped from the State
Prison at South Warren five weeks
ago was in the Aroostook county
jail yesterday awaiting the arrival
of prison officials to return him to the
institution to complete Ills term.
Valkerwlck. who walked away
from the farm unobserved, fell into
the hands of the law when an V.
Immigration Inspector took him
from a freight train at Oakfield last
Friday. He was taken to Houlton
and found guilty of riding on a train
without paying his fare.
Later
Sheriff John II. Welch identified him
from photographs sent out from tlie
prison and Valkerwlck confessed.

they are so critically in

spected by their recipi

ents, they must also be

Of the hundreds
of thousands of owners
not

ultra-correct. Linweave

Wedding Papers can be
shown you at
The Courier-Gazette

)

$100. Reward
A reward of $100.00 will be paid
for the recovery of the body of
the late Evans Havey, who was
drowned March 31 off Monroe

Island.

Ask to see them

MRS. ANNIE TRUNDY
AV (AW

nknitiM.

10 BRICK ST.

RADIO BARGAINS

JOB

BUY ON THE BUDGET PLAN

Small down payment—
balance in I 2 or 18 months

The following sets and others
have been taken in trade for new
MAJESTIC Electric Radios and
all fairly priced With Tubes.
Here’s your chance to pick up that
"Second Radio” or one for that
Camp or boat. All sets guaran
teed.
1
1

ELECTRIC

aLl-steel. refrigerator

Central Maine Power Company
oar ttoroa

af any of

ROCKLAND

43* It

papers

has paid a cent for
SERVICE!

GENERAL

•J We claim superiority
and we can prove it. Sam
ples of past jobs are gra
phic evidence of what we
can do for you. Handsome,
forceful folders and book
lets are the stuff from
which sales are made.

The Courier-Gazette

1

1

1

1

1

BATTERY SETS
Atwater-Kent, 6 tube,
one dial, model 35 ...............$
Radiola 20, 5 tube, entirely
dry-battery operated, loud
speaker volume, wood case
Splitdoff, 5 tube, three dial
operated, wood cased set,
very selective .....................
Freshman, 5 tube, three
dial, wood case, micro
meter
tuning,
popular
model .....................................
Crosley, 4 tube, an old
timer but she's worth it.
(even the tubes alone
would cost this) .................
Atwater-Kent, 6 tube model
30, one dial, wood cased
set; a much wanted type
King, 6 tube, one dial, illu
minated a beautiful job,
copper shielded ...................

15.00

15.00

12.00

7.00

4.00

22.50
25.00

ELECTRIC SETS
Radiola, 7 tube electric
set in handsome Cathedral
Cabinet with Radiola 106
Dynamic Speaker,
1930
model ................................ Special
1 Crosley Gembox, table
model with Crosley Speak
er, six tube set ................... 40.00
1 Crosley 8 tube, neutrodyne set with Dynacone
speaker, in metal cabi
net .................................... Ask Us

1

ROCKPORT’S BIG TIME MINSTRELS
ROCKPORT TOWN HALL

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, APRIL 16-17
A laugh from start to finish.

MINSTRELS NEXT

Dr. G. H. Coombs of Waldo "Shakespeares” Have First Rockport Scouts Hold Big
boro Will Aid In Boston
President As Guest of
Show Next Week For the
Conference
Boys' Band
Honor—Spelling Bee

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
XKW8PA.PER 'HISTORY
Tbe Rockland (Gazette was established In
'Maine will give the services of five
1816. In 1874 tlie Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The of her leading men to contribute
Free Press was established In 1855 and in from their knowledge and experi
1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
ence to the success of the great New
papers consolidated March 17. 1807.

p

MEMORABLE MEETING

All the Latest Song Hits

Proceeds to Rockport Boys’ Band

An Olio 100% Pep!

A full line of used “A" Batteries,
“B” Batteries Eliminators and a
cart load of used Speakers at
give-away prices.

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAJESTIC DEALERS
ROCKLAND, ME.

43-44
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NATION’S BIGGEST BUSINESS

TALK OF THE TOWN

Education Of Youth Has Grown Enormously In Import
ance—Public Cooperation Is Essential

Albion S Niles, former patrolman,
and later employed by the highway
department, is very ill at his homo
on Orange street.

THE

Plans are complete for the presen
There are many parents in Rockland whose only contact with their
tation next week of Rockport's Big I
Minstrel and patrons are looking for children's school is the child itself. Perhaps they have never even set foot
ward to one of the best shows of the
inside of the school that trains their child.
season. Roland F. Crockett, local
The Pa rent-Teacher Association is laboring to remedy this condition,
garagenian, is its director and those
but we need a real awakening of public conscience toward our schools.
who can look back a few years to
the time when the famous Crockett
We need a greater cooperation between the parents and teachers. A
and Richards Minstrels played in this greater cooperation between school and home means the training of a
community will realize that the pub
finer group of future citizens.
lic has a treat coming.
National leaders are agreed that the education of our youth has be
The interlocutor will be recog
nized as George Crockett of Rockcome almost our largest and certainly our most important activity. Each
year lias found an increasing interest on the part of the citizens of this
country in education. This is evidenced by the fact that although the
popu’ation of the nation has increased approximately 8 per cent during
the past nine years, we have witnessed a 14 per cent increase in the
number of children In our grade schools and a 70 per cent increase In the
number in our high schools. In a period of less than ten years we have
expanded our educational system from an outlay of twelve hundred mil
lion dollars to twenty-seven hundred million dollars.
In spite of this tremendous growth in school attendance and invest
ment. many educators tell us that the adult population of tbs country are
not taking the active interest in educational matters that the importance of
tlie subject deserves.
This week’s community campaign deals with this important factor in
community life—the school. It qM-esents some figures that arc worthy
of study. Equality of opportunity is the right of every child in Rockland,
and every adult, whether a parent or not should be interested in educa
tional matters, for the way our young people are trained determines the
citizens they are to be.

THREE “BITE THE

Roland F. Crockett, who is directing
Rockport's Boys' Band
Benefit
Minstrels

Thursday
Issue

DUST’

Miss Evelyn Dennison who has
been empoyed at the Thurlow ico
cream parlors for many years has left
the employ of that institution.

The present idea with reference
to the traffic lights seems to be to
retain only the light at the corner
of Union and Park streets.

The “Well Baby’ clinic which was
scheduled for April 7 will he held
next Monday from 2 to 4 |p. m. at the
Knox Hospital. A doctor will be in
attendance.
The Department of State announces
that the automobile licenses of James
Simmons of Rockport and Arthur C.
Cunningham of Jefferson have been
revoked for operating motor vehicles
while intoxicated.
A new corporation organized in this
city is known as the Medomak
Granite Company, and has a capital
stock of $25,000. Charles 11. Berry is
president, C. S. Roberts treasurer and
Samuel Levy cl rk.
Mrs. Oliver L. Hall, formerly of
this city, is president of the Good
Samaritan
Home Association of
Bangor, which is sponsoring the Kiwanis Club cabaret, to be held in
Bangor City hall, April 23. A large
portrait of Mrs. Hall appeared in both
of the Bangor newspapers.

So great was the undertow Tues
day morning following the previous
days’ violent storm that the Boston
boat was unable to make her usual
landing at Tillson wharf. She put
hack into the stream and later
J
rushes
and
re|>osed
10
seconds
on
the
docked on the southern side of the
A chorus of boos greeted Herb
mat listening to the canaries.
wharf.
Beck of Portland and Buck Potvin of
There next flashed onto the scene a
Lewiston after they had .fought (?) Rockport lad named Tete Whittier;
A welcome visitor at The Courierthe first round of the main bout at and in the opposite corner was Spud Gazette office Tuesday was P. F.
Empire Theatre last night. In spite Mayo of Biddeford, whose stay there Dondero of Lewiston who, with Mrs.
of this evidence of dissatisfaction the was going to be very brief, only he Dondero, was down to see how their
did not know it. The Rockport hoy Oakland
Park
properties
had
second round was no better. At this lit into him like the proverbial “ton
wintered. The Donderos have been
junction Manager Bachekler made his of brick’’ and when the first round busy as usual during the past months
appearance at the ringside with ono ended Spud was communing with the and plan an extra enjoyable summer
end of his cigar chewed into frag canvas and quite helpless. Upon at Oakland.
being removed to his corner it was
ments, and uttered a few words
found- that he had a formidable gash
The Democratic county ticket has
which had a magical effect. The re
on the inside of his lower lip, and the been completed with the filing of
mainder of the bout was a decided
bout was called off. Tete is now sun nomination papers by Dr. F. O. Bart
improvement, but with rather more
ning himself on the hanks of Gooee lett for the office of State Senator.
clinching and in-fighting than the
River, waiting for new worlds to This party will have no contests in
local fans like to see There was little
conquer.
the June primaries*—In fact the draft
to choose between these boxers.
Bud Fisher used up a little over one ing of a ticket has not heen a sinecure.
There was no stalling or faking in
The Republicans will have contests
the others, which had the fans on minute in putting away his opponent
Freddie Ordway of Fort Williams. The for the county treasurer and county
edge every minute
commissioner nominations.
The lioorah was started by Fred soldier flashed for a few seconds, hut
was
completely
outclassed
by
the
Oleson of Grand Rapids and Tiger
Sometime next Sunday morning,
Turner of Saco. Oleson is a rugged j Rockland favorite
The curtain raiser was provided by lietween the midnight hour and day
lad. actuated by carnivorous impulses,
light there will be a great rushing
and It reallj' did seem as if he intend two youngsters in the humming bird
of water at The Brook, for the Camden
ed to eat his opponent alive. The class—hut hearing the formidable
& Rockland Water Company is going
jungle beast from Saco had better names of Wills and Dempsey. Wills
to open the six-inch blow there lo
ring generalship, however, and this had a Dutch hair-cut. and a certain
cated. with the intention of scouring
alon saved him from sharing the fate amount of pluck, but Dempsey was a
the big mains. Similar treatment has
of the Biblical Jonah. Ole ran once ' bit rough with hint in tbe second
heen bestowed upon the service pipes
too often into Turner's uppercuts, and 1 round and he retired from the ring
In other parts of the city, and Sunday
in the third round he ceased his Fierce | with tears in his eyes.
morning’s job will complete the
spring housecleaning

K. O. Route Much In Evidence At Last Night’s Sparring
Exhibition—“Bach’s” Warning Heeded

pert Ice Company note. The end
jnen will need no introduction and
their theatrical ability will shine out
like black diamonds for L. True
Spear. Earl Achorn, Roland Richards.
Ronald Billings* iLowell Payson and
Roland F. Crockett’ will keep things
lively frofn start to finish and will he
supported by a large chorus. Also
six acts of vaudeville will be pre
sented.
This minstrel is being staged by
the Boy Scouts of Rockport and its
purpose is to establish a fund to be
known as the 'Rockport Boy Scout
Band Fund. The money will be used
for the promotion of a Boy Scout
band in Rockport and the enterprise
is deserving of community support.
Rockport Community Troop No. 7.
B.S.A. was organized about two years
ago as a Baptist boys’ troop with
Kenneth Moran of Rockland as scout
master. It was later reorganized as
a*bommunity troop with Rev. F. F.
I Fowle as scout master and Charles
Cavanaugh as assistant scout master
supported by L. True Spear. A. K.
Walker. Lowell Payson. William
Whitney, (Francis Dow, P. C. Hughey,
F. 'F. Richards and E. F. Libby as a
troop committee.
Like all new organizations it has
met with many obstacles but in spite
«»f these it has heen making progress
as a troop and stands ready to take
AN R. C. A. DIPLOMA
an active part in community life. The
hoys’ band project is their latest at
Louis W. Fickett Completes
tempt along this line and with finanI rial support they hope to make it a
Exhaustive Course With
success. The hoys’ committee di
Very High Rank
rectly responsible for the promotion
! of this project consists of Ernest
Sixteen months of intensive study
Whitney, chairman. Weston Arey,
Yere Crockett and Franklin Clough, in all branches of radio, in the course
j Earl Achorn and Yore Crockett have of which he was required to build
; charge of the program advertising.
and analyze 14 circuits, have brought
to Louis W. Fickett of the Maine
A “FAMILY” AFFAIR
Music Company an II. C. A. dip’omn.
Eastern Division Employes of Cen very few of which are held in Maine,
tral Maine Have Their Inning This
and with it conies the privilege of a
Evening.
two weeks’ post graduate course in
An employes’ educational meeting New York. This Mr. Fickett expects
for the Eastern Division of the Cen to take before the rush of the sum
tral Maine Power Company will he
i held in Temple hall at 7.30 this eve mer season begin*.
Mr. Pickett studied from two to
ning. Families and friends are in
vited. The committee in charge com four hours a day, using as a text
prises A. J. Murray (chairman). book a volume nearly the size of a
telephone
directory.
Addle Young and Leola Robinson metropolitan
(secretary). The program follows: Most men, after a vigorous day's
work, prefer light reading or some
Selection, <C. M. P. Orchestra.
Customer Contact, Home Service, other form of recreation, hut not so
the proprietor of the Maine iMusie
Mrs. Florence Ellis
Organization and Policies, Dis Store, who found the subject so fasci
nating that he couldn’t leave it alone.
tribution. A. M. Young.
Musical Number, Murray Whalen. “I have taken other courses,” he told
Fundamentals of Business, L. E. a Courier-Gazette rej»orter, “but
Jones.
there is none that will rank with the
Our Services in Bocal Industry, by II. C. A.*’ That he was a faithful
Carl iSonntag of tlie Lawrenco Port student may be judged from the fact
land Cement Co.
that his examination rank was 99.85.
()rchestra,
The diploma is signed by J. G. liarThe (Nation’s Electric Bill. II. P. hoard. president of the R. C.. A.; Mr.
Blodgett.
Winterbottom, the general superin
Why do we sell merchandise, Wal tendent and It. L. Dunean, director of
ter C. Hutchinson.
the Institute, and author of many
< irehestra.
hooks on modern radio and commer
Film—“Our Gang,”—comedy
cial telegraphy.
Message from the Management,
In the course of his study Mr.
George S. Williams.
Fickett familiarized himself with the
Intermission—(Refreshments.
circuits of all stundard sets, and went
Social Hour.
deeply into the subject of television.
“Home television will not be prac
Awful thought. Suppose the mil tical for some time to come,’’ he
lennium, when at last it comes, is says, “but the basic principles are
held up until ratified bj’ the Senate. unerstood. and eventually we will
—Los Angeles Times.
have it.’’

THE LIONS CLUB

Learns That Governor Is
Coming and Hears About
British Humor
The Rockland Lions learned with
much satisfaction yesterday that
Governor Gardiner is to he .added to
their b ng list of distinguished
speakers. He comes here May 1st
to address the Knox County Fish and
Game Association, and the Lions will
have their weekly meeting Thursday
instead of Wednesday in order that
he may he a guest at the noonday
luncheon.
King Lion (Smalley read a letter
from the Chamber of Commerce con
gratulating the organization on hav
ing heen able to secure the district
Lions’ nmeting at the Samoset June
13 and 14. A letter from President
McAlary directed attention to the
children’s outing at -Christmas Cove
two weeks in August, and the Lions
will help furnish transportation.
The guests yesterday were E. F.
Berry of the North National Bank
and Rev. L. G. Perry of the Littlefield
Church.
The speaker was Itev.
Jesse Kenderdine. whose subject was
“British Humor.’’ IHe recalled the
old saying—<”If you want a Britisher
to die happy tell him a good story

wheii he is youn*<”

“Bui I 4on'1

know why the British are accused
of having no humor,’’ said Mr. Ken
derdine. who produced some excel
lent examples by way of reputation.
The Englishman takes himself seri
ously and he likes to play on words,
Mr. Kenderdine said.

Wp WANTFff If NAWf
*>11 I
If •
f Sylvester Beckett’s Poems

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
1 have a book of “Dad’»’’ entitled
“Hester. The Bride of tlie Islands.”
A Poem, by Sylvester lb Beckett,
Portland. Bailey & Noyes, I860.
OUR POPULATION
1 read this book more than 50 years
ago. The scene is laid on Richmond’s
In describing
The Courier-Gazette’s census contest is nearing a close. The final Isle, Casco Bay.
'•'•upon will appear in the issue of Tuesday, April 15, and guesses must be Hester’s father is this:
“S<» Knox long years thereafter, when
in this office within 24 hours of that date. To the j>erson who guesses the
America with Albion's might
correct figure The Courier-Gazette will give $10 in gold, second prize being
Was pitched In desperation's fight.
' year’s subscription to The Courier-Gazette.
Wit li thunder voice controlled ills men--’’
In the event nobody guesses' the exact |>opiilation figures the prizes will
Note: Tlie American general. Knox.
go to- those who come nearest to the mark.
in the war of tlie Revolution, was
Should- several persons guess correctly (or nearest to correctly, as the lamed for tbe strength of his voice,
case may be) the prizes will go to those who first sent in the figures.
| as well as for bis unflinching bravAny reader of The Courier-Gazette may participate in this contest, hut j ery.” Wbat we wanterknow is—Who
only one guess may he submitted by each person. Use the following coupon: | was Sylvester B. Beckett, and did he
j write any other poems?
Boze
Somerville. Mass.. March 17

GUESSING

ROCKLAND’S POPULATION
in 1930

Address ....................................................................

The first issue of Maine Federation of
Music Clubs Notes, a new organ of the
State organization, will be ready for
distrbution, Saturday. Much of the
material in this number includes
news of the coming annual conven
tion to be held in Bangor the middle
of May. The directors of the State
organization are in charge of the
publicat iori with Mrs. Marion W.
Theis, director of the Portland Dis
trict, as editor-in-chief. Assisting
her are Mrs. E. W. Loane. Presque
Isle; Mrs. E. F. Berry, Rockland;
Mrs. Charles T. Burnett. Brunswick;
Mis. Harry Torrens. Bangor.
The storm had partly subsided
Monday forenoon when Harold Look,
wholesale lobster dealer, phoned to
Matinicus to see what the chances
were of getting a much-needed fare
of lobsters across tbe bay. He found
willing volunteers in tbe persons of
Ira Tupper and Samuel White, who
knew better than anybody on the
mainland bow great the risk was. but
who bad no hesitation in taking the
chance Whqp they left Criehaven at
2 p. m.“everything was boiling.” and
there was a very nasty bit of sea
ahead, but the smack Prisea negoti'
H in flne style and at 5 o’clock the
1 hardy
hjirdv fishermen were discharging
I their cargo at Mr. Look’s plant with
! as much matter of factness as though
i they had been attending the moving
| pictures.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If 1 had to live my life again I would hate
made a rule to read some 'poetry ami listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness.
Charles Darwin.

ONCE IN AWHILE
Once in a while the sun shines out.
And the arching skies arc a perfect blue;
Once In a while 'mid clouds of doubt
Hope's brightest stars come peeping through.
Our paths lead down b\ the meadows tair.
Where the sweetest blossoms nod and smile.
And we lay aside our cross of care
Once in a ‘while.

Once in a while wltliin our own
We clasp the hand of a steadfast friend;
Once in a while we hear a tone
Of love with (lie heart’s own voice to blend;
And the dearest of all our dreams come true,
And on life's way is a golden mile;
Each thirsting flower is kissed with dew
Once in a while.

A critic says the old-timers were
more courteous than moderns. Even
the old cars rattle before they strike. Once in a while in the desert saud
—Wooster Record.
We find a spot of the fairest green :

I guess that it will be ........................................................
Name ................................................................................

Fred Moran, inspector of light
houses, who is a frequent visitor to
this city, put in appearance at the
Thorndike Hotel yesterday with his
right arm in a sling. It developed
that his hand was broken when it
became caught in machinery at Libby
Island. The genial inspector finds
that a right handed man is quite
helpless whe nhe loses the use of that
member, but as he never had another
accident in tbe course of 12 years
arduous service among the light
houses he is not disposed to murmur.

j

An expert says that a really good
| diamond will make a hole in almost
anything. Especially a banking ac
count.—Passing Show.

'

Once in a while from where we stand
The hills of Paradise are seen;
And a perfect joy in our hearts we hold—
A joy that the world cannot defile
We trade earth’s dross for the purest gold
Once In a while.
Nixon Waterman.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland, Me . April 10, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. I.yddle, who
on oath declared lhat he is 'Pressman in llie
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of April 8, 1930, there was
printed a total of 6318 copies.

Before me,

;
|
;
!

FRANK B MILLER,
Notary 'Public.

J One hundred percent first aid pre
paredness is the goal of Troop 6. Boy
The Lord is thy keeper: the Lord
Scouts of the Congregational Church,
Is thy shade upon thy right hand.—
who started on the standard Red
Psalm 121:5
Cross first aid course of instruction
Monday evening under the able su
Nothing could be more practical pervision of Almon M. Young, chief
or humane than the purposes of the of the local Central Maine first aid
third annual campaign now being ; division. Although a very large crew
for one instructor to handle, the
waged by the Maine Public Health i scouts are apt students and are look
Association and allied organizations. ing forward to getting their certifi
That purpose is to prevent the de- } cates at the end of the course which
will cover several meetings.
Mr.
velopment of tuberculosis among Rounds, chairman if the troop com
children. A great deal of money is i mittee. was on hand to present Scout
expended—all in vain—for the res Robert Allen the badge of an Eagle
toration of health to adults thus ' Scout. Scout Allen won his rating
as an Ragle while living in Portland
affected, whereas unhappiness might under the Cumberland Council, but
have been prevented and lives saved, hail not completed his year of serv
had that “stitch in time” been taken. ice as a first class Scout until re
It is due to every family to heed the j cently. He is tlie third Eagle Scout
in the Council.
advice given by experts who have j
♦ • • •
made the white plague a life study, i Troop 2 of the Methodist Church
and to obey the simple rules which has recently received into its ranks
five new Tenderfoot Scouts, they are,
have been laid down—not for the Winfield Chatto, Ered
Haining,
cure, hut the prevention of the dis Cleveland Morey, Harold Spofford,
and Harold Kaler.
The * Troops
ease.
hike on Sunday afternoon to Beech
Hill summit was an afternoon well
The North American Newspaper j spent. It is planning to take a series
Alliance has been interrogating mem- , of them, increasing the distances to
bers of Congress in regard to the enable the Scouts to become accus
tomed to the required long hikes of
Eighteenth amendment — whether first class .Scouts,
• • • •
they stand for enforcement, modifi
Troop <lne has resumed its regu
cation or repeal. Senator Hale's
lar meetings at the Baptist Church
reply was unqualified approval of
under the supervision of Edgar W.
enforcing the exciting prohibitory Dorr, who has taken over the duties
laws, but Senator Gould, as was to of Scoutmaster. There are about 15
lb© expected, replied that the prohi boys in the troop, some of whom are
old timers, the. others being new in
bitory law "has not and never can
Scouting.
• • ♦ •
be enforced." Representatives Beedy.
Plans for the annual rally have
Nelson and Snow stood squarely on
the Republican platform for enforce been made and epch Scout provided
with a schedule of the events which
ment. Representative White wjps not are to take place on Saturday. May
In Washington when the question 3 at Oakland Park. Some of the
naire was presented, but Maine peo troops will plan to camp overnight
in tents on the eve of the rally to be
ple did not need to be told where
ready and on hand in time. An eve
he stands.
ning campfire program will be
planned for the event,
• • • •
The action of John J. Raskob,
Troop 9 ot the Baptist Church is
Democratic national chairman, in out for all the honors of Troop base
contributing funds toward the defeat ball and is planning to play a double
of the prohibitory amendment, is header on the 19th at Oakland Park,
meeting Troop 10 of Thomaston and
repudiated by Senator Simmons of
Troop 7 of Rockport. The Patrol
North Carolina, who feels more than point contest in Troop 9 wil' be con
ever Justified in refusing to sup cluded next Monday with the pre
port the candidacy of Alfred E. sentation of a prize to the winning
Patrol and to the individual Scout
Smith. Raskob's attitude is also who has covered the greatest number
strongly opposed by the former Sec of requirements. Keen interest has
retary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels. marked the contest which started in
The "Solid South” may discipline, November, last and ail the Scouts
are speculating as to the winner. Mr.
and even ostracize its insurgent Kimball, the assistant Scoutmaster is
Democrats, but there is no sign that in charge of the event.
the spirit of the latter has been
The hydraulic internal-expanding
broken.
brakes operating in 11-inch .brake
drums en all four wheels insure posi
Burpee & Lamb’s new store and tive control of the new Dodge
that attractive recessed entrance of Brothers Six under all operating con
Vesper A. Leach’s store is causing ditions.
that Main street section to rather
lord itself over other localities, but
what will happen when the outer
shell is removed from Clarence E.
Daniels’ new store can only be con
jectured. It is said that a delightful
surprise awaits.

E very-0 ther'-Day

j and glimpses may be caught cf
most of a role that is sure to delight character actors, Tully Marshall,
PRESIDENT RECORD STILL
PARK THEATRE
Charles Sellon, Sam Hardy and
bright copper kettles hanging in the
UNBEATEN
Mary Brian, that charming young audiences everywhere. Richard Arlen Francis McDonald. It will be shown
kitchens—for centuries used in the actress who so delighted audiences as Lou Larrigan. speed demon, is ex
' service of the good cooking for which with her sensitive, finely drawn cellently cast and gives one of -the in Park Theatre Friday and Saturday.
Although 17 months have elapsed
—adv.
this little town is famous.
characterizations in “The Virginian” finest performance-) of his career.
Since Studebaker’s President Eight
Color, Flowers, Bells
and The Marriage Playground”, is
, sped 30.000 miles in 26.326 minutes at
“Burning l’p” is a fast-moving,
The more beautiful a woman, the i Atlantic City, no other car has even
Sicily is a land of color, cf flowers, Richard Arlen’s leading lady in his exciting picture, replete with sus
) and of ringing bells. The flower : first starring picture for Paramount, pense-filling situations that build up more likely she Is to meet all the ' closely approached, let alone equalled
| this record.
venders carry their wares in one great “Burning l’p”. In this all-talking to one. of the most thrilling climaxes wrong men.—Mrs. Ethel Mffnnin.
bouquet on a long pole high above the romantic melodrama. Miss Brian ever seen on the screen. Remarkable
I crowd. In spring they appear in' brings the same delightful and camera innovations and unusually
battalions bearing aloft enormous charming quality to her performance e llective sound effects add greatly to
clusters i f orange blossoms—enough that has distinguished all of her re the enjoyment «f this picture, which
to make the streets perpetually festal. cent efforts. In “Burning Up”, as , possesses all those ingredients that
But nothing else gives so radiant a Huth Morgan, a small town girl who , make for first rate entertainment.
note of color to out-of-door life as the falls in love with a famous automobile In support of Richard Arlen and
painted carts. Every inch of the sur- race driver, Mi<s Brian makes the Mary Brian are four well known
. face is decorated with shades and
Climbing in the Saxon Alps
tints that you never saw before, and
PALE DRY
When you are in Dresden take the an the designs and seenejr-are differforty-five minute ride to Bathen, a ent. The harness t.f the pony or
lovely little village on the Elbe, where donkey, too, is gay. and the sound of
Saxon Switzerland begins. The high- I their hells fills the streets,
est "mountains" in this section arc
A Printer.s shrine
only about four hundred feet from
EAD the label on the fcv tle next time
the base, but many a climber who has j R ,s not without reason that the
you buy ginger ale. See if you’re getting
conquered Mont Blanc has had to 'i^itor to Antwerp in Belgium is
a full 16-ounce pint or a little 12-ounce bottle.
hesitate before them. The Germans ;lsl'e'i s0 often if he has yet seen the
If it’s not a full 16-ounce pint it’s not
are fond of testing their skill on the house of t lui.-tuphe I’lantin. The
Clicquot Club Pale Dry, the famous ginger
Saxon Alps, and come in large num- worthy citizen was a French printer
ale that is aged 6 months in the making.
bers every year. Perpendicular cliffs I1*" the sixteenth century and made
It’a at your store today. And it gives you 4
provide very few ledges for feet and Antwerp his home and printshop. In
hands, and the usual mountaineering the angle of the Marche du Vendredi.
extra ounces for your money.
technique is useless. But because of *t can be found around its quaint little
tlie coarse sandstone rock, a soft shoe courtyard. It lias a unique collection
and a clutching band hold firmly to ”1 <'l‘l furniture and paintings by
the flat surface—it is this trick which Rubens and tan Dyck.
Tlie old
makes such a sport of climbing in printing office, tlie proprietor’s office
“Fresh from the Gardens”
Saxony.
anJ the salesroom are preserved com„•
ple<e' and the house it8e,f is » fine
In Packets end Individual Tea-Bags
®
Renaissance example of the better
All of us are familiar with pictures burgher type priceless treasures of
of the mammoth figure of Buddha engraving and printing can he seen,
in Japan. It may he seen at Kama- ■ anj tlie piace has become a favorite
kura, a pleasant summer resort near shrine for American newspaper men
Yokohama, which is also famous for_____________
its beaches and beautiful mountain
APPLETON RIDGE
top views. The Daibutsu, or Big
Buddha is the largest bronze easting
The weekly praise service which
in existence, and sits in state upon a was held at the home of Mr. and
lotus flower, with a calm and peace Mrs. W. M. Newbert was well at
ful expression. His eyes of pure gold tended, 35 being present.
seem to be absorbed In meditation.
The W.C.T.C. met with Mrs.
On his head are 830 curls each nine Blanche Davidson Friday afternoon
inches high, representing the snails with 12 members and three visitors.
which, according to legend, crawled
Mr. and Mrs. John Cftaples tverv
on his head to shelter its bald surface recent guests of ,Mr. and Mrs. James
from the sun's rays.
Morse at the village.
High School was closed three days
The Heart of Vienna
In Vienna there is one cafe where last week on account of illness of
it is delightful to spend an hour or one of the teachers. Miss Maude S.
two sitting and watching the people Fuller.
The date has been set for the
who gather there. This is the Cafe
Imperial on the Ringstrasse. Situat Christian Endeavor play “The Hen
ed in the heart of Vienna, it is a meet pecked Hero.” It is April 25.
The purpose cf this market is to give you “More to Chcose From and Less To Pay.”
ing place for authors, playwrights, . Several ot the men of this vicinity
journalists—famous or unknown—be- i have been employed recently burn
Our policy is lo have prices plainly marked for all to see—to offer you special opportunities
sides racing and sporting people, and ing blueberry land.

Read the Label and Compare!

7ale&

Clicquot Club

Sup reme in Quality

R

TEA

Extra Special

72c qt

a sprinkling of radicals associated
with revolutionary groups in the
Balkans. Before the war the Cafe
Imperial was a rendezvous of fashion
and the military in gorgeous uni
forms. There is no other one simillar
place in any city where such a varied
and interesting crowd of people may
be seen at any hour of the day.
Why Rocamadour?
Why do people love to go to Roca
madour? Because the roads to it run
through the greenest rolling hills of
central France, past ruined castles,
past comfortable stone farmhouses,
past bands of roving gypsies. Sud
denly the village appears far across
the valley, gabled houses clinging to
the side of a cliff which is crowned
by one of France's great pilgrimage
shrines and a lofty castle. The one
street of Rocamadour is narrow and
cobbled. It wanders up the steep hill.

SOMERVILLE
Waldo H. Clark of South Jeffer
son, census enumerator for Jefferson
and Somerville, was taking the cen
sus wi town last week.
,
The selectmen have been taking
valuation of the town.
Schools in town have commenced
as
follows:
Somerville
Corner.
March 31. William Tiffany.-teaehRj;
Sand Hill. April '7,‘ 'Marie Turner,
teacher; South Somerville. April 7
Marcia Hisler of Week's Mills
teacher.
A. R. Colby has started his saw
mill for the spring work.
Fabric bead between body and
fenders on Dynamic New Erskine
models eliminates squeaks.
It
typical of Studebaker high standards I
| of quality in toachcraft.

SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

GREEN TRADING STAMPS

SPRinG
ymARTness

In view of the constant exhibition
of outlawry there we had not sup
posed that Chicago was a fit place
for a woman, but the remarkable
majority given to Mrs. Ruth Mc
Cormick, the new Senatorial nominee,
seems to indicate that the Bomb
City has a due regard for the
feminine sex.

EXPRESSED IN THESE NEW

APPROVED

At last there can be no question as
o the fame of Rudy Vallee. He has
ust been sued for a million on the
harge of pirating an unpublished
ong. Just what fate will overtake
tudy when it is discovered that the
nusic boxes are ruining the popuarity of University of Maine's Stein
Song is not indicated.

Edgar Wallace, that prolific nov
elist who writes thrillers, has an
nounced his intention of running for
Parliament. Now if his American
readers could only be listed as ab
sentee voters" his election would be
made certain at the outset.

Delicious Sugar Cured Bacon

COOKED SPAGHETTI
2 large cans 19c

A silver spoon certificate with each
two packages purchased

One can of Tomato Soup Free with
each two cans of Spaghetti pur
chased

Have you guessed on Rockland s
pulatlon? If not why don't you fill
t the coupon which appears in this
;ue, and stand a good chance of
nning $10 in gold or a year's subription to The Courier-Gazette,
le last coupon will appear next
tesday and all guesses must be tiled
thin 24 hours of that date

VEAL STEAK,
CHOPS,

lb. 60c
lb. 50c

Spring Lamb

■

STEAKS
HAMBURG,
CUBE,
TOP ROUND,
FACE RUMP,
PORK STEAK,

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

PORK ROAST,
CHUCK ROAST,

lb. 25c
lb. 24c

LEAN BEEF,
CHOICE LAMB,

25c
35c
35c
35c
48c

lb. 39c

lb. 25c
lb. 19c

Corned Beef
More beautiful than ever.
Smart—exceedingly Comfortable—al

ways.

Value—instantly recognized.

Style—all the new ideas and a wide
selection of leathers to choose from.

Blackberries
Plums

FANCY BRISKET, lb. 25c
THICK RIB,
lb. 25c

8oz

5

canstaV U
Wcansi

BAKER’S COCOA, % lb can 15c
JOHNSON BEANS,
qt 19c
JELL-O,
3 pkgs 25c
CHIPSO,
large pkg. 20c
MATCHES,
6 boxes 18c
WATER GLASS,
quart 19c
PEARS,
large can 25c

Bulk Oats
10 lbs for
49c

NATIVE

BANANAS,

3 lbs. 25c

PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE
2 packages 25c
RED RIPE

lb. 19c

TOMATOES,

CUKES

SPINACH

OUTDOOR DANDELIONS
LETTUCE

GREEN PEAS

CAULIFLOWER
CARROTS

,

A New England Product Fashioned by Skilled Craftsmen
Mail Order. Filled—

BEETS

RHUBARB

GREEN PEPPERS

Stringless Beans, 2 cans 25c

PINEAPPLES

MUSHROOMS

RADISHES

LARGE LOAF BREAD, 8c

SALE OF FINE COFFEE

ENDIVES

SWEET POTATOES
APPLES

GRAPEFRUIT

ORANGES
LEMONS

SEAL BRAND
WHITE HOUSE
EXCELSIOR
GARDEN OF ALLAH
AUTOCRAT
POUND

39c

VISIT OUR
FISH COUNTER

SWEET MIXED PICKLES
Quart Glass Jar, 39c

New St. John Alewives
2 for 25c

EVAPORATED MILK
3 cans 25c
SUNSHINE *
SODA CRACKERS
2 pound box 29c

SALMON

CLAMS
SCALLOPS

FISH BITS,
LOBSTERS

COD TONGUES

More comfortable than ever.

The Arch-Healer idea presents a shoe
molded to fit every curve and arch of
your foot. Expert fitting service to
insure the proper shoe for each indi
vidual foot.

9J«p

Grocery Specials Vegetable Counter

lb.35c
lb.35c
lb.19c

LEGS,
CHOPS,
FORES,

Stewing Meat

le same time.

DEL MONTE BRAND
Prunes

1

MEAT SPECIALS

lb 39c

A REAL BREAKFAST TREAT

QUAKERMILKMACARONI
2 pkgs. 19c

FRESH PIGS FEET, lb. 15c

"Viola" — dull black kid,
suntan and white.

19c

large
can

for thrifty buying that can come only from close personal management and large buying
power. Ey passing our buying advantages on to you we help you cut your cost cf living—
set a better table and serve more enjoyable meils. If that kind of a store policy appeals to
you, buy all your Fcod at PERRY’S and profit accordingly.

OVEN ROAST,

"Evelyn" — tailored black
and brown calf and kid ties.

Heinz
BAKED BEANS

Less To Pay

BONELESS PRIME RIE>

nine newspapers are congratuig Lawrence T. Smith, editor of
Bangor Daily News, who has just
pleted a half-century of joursm. To have given Maine as good
ewspaper as the News is in itself
small achievement.

Extra Special

More To Choose From

FANCY NATIVE

Yesterday’s snow flurry was just

DRY

At Perry’s Market

Pure Maple
Syrup

The re-election of Mayor Murchie
In Calais, Monday, with no opposi
tion, completes an unusually impres
sive list of Republican victories in
the Maine spring elections. The re
sults argue well for the approach
ing contest in the State, with inter
est being intensified by the several
sharp primary contests which are
now being waged.

me of April's little vagaries.

Clicquot Club
PALE

R. E. NUTT

le (Bull Became a Violinist by
Using While His Father Slept,"
s a headline in the (Boston Globe,
be so, but it doesn't seem as
gh both could have been possible

Gives 4 Extra Ounces

Perry’s Market
MAKE IT A HABIT TO TRADE WITH YOUR NATIVE MERCHANTS

HALIBUT
OYSTERS
MACKEREL

3 lbs. 25c
SHRIMP
SPAWN

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

UNION

•
Those who attended the meeting at
Pioneer (irange and heard the splen
did talk by State Master Crawford
realized that he had a message of
actual helpfulness and if his sug
gestions are carried out every
Grange will be bettered by his ef
forts. Judge Frank B. Miller was
also present.
The Legion Auxiliary will hold
another of their popular card parties
Saturday evening.
Will Sayward has returned home
from Knox 'Hospital.
As the Methodist Church is being
repaired the morning service and the
Sunday School will he held In the
Congregationalist Church next Sun
day April 13.
• • • •

SNEAKERS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 11—Bird Pay In Maine.
April 12—Limerock Valley -Pomona meets '
with Pleasant Valley Grange, Rockland.
April 13—Palm Sunday.
April 14—Shakespeare Society meets with 1
Mrs. Aldana Spear.
April 14 Parent-Teacher Association’s en-,
tertainment at the High 'School auditorium.
April W—Trial of Cruiser Northampton on
Rockland Course.
April 16—Easter supper, Rockport Baptist '
Church .auspices of Trytohelp Club.
April 14 (2 to 4 p. m.)—“Well Baby” clinic I
at Knox Hospital.
April 16-17—Rockport’s Big Minstrels.
April Iff (4 and 7.15 p. in.) —Educational :
Club meeting, Copper Kettle Porch.
April 18—Good Friday.
April 19—Patriot’s Day.
April 20—Easter.
April 21—Easter Monday ball, auspices of i
Chapin Class.
April 24—Annual spring concert of Rubin- |
stein Club.
April 28—Partial eclipse of the sun.
May 2—May dance at Temple hall, auspices
Universalist Improvement Society.
May 5—‘May ball of American Legion '
Auxiliary at Temple hall.
May 5—Monthly meeting Qf City Govern- '
ment.
.May 6—Knox County Superior Court con
venes.
May 6— Lincoln Baptist Association meets
at Littlefield (Memorial -Church.
May 15-17—State Federation of Music Clubs j
meets In Bangor.
May 20-21—Spring Conference of Rotary
International In Waterville.
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District,
Lions International, at the Samoset.
June 24—St. John’s Day, with Claremont I
i ommandery as host.
July 7-Aug. 15—Summer School at Uni
versity of Maine.
July 25-26—Racing regatta at Camden.

I

Children’s, Youths’, Boys

98c
KED SNEAKERS
Child's, Youths’, Boys

$1.35

$1.75
Boys’

$2.00
*Baseball Bats given with

the Top Notch Sneakers

Carlyle U. -Brown, letter carrier, is
the recipient of many congratula
tions these days.

McLAlN Shoe Store

Barge Rock Haven, Capt. J. P.
Betts, is in Portland, loading cop
per ore for Xew York.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mrs. Beulah Ames has resigned
her position with the IRoekland &
Rockport Lime Corporation, and
April 28 joins the clerical staff of
tlie Central Maine Tower Co.

Supper will be served by the men
of Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., Friday
at 6. Meeting at 7.30.

Relatives of the late Fvans Havey
are offering $100 for the recovery
of the body. The young man was
drowned March 31 off Munroe Island.

Tonight the third and fourth de
grees will be conferred by Penobscot
View Orange on a candidate, a short
program following. Every member
The property in Rockport owned by of the Grange who can possibly at
Walter and Nellie Carleton was sold tend is asked to be present.
nt the Court House Tuesday to sat
,
isfy a judgment. The purchaser was
Dwight M. Virgin has a two weeks'
Capt. Charles II Wooster of Rockport. leave of absence from the Burpee
Furniture Store, and leaves today for
A meeting of the Children's Play St. Petersburg, Fla., where he will
ground Association will be lield to make a short visit with his father.
morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock at the The latter will accompany him back
Chamber of Commerce. •\ll persons to Rockland.
interested in the Playground are
urged to attend.
I|

Battery G of the Coa^t Artillery
Coips is having a banquet in the
Legion hall tomorrow night, with
Col. Savage of Augusta and Lieut.
Willard among the speakers. Pic
tures of last Reason's encampment at
Fort Williams will be shown.
The sports writer of the Waterville
Sentinel has been looking over the
candidates for the Colby College
baseball team and foresees that the
well known Rockland athlete. Wendell
Thornton will have a position In the
varsity outfit.

Becoming a grandparent twice
in the same day has probably
happened in many families but
Edward H. Blackington of West
Meadow road wonders how
many can duplicate his experi
ence of twice becoming a
grandparent at the same min
ute. The children were born at
5 minutes of 4 on the morn
ing of April 4—a son. Herbert
Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Blackington in Bingham; and
1 tf daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Erwin Spearin Rockland. Mas
ter Edward copped the honors
by virtue of tipping the scales
at 11 >4 . pounds. Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Blackington have nine
grandchildren.

I___________ _ _ _ _ _ _

Now is the season for new wall
papers. Come in and see our new
spring samples. Fuller-Cohb-Davle. ,
;
42-44

SPRING MERCHANDISE
Paris Decrees!
New York Accepts
Senter Crane
Presents --

There Are Many Smart
Exclusivities in the Newest

Sluuvnoor
rcuciij

Lacey
Straws
The Very NEW
Millinery Modes
Correctly styled in ac
cordance with latest
fashion dictates.

<^7ashion«d

of two exclu
sive, extremely
ItAndsomc fabrics:
the elegant/ purestwool "Snagmoor" and
the new, soft, fleecy, warm
"Shagmoor" de Luxe. Both
fabrics mould themselves into
the most intriguingly graceful
silhouettes. Tailored with the
greatest finesse. Enriched, in most
cases, with magnificent, luxurious
lur collars and cuffs. Ideal for every
informal occasion. In sizes to fit
perfectly every short, tall, slen
der, stout, junior, mature,
normal or intermediate
,
figure. The unusually
moderate prices give
one much added in
centive to possess
at least one
z?

MARY M. KELLEY

$3.98 to
$10.00
‘Whether it's the new
“Illo Rita Shape”—"The
Angel Face” that all
Paris is talking of—or
anj’ of the new manipu
lated brims, they are all
here for every type—
Ihe most flattering and
becoming of the .spring's
millinery inodes.
You can ehoose from:
Perie
Viseas.
Baku
Braids. Sisolettes, Tusean Bodies, Bangkok
Toyos, Izicy Hair Braids
SPECIAL GROUP
Beautiful new straws
as outstanding
in
style as they are in
price. Come in and
try some on—we'll
be glad to show them
to you $1.98 end $2.98

Mary M. Kelley, died in the Peter
i Bent Brigham Hospital. Boston, aged
' 59 years. She had made her home
I with her sister, Miss Nancy M. BabbidKe, until March 10, when hospital
• treatment became necessary. Her
i sufferings were very acute, but in the
; midst of them she displayed remark
able courage, and her thoughts, as
always, were for the welfare of
those near and dear to her. -Her
death removes a loving mother and
devoted sister. 'Her body was ac
companied from Boston toy two
nieces, Mrs. Bdna Drake and Mrs.
Eva Ingerson.
Mrs. Kelley is survived toy one son,
J. A. Kelley; two sisters, Nancy M.
Babbidge and Mrs. L. M. Higgins:
one brother R. R. Babbidge. and
mother-in-law. Mrs. M. E. Wheeler.
Many friends attended the *uncral
and there were many floral tributes.

Easter Dresses
Special Sale of

NEW SPRING DRESSES
Regular $9.50

ADDED BEAUTY FEATURE

$7.95

The gasoline tank, a point in a
motor car which can be unsightly;
has Veen beautified in the Dynamic
New Erskine with a handsome em
bossed shield.

*

All the new fashions are here!

* and boleros!

BORN
BLAjOKINGTON—At Bingham. April 4. to Mr.
and -Mrs Ralph Blackington of Rockland,
a son. Herbert Edward. 11 K pounds.
SI*EAR—At Rockland, April 4. to Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Spear, a daughter.
EUGLEY—At (Gross Neck, April 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Eugley. a daughter.
LUNT—At Rockland. April 7, to (Mr. and Mrs.
Hyman W. Lunt, a son, Royce Howard,
weight 10 pounds.

4.4..:..:..9.:..;..;.;..:..J.++44.4.4. .J.^. 4.4.4.4.4.4.4.

<•<. .94.4.4.4.4.

Cowl necklines—capes

Crepes are in high shades.

Gay prints on

♦ dark grounds are in vogue for early Spring. Sizes 14-20,
! 38-44.
♦
♦
4-4.4.4-4-{. 4-4..;..;..;..;..;..;..;.4.^.4..>^.4.+^.+

Regular price would be $ 1.98

DIED
GROSS—At /Waldoboro. April 8, Annie A.,
wife of Alden Gross, aged 75 years.
WINCHENBACH—At Jefferson. April 6, Mary,
widow of Webster 'Winchenbach, aged 93
years. 8 months, 6 days. Burial at South
Waldoboro.

Sale of

SILK

Rose Bushes

JERSEY

IN MEMORIAM
In fond and loving memory of our wife and
mother, Mrs. IMary L. Fuller, who passed away
April 9. 1929.

John A. {Fuller and family

Tenant’s Harbor

38 inches wide

Friday and Saturday, April 1 I and I 2
Come Friday if possible for best selection

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our little sister Blanchle
Witherspoon, who passed away April 13, 1925.
One by one earth’s ties are broken,
As we see our loved ones taken :
And the hopes so fondly cherished
Brighten but to pass away.
One by one our hearts grow brighter.
As we near the shining Shore :
For we know across the river
Wait the loved ones gone before.
•
(Mrs. Etta Turner, 'Mrs. Louise ‘Melvin

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all the neighbors and
friends who were so loving and kind during
the sickness of our mother, Mrs. Addle Achorn,
and for the lovely floral tributes sent us.
Fred Achorn. Mrs. Annabel King, Mrs. Jack
Brennan.
•

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank the kind friends for the
use of their cars, also for the beautiful floral
offerings during the recent Illness and death
of our dear one. Mary Kelley.
J. A. Kelley, IMrs. ’Nancy M. Babbidge. Mrs.
Lyndla Higgins, R. R. Babbidge, Mrs. M. E.

Wheeler.

Etta Blackinton
Will do Repairing, Relining and Re
modeling, Ladiee* and Men’s Clothing,
at 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.
42-43

Cocoanut Cakes
Made from Fresh Grated Cocoanuts

tf

SPECIAL EASTER AND

The 4-H Club met at Mrs. Ella
Grinnell’s April 5 with ,18 present.
Two girls were added to member
ship, making the number now 21.
Cutting and making aprons was the
subject taken.
April 19 another
meeting is to be held to be called at
1 o'clock sharp. 'Members please re
member, an afternoon meeting. All
boys and girls of age are cordially
invited to join.
Lorenzo Linscott had the misfor
tune to lose a yearling heifer Sun
day iby choking in the stanchion.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Carter and son
of Portland spent the weekend at
enry Turner’s.
./Henry
rs. Ada Mitchell visited Sunday
I Mrs.
with Florence Calderwood.
, Oscar Carroll of Rockville was in
] this place last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Grinnell of
1 Stickney Corner visited Mrs. Cora
Grinnell Sunday.
I
______________

Blue Bonnet Troop, is to have a
Pleasant Valley Grange met Tues
day night. Two candidates were in hike to Ash Point Saturday, meeting
structed in the first and second de at the Universalist Church at 9.45.
grees.
For entertainment each Efich girl is to take her own lunch,
member had a pleasant surprise. augmented by bacon or “hot dogs"
There will be a special meeting to for roasting. Lieut. Mary Lawry and
night to confer the third and feurth Mjss Irene Lunden will be in charge.
degrees on the two candidates.
A 75-year-old pair of shoes on ex
A man named Staples, said to be hibition at the McLain .Shoe Store
long in Portland, was arrested by the shows the wonderful evolution that
State Police Monday night, charged has taken place with footgear. The
with drunken driving. He was sen- pair on exhibition was presented to
' tenccd to three months in-jail, and his Manager Chisholm by IT. E. Mc
companion, G. Wheeler, was fined Namara.
$10 and costs for operating a car
A series of entertainments, pre
without a license, the alternative sen
sented by local schools will be inau
tence being 30 days in jail.
gurated by the Parent-Teacher AsRaymond H. Fogler, a West Rock sbeiation Monday night when the
port boy with the W. T. Grant Co. High School will offer an elaborate
the past decade lias been made a program consisting of music, class
director of that giant corporation. demonstrations, readings, playlets,
;ele. Everybody is invited and there
Philip Dandero. son of Mr. and Mrs.
I*. F. iDondero, lately in charge of the will be no admission charge.
‘Boston district stores of the firm
E. C. Moran Jr., leaves April 25
has been transferred to Chicago with
for Kansas City, Mo., on his annual
36 stores in his group.
trip to the headquarters of the inRockland Community Chest Asso isuranee concern for wliirh E. C.
ciation. inc., yesterday elected these Moran & Co. are State agents His
officers: George Gay, president: W. return will be via Washington, D. C.,
I. Ayer, vice president; Chauncey where he will hold a conference at
National
Committee
Keene, treasurer; Lenore Benner, sec Democratic
retary; George Gay, II. F. Blodgett, headquarters, the whole trip occu
W. iS. Rounds, Frank IH. Ingraham pying about 10 days.
and David L. McCarty, executive
The rehearsal of “The Seven Last
committee.
Words of Christ," postponed from
The sessions of the Grand Lodge, Wednesday evening, due to the illness
of Miss Margaret Stahl, will take
'Knights of Pythias and Pythian Sis
place tomorrow evening at the Uni
ters of Maine, will be held in Augusta,
versalist Church at 7.30. This will
May 20 and 21 and elaborate plans are have to be the final rehearsal and it
being made for the entertainment of is important for everyone who plans
the many visitors who will attend to sing in the chorus .to be present.
from all parts of the State as well as
Grand and Supreme officers who are
One dollar for each 106 pounds in
expected from Massachusetts and excess of the maximum load Is the
l’rincc Edward Island.
new fine regulation made by Judge
Miller ar.d put into effect recently.
“The Newspaper and the Public’’ Yesterday William MacElveen of
is the subject of the April 18 address, Hampden. N. IL. paid $19 and court
to' lie given by a former Rockland costs when Lieut. Cushman of the
I evident and newspaper man. H. State Highway Police found the
Augustus Merrill, now of the Port truck he operated 1900 pounds over
land Evening News. Discussion sub ^maximum. It was Belfast bound
ject will be ''Hmv to lessen and cut with groceries.
out uncharitable and unprofitable
If you want to save money don't
conversation??” What remedies and
cures can be devised or suggested? buy a used car until you have had a
Civics lesson. Shall a Congressman talk with Frederick U. Waltz, who
put first the welfare of himself, of his lias 30 dependable used cars at rea
d'.stricf of the United States, the sonable ligures. Tel. 392-M.—adv.
43*11
pleasure of his constituents, or serve
the small group that was most active
in securing his election? Who is your
Congressman? Who Is the present
speaker of the House and president
of the Senate? Why is a census every
10 years necessary?
.Crockett's Baby Shop has added
to its line of children's wear a line
of ladies' hats, silk hosiery, Hoover
dresses and smocks. These goods
are displayed on the northern side of
the store and will lie sold there until
a suitable tenant is foun 1 for lhat
half of the shop—adv.
It

VOGUE PATTERNS

BURKETTVILLE

HERE'S A COINCIDENCE!

J
j
1
'
1

GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE HOSIERY

When the bell sounded Monday
morning, only a third of the stu
dents rushed In. It is belieeved that
the other two-thirds were at home
hunting for their rubber boots.
Coming! Supper, Friday. April 11
at 6 p. m.. All hungry folks will be
entertained at the Masonic dining
hall with clam chowder, accompan
ied by appetizing dessert.
Don't
miss it.
The “Principle of Archimedes” on
displacement of water was absentmindedly illustrated the other day
when one of the students placed his
fcot In the pail containing waste
drinking cups and water. At least
four gallons of H2O was displaced.
An order of baseballs and gloves
has arrived. The ball players are
patiently waiting for the grond to
dry out so they may begin work on
the diamond.

Youths’

I. >R. Cutler has been in -Boston in
the interests of Cutler-Cook Co.

III

High School Notes

TOP NOTCH

There will be a dance in I.O.O.F. I
hall tonight.

Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee is cogching
"The Marionettes,'' a different entertainment which Is to be given next
Wednesday night at the I’niversalist
vestry. A rehearsal is to be held tonight at 5.SC at The Copper Kettle.

Page Three

24c dozen
CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

Rockland, Me.

59c yd.

ea.

Take advantage of this once a year event.
roots are fully protected and dampened.

Every plant is guaranteed. The

This remarkable value comes through a cash purchase of ❖
a big mill close out.

All the good colors including black

and white.

<•

Suits for Young Modems of 3 to, 8
DREFERRED by mothers who know—
* and boys, too I ... . Smartest little
suits you have avar seen—and
you can wash them all you like.
The colors arc delightful—and the
styles will delight the fondest .
fancy of any little chap.

Special Prices

95c

$1.85

$2.85

tUAHAKTI

The lot consists of the following:

Roses Two Year
Mrs. Aaron Ward
Mrs. John Laing
Frau Karl Druschki
American Beauty
Red Baby Rambler
Pink Baby Rambler
Crimson Rambler
Pink Rambler
White Dorothy Perkins
Pink Dorothy Perkins
Red Dorothy Perkins
Yellow Rambler
Peonies Two Year
Red Peonies
Pink Peonies
White Peonies

Shrubs and Vines Two Year

Clematis Paniculata
Climbing Honeysuckle
Wisteria
Spirea Bridal Wreath
Hydrangea
Forsythia
Honeysuckle
Snowball
Weigela Pink
Perennials Two Year

Chrysanthemums
Japan Iris
German Iris
Hollyhocks

With the above we are going to sell—

Living Fems from Florida—10c and 15c
Only 10 cents for a fern that is big enough for a three inch flower pot.
only 1 5 cents for the bigger size, for a four inch pot.
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

And

^ther-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 10, 1930
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DORCHESTER MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
T5

THE AUTOMOBILE INS. CO.
<0f Hartford. Cena.

GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
I Liberty Street. New Verb. N. Y.

ASSETS DBC. 31. 1929
ASSETS DBC. 31. 19»
$39,700
Stocks and Bonds ..................... $55,778,625 00 Real Estate .............................
71.400
Cash In Office and Bank .......
2.242.664 16 Mortgage Loans .....................
18.250.105
Agents’ Balances .......................
4,147,938 97 Stocks and Bonds .................
Cash ln Office and Bank.......
2.227.082
Bills Receivable .......................
Agents’ Balances ...................... 2,584
2,584,142
Interest and Rents ...................
A rtviaw from the columns
Bills Receivable ........................
11.912
All other Assets ....... <...............
of this paper of some of the
Interest and Rents ......................
100.321
1,037.917
Gross Assets .................. ... $62,658,664 54 All other Assets ........................
happenings which interested
223,748 60
Deduct Items not admitted .
Rockland and vicinity in thia
(iross Assets ........................ $24,322,581
month, 1904.
97,171
Admitted ............................... $62,434,915 94 Deduct Items not admitted ....
LLKBIIJTLES (DEC. 31. 1929
$24,225,409
Net Unpaid Losses ................... $2,643,846 73
LLVRILITIEK DEC. 31 , 1929
20.978.229 10
John Bushie of Owl's Head gashed j
1,348.768 93 Net Unpaid Losses .................... $1,890,067
5.325.356
16,300.000 00 Unearned Premiums .................
one of his hands badly while grind Cash Capital
4.078.825
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 21,164,077 18 All other Liabilities .................
ing a fish-knife.
Cash Capital ..............................
5.000.000
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
.....
7.931.161
George E. Cross sold his house on Total Inabilities and Surplus $62,434,915 94
THE /ETNA CASUALTY ANO SURETY CO. Total Liabilities and Surplus $24,225,409
Granite street to George B. Casey.

98
03
61
30
00
04

LIABILITIES ©BC. 31, 1929
$6,462
Net Unpaid Losses -------, .
o,.<»
Unearned Premiums .....................
180,896
All other Liabilities ....... -..........
5,342
Reserve for Contingencies ...........
51.628
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 356,934

25 YEARS AGO

CLEERCOAL
Do you want to save money on fuel bills? That is exactly why
CLEERCOAL should appeal to you. It burns evenly, freely, and
gives 20% to 30% more heat. It contains no slate, is absolutely

uniform in quality and leaves less than a barrel of ashes to every

ton. CLEERCOAL assures you greater heat, greater convenience
and a real saving in fuel costs.

Less Than A Barrel of Ashes To
A Ton of CLEERCOAL

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
517 MAIN STREET

*

TEL. 487

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Traveling Weather Bureau

-nj

c

Two Dodge Brothers tracks carrying the complete meteorological equipment shown in the accompanying
‘illustration are now operating in an isolated section of eastern Wyoming for the purpose of detecting
storms that originate north and south of the transcontinental air mail route and sometimes sweep down on
airplanes in flight. This expedition expects to he cut off from the outside world for weeks at a time. In the
insert is shown some of the rugged and treacherous country over which the air mail planes must pass in

their flight from Chicago to San Francisco.

............

■

■■ —

11 ■"

v "

—
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Wrought Iron Comes Back

The “Big Red Ball,” resulting from the “shotting’’ in the Byers New
Process. The actual weight of ball shown is about 2,700 lbs.
Mass Production

industry than steel, is about to furnace by nature, fire and tlie
strength of the artisan s arms, Dut
stage a come-back.
Man’s Oldest and
The files of the bureau of indus failed, and it remained for an edu
trial statistics show that as late as cator—Dr. James Aston, director of
Most Useful Metal
1870 only about thirty thousand the department of mines and metal
long tons of Bessemer steel rails lurgy of Carnegie Institute of Tech
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A finding were produced as against more nology—to solve the puzzle that
the entire
industry.
that is bound to have the most pro than five hundred thousand tons of thwarted
found effect upon the entire iron , iron rails. Open-hearth steel pro- Tackling the problem from an en
and steel industries is contained in i duction of all kinds was only about tirely new angle, and using for his
the issue of the United States Bu j thirteen hundred tons while the practical laboratory an old mill at
reau of Standards Journal of Re value of the wrought iron output Warren, Ohio, leased for the pursearch just published.
mounted into many millions of dol | pose hy the A. XI. Byers Company
| of Pittsburgh, the old established
Briefly, it is that the government lars.
wrought iron pipe manufacturers,
bureau gives official recognition to
Industry Eclipsed
Dr. Aston produced- pure wrought
the product of a new process for
And then the tables, almost over iron in unbelievable quantities and
making wrought iron. Actually, it
puts the stamp of approval of the night, were reversed. Steel hcame without the aid of the iron puddler.
highest scientific authority upon an king when tha invention of the Bes j Ironically, the grimy and smokeinvention that unquestionably is to semer converter made possible the I bitten old building in which Aston,
revolutionize wrought iron through virtually automatic production of almost single-handed, brought iron
out the world ami that ultimately tremendous tonnages of low-cost and steel to a new cross-roads. Is
will bring a new relationship be steel. The great wrought iron in the home of some weird and pon
tween the old rivals, iron and steel. dustry seemed doomed for, while derous machinery that was used In
The story of which the Bureau of there continued an insistent de- j a long-forgotten attempt to produce
Standards finding is to form a maud for this imperishable metal wrought iron with a “cement-mix
major chapter revolves around and the amazing services it reu- 1 er” principle.
Already pronounced by the Amer
some development work that has ders, especially where corrosion i
been going on quietly, and un and vibration are factors, the ican Society for Testing Materials
known to all except a comparative wrought iron manufacturer always and hy the Federal Specifications
ly few of the world's leading metal was dependent in the final analysis Board to be pure wrought iron—
lurgists, in an abandoned iron mill upon the skill and energy of the and in many respects superior to
“iron puddler.” Tlie capacity of Ihe
hand-puddled
product—Dr.
near Pittsburgh.
Wrought’iron, one of the oldest hand labor offered puny competi Aston's development which is to be
and proverbially one of the most tion to the mammoth and roaring known commercially as “Byers
New Process” wrought iron has,
useful of metals, known to and val converter.
Scores of metallurgists through with the action of the Bureau of
ued by the ancient civilizations of
India afld Egypt, and as recently as out the world tried to reproduce Standards, received tlie approba
seventy years ago much larger an the magic wrought in the puddler's tion of the highest court.
Methods Come to

Hartford, Connecticut
William H. Harrington went on
ASSETS DEC. SI. .1929
the road for D. fW. True & Co. of Real Estate .................................
$113,300 00
Portland, being succeeded with Cobb. Mortgage Loans ....................... 1 .412J48 78
29.545.815 00
Stocks and Bonds
Wight & Co. by Cyrus C. Hills.
2.195.47 3 18
Cash in Office and Bank .........
E. Mont Perry sold his candy store Agents' Balances ..................... 3.297,039 28
Bills Receivable, and Suspense
11,132 63
at The Brook to A. B. Allen of Au Interest and Rents ........... -.....
269,186 99
gusta.
All other Assets .......................
284,109 50
The ice went out of Fox Island
Gross Assets ........................... $37,106,740 05
Thoroughfare April 1.
Deduct items not admitted.......
253,363 82
Zenas iB. Melvin was purser on the
Admitted .................. .............. $36,853,376 23
steamer Juliette.
LIABILITIES .DEC. 31, 1929
T. Raymond Pierce, formerly of
this city was appointed clerk to the j
........
2“
11.668.991 «o
selectmen of Wellesley. Mass.
3.952.455 30
All other Liabilities ..... ............
Work was begun on .Lewis Herzog’s Cash Capital ............................. 3,000.000 00
new cottage at Crabtree’s Point. Surplus over all Liabilities .... 12.237,361 70
North Haven.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $36,853,376 23
Capt. Edward C. Kenniston, 62, died
/ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
at his home on Warren street.
Hartford, Connecticut4
Edward W. McIntire bought the
ASSS7TS DBC. 31. 1929
furniture and fixtures of the Thorn Real Estate ..........
$387,320 00
dike Hotel, and his partner E. A. Mortgage Ixians ....................... 3.968.956 57
O’Neil was to be associated with Stocks and Bonds ..................... 35,776,856 85
him as manager. There wan to be (’ash ln Office and Bank ....... 2,224,774 32
Agents’ Balances ..... ~.............. 6,269,017 82
practically no change on the hotel Bills Receivable ....
43.614 24
519.842 37
staff. IB. Randall Andros, who had Interest and Rents.....................
All
other
Assets,
Accident
&
been with the hotel 21 years, remain
Liability Dept.
75.230 18
ing. Among the other employes who Life Dept...........................-.......... 362,103,946 60
had been there for a lengthy service
Gross Assets ...........................$411,369,559 25
were John L. Donohue, clerk. 18 Deduct
items not admitted, In
years; Frank L. Richardson, chef, 30
cluded Life Dept.....................
841.819 11
years: Mrs. Fannie Watts, house
Admitted
....
.............................
$410,527,740
14
keeper, 25 years; Miss Katie Burns,
LIABILITIES DBC. 31, 1929
pastry cook. 10 years; Timothy J.
Net Unpaid Losses ................... $19,810,531 65
Sullivan, porter. 17 years.
Unearned Premiums ............... 11.848,629 05
Goods and cash to the value of $100 All other Liabilities, Accident
A Liability Dept......................
3.463,738 33
were stolen when the Gregory cloth
Life Dept...................................... 325.710.918 87
ing store was burglarized.
Cash Capital ............................... 15,000.000 oo
Capt. Robert H. Thorndike bought Surplus over all Liabilities ..... 34,663.92 2 04
the schooner Seth Wyman.
“Chummy " Gray left to join th- r "I ‘l h'»l»llltles ,nd Surplus tUO.Stf.Hi) II
Scranton baseball team in the East GREAT AMERICAN I0EMNITY COMPANY
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1929
ern League.
aud Bonds .................... ... $8,166,370 00
A vigorous campaign was being Stocks
Cash In Office and Bank ............... 410.573 69
conducted against hrowntall moths. Prem. In (Course of Collection .... 1.265.862 70
54.326 33
Schooner Gov. Powers, said to be Interest and Rents ..................
98.658 «>9
the largest four-master afloat was All other Assets ............... ........
launched hv Cobb, Butler & Co.. She
Gross Assets .......................... $9,995,790 81
212.624 98
had a gross tonnage of 1963 and was Deduct Items not admitted
217 feet long.
Admitted ................................ ... $9,783,165 83
George P. White was installed as
LIABILITIES DBC. 31, 1929
captain of Key Company, X. -It. Net Unpaid Losses ..... ................. $3,568,152 00
K. of P.
Unearned Premiums ................... 2.431,931 16
Thorndike & Hix bought tlie Hunt All other Liabilities ..................... 417.870 00
Voluntary Contingent Reserve .... 250,000 00
property on School street with the Cash
Capital ................................. 1,500,000 00
intention of building a brick block.
•Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 1,615,212 67
Col. Elijah Walker, who was at’the Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $9.?83.1«3 83
head of the Fourth Maine Regiment,
during the Civil War, died in Som
erville. Mass.
Deer Isle. March 18, Winfield G. I
The report of A. E. Brunberg. sec
retary. show cd excellent work" being '"yee and -M'ss LueIla Mwe>
Belfast, April 3. .'Ross C. Higgins of i
done by the Y.M.C.A.
Main street Jiad another “white i Thorndike and Mrs. Harriet Poster
front"—J< eph Adams dry goods of Rockport.
Tenant s Harbor. April 1. Charles s
store.
Edward A. Butler was elected j E. Wheeler and Alice I’. Long.
Rockland. April 1. Harold W
president of the Rockland Trust Co.
Elmer E. -Morrison sold his laundry Carver and Celle J. Halvorson.
Boston. April 3. Frank M. Whit
on Rankin street to J. Dana Knowl
man of Boston and Miss Mary E.
ton and Frank Fields.
Audrey. 5-years-old daughter of Carleton i f Rockport.
Rorkland . April 1, Jeremias S.
Mrs. Mabel Condon, 'Willow stnwt.
was badly scalded w*hen teakettle | Matson and Hilma M. Kuurila.
Rockland. April 8, .Lewis W. Jones
overturned.
The Courier-Gazette won the news and Miss Lizzie Munsey.
Stonington. March 24. Oscar E.
paper bowling championship by
taking the odd game of the series Barter and Mrs. Clara E. Woodbury
from the Daily Star. The winning ; Stonington, March 20. Elijah R
bowlers were Thomas, Winslow. - -Jwcques and Mrs. Myra B. Gray.
Jones, Fuller and Cole; the losers j
• • * ♦
were Fitch. Lufkin. Drinkwater, ; Mrs. Roxanna Austin died a!
Walker and Dunning.
Morse's Corner, aged 89.
The City Government organized
A circle of the Ladies of the G.A R..
with C. E. Rising as chairman of the was organized in Camden with Mrs.
Board of Aldermen, and Frank W. Sarah L. Pascal as president.
Fuller as president of the Common
Bert Cummings bought the C. S.
Council.
The principal officials Smith barber shop in Warren.
chosen were: City Clerk. Enoch
Harry Hussey, 15, accidentally shot
Davies: treasurer. L. iS. Robinson; himself while duck hunting, and
marshal. Walter J. Fernald; solicitor died in a few minutes at Bartlett's
James E. Rhodes. 2d; auditor, Frank Point. Friendship.
B. Miller; assessor, F. H. Sanborn;
James A. Philbrook's’residence at
overseer of poor, E. Mont Ferry; tax Crescent Beach and ice house owned
collector. Theodore E. -Simonton; hy F. M. Smith were burned.
road commissioner. Dexter Simmons;
George E. Nash of Camden bought
chief engineer, John A. Karl.
the Charles Murphy farm near
• • • •
Hosmer's Pond.
These births were recorded:
John M. Ferrin was appointed
North Haven. March 13. to Mr. and night watch at Camden.
Mrs. Charles Oyer, a daughter.
Camden had 390 telephones, an in
Union. March 12, to Mr. and Mrs. crease of 100 over the previous year.
W. H. Miller, a daughter—Margaret
Thomaston town meeting: Select
Helen.
men. F. B. Hills. C. A. Creighton and
Deer Isle, March 14, tn Mr. and W. L. Catland: assessors. D. I’. Rose.
Mrs. Edward P. Greenlaw a son.
T. Watson Dunn and R. W. Walsh:
Rockland. March 22. to Mr, and tax collector, Capt. Frank F. Curl
Mrs. Russell Mero. a daughter.
ing; road commissioner, W. J.
Deer Isle. March 13. to Mr. and Brazier; school committee, Dr. G. L.
Mrs. Herbert AV. IJlack. a son.
Crockett: chief of police. Charles B.
Deer Isle. March 13. to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver. The plan to establish a town
Eldridge G. Shepherd, a daughter.
liquor agency was decisively de
Deer Isle. March 10. to Mr. and Mrs. feated.
Burton Brown, a daughter.
Nelson Hall, formerly of St.
Lincolnville. March 26. to Mr. and George, who had held many public
Mrs. Bert Collamorc. a son.
offices, including deputy collector of
Thomaston. March 30. to Mr. and customs, died at Ills home in Sud
Mrs. .1. Walter Strout, a son.
bury. Mass. He was a Civil War
Stonington. March 23, to Rev and veteran.
Mrs. Henry Conley, a daughter.
Camden town meeting: Clerk. E. E.
Stonington. March 24. to Mr. and Boynton; selectmen, J. H. Hobbs. F.
Mrs. John Knowlton, a daughter.
H. Wilbur and E. IN. Duffy; road
Deer Isle, March 20, to Mr. and commissioner, E. iH. Hosmer; treas
Mrs. Ernest Dixon Snowden, a son. urer. S. B. Haskell; tax collector, O.
Stonington, March 8, to Mr and P. Fuller.
Mrs. Charles H. Flfield. a daughrer.
Cushing town meeting; Clerk. G. I.
Appleton. March 20. to .Mr. and Young; selectmen. Vinal Wallace, B.
Mrs. Jesse Gushee. a daughter.
L. Stevens and Oliver P. Jones; as
Burkettvllle. April 3. to Mr. and sessors. C. A. Fogerty. Niven R.
Mrs. Stephen Miller, a daughter.
Hyler. and W. A Rivers; treasurer,
Rockland, lApril 1. to Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Robinson; collector, B. S. Vose.
Nell C. Paulson, a son.
St. George town meeting: Clerk,
Rockland. April 3, to Mr. and Mrs. C. E. 'yVTieeler: selectmen, W. L. Al
Enos C. Bridges, a daughter.
len, L. W. Seavey and A. W.
■Rockland. April 9. to Mr. and Mrs. Marshall: treasurer, H. F. Kalloch;
road commissioner. John S. Smal
Fred A. ■Hamlin, a son.
Rockland. April 5. to Mr. and Mrs. ley: tax collector. George H. Wall.
Dean Swift Jr., a daughter.
Appleton town meeting: Clerk. W
Owl's Head, April 9. to Mr. and M. Blown: selectmen. J. T. MeCorrison. V. O. Keller and S. R. Miller;
Mrs. A. B. Carleson. a son.
Deer Isle. April 5. to iMr. and Mrs. collector and treasurer. S. J. Gushee
Friendship town meeting: Clerk
Nathan Lowe, a daughter—Evelyn
and treasurer. IR. R. Morton: select
St. Clair.
Cushing. March 26, to Mr. and Mrs. men. Riley Bradford. Waterville
Thompson and Samuel Davis.
Albert Marshall. Jr., a daughter.
Stonington. April 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
•Union town meeting: Clerk. H. E
Messer; selectmen. F. E. Burkett, E.
Charles IW. Brimigion a son.
Camden. April 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Carroll and B. E. St. Clair: treasurer,
George C. Haines: town agent, H. L.
Charles Buzzell, a daughter.
Stonington. April 4 to Mr. anii Mrs. Robbins.
Howard Cody, a daughter.
LANCHESTER VIBRATION
Rockport. April 8. to Mr. and Mrs.
DAMPER
William IH. Churchill, a daughter—
Hazel May.
* * * *
The Lanchester vibration damper
The marriages for this period were: used on the Dynamic New Erskine is
Rockland. March 15. Raymond H. a feature of engine design of Euro
Smith and Maude L. Pray.
pean origin generally found only on
Portland, March 22. (Mark Levine higher priced cars. It subdues vibra
and -Geneva »M. iBriggs.
tion and contributes largely to the
Camden. March 11, William Upham smoothness for which the new Ers
and Annie Bryant.
kine motor is pronounced

i

EQUITABLE FIRE A MARINE INSURANCE
COMPANY

Boston. Mass.
>
Providence, R. I.
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1929 ’
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
Real Estate ..................
$110,800 (Ml
$2,000
Mortgage Loans ............................
•"" "" Mortgage Loans ............................
Collateral Loans ............................ 347.295 00 Stocks and Bonds ...................... 5,191.530
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
................
1,081,996
Stocks and Bonds ...... .»..............
88.949 63
Cash In Office and Bank ...............
19,917 2.5 Agents’ Balances ............................ 401.045
Interest and Rents ,......................
49.343
Bills Receivable ..............................
2,187 3« All
other Assets .................. ..........
9,718
Interest and Rents ............................
1,92;» 4.j
Gross Assets ..................... ..... $6,735,634
Gross Assets ................................ $601,574 63
43,226
Deduct items not admitted ...........
309 Ji6 Deduct items not admitted .
Admitted
Assets
.......................
.$6,692,407
Admitted v............................
$601,264 T7

00
no
00
18
83
76
21
7"5

73
75

LIABILITIES IDBC. 31, 1JJ29
»1 Net Unpaid Losses ......................... $207,698
.a i’nearned premiums ................... 1.520.936
<8
414.649
47 All other Liabilities .....................
tip Cash Capital ................................. 1.000.000
81 ■Surplus over all Liabilities ...... 3.549.124

98 Total Liabilities and Surplus..... $601,264 77

00
00
65
08
46
82
01
03
98
37
27
09
00
23

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $6,692,407 98

NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE
COMPANY
100 William Street. New York, New York
ASSETS DBC. 31, 1929
Mortgage Loans .............................. $25,000
Stocks and Bonds .......................... 5.089,633
Cash In Office and Bank ................ 1.070,132
Agents’ Balances .......................... 510.125
50.509
Interest and Rents
173,657
All other Assets .

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance

00
49
59
57
28
51

Gross Assets .................................$6,919,058 44
Deduct Items not admitted .........
40,493 91

Admitted -....................................$6,878,564 53
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ........................ $92,554
Unearned Premiums ...................... 971,143
All other Liabilities ......................
37,500
Cash Capital .................................. 2,000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ......... 3,777,366

417 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

33
66
00
00
52

Total Liabilities and Surplus...... $6,878,564 53

Telephone 819-W

Fire
Automobile
Steam Boiler
Burglary, Plate Glas» •'
Life,Accident and Health
Workmen’s Compensation
Fidelity and Surety Bonds

THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO.. Ltd.
Of London, England

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
Stocks and Bonds .......................... $3,850,654
Cash in Office and Bank ............. 433,109
Agents’ Balances ............................ 239,550
Bills Receivable ............................
5.641
Interest and Rents ........................
49,186
All other Assets ..............................
1.958

Gross Assets .....................
Deduct Items not admitted .
Admitted

..$4,580,100 79
11.683 78

........................ $4,568,417 01

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ........................ $209,917
Unearned premiums ...................... 1,944,501
All other Liabilities ...................... 183.420
Surplus over all Liabilities ......... 2,230,578

Prompt and Complete Insurance Service

00
66
82
84
00
47

00
16

33
52

Total Liabilities and (Surplus ..... $4,568,417 01

31TH37
THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
Stocks and Bonds ............... .........$7,545,216
Cash In Office and Bank .. ...... 940.288
Agents' Balances .................. .... 908.818
1.257
Bills Receivable ....................
.........
72.281
30,149
All other Assets .................. ____

00
15
84
35
87
02

Gross Assets ...................... ...... $9,498,011 23
Deduct Items not admitted ......... 118.295 46

Admitted ........................

$9,379,715 77

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $696,194
Unearned Premiums ..................... 3,396.77a
All other Liabilities ..................... 296,267
Cash Capital .................................... 1,006,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 3,990,47 9

ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE

United States Branch
95 Maiden Lane. New York. N. Y.

A.SSCTS DEC. 31. 1929
Real Estate ............................... .....
$100 00
Mortgage Loans
18 ion O0
Stocks and Bonds .................
406 765
oc*
Agents' Balances ......................
13,011 60
Interest and Rents ..................
1.886 6T

ASSETS DBC. 31. 1929
Slocks and Ronds ..................... .. J4 602 570 00
Ca 'Ii in Office and Bank
310 018 89
Agents' Balances .....................
616 533 gf
4’* 403 0 5
5>24 93
All other Assets .........................

Gross Assets .........................
Deduct items not admitted ......

Deduct items not admitted...... I...

$479,664 85
107 1113 91

Admitted ..................................... $372.65t t
*
LIABILITIES -DEC. 31, 029
00
$16,544i
13 Net Unpaid Losses ....................
220.924»
21 1 Unearned Premiums ....................
13,461I
oo All other Liabilities ......................
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
......
121 72i1
43

577 140 91
148,419 72

Admitted .............................. ....... $5,428,721 19
94

12
22
76
84

LIABILITIES DBC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ................ ....... $114,926
Unearned Premiums ............ ....... 2.925,810
All othdfr Liabilities .............. ........ 175.461
Deposit Capital ...................... ....... 400.000
Surplus over all Liabilities ..... 1.912.522

83
68
33
00
33

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $372,630
917S.9M 1U
H Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $3,128,721 19

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... 13.379.713 77

THE EMPLOYERS' FIRE INSURANCE CO.

GROSS NECK

HARD SCRABBLE

Mr. and Mr«. Dewey Winchenbach
and daughters were Sunday guests
of Mr. and .Mrs. Freelon Vannah,
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Irvine Gent liner of Broad Cove
spent a few -days last week with Mrs.
Ralph Eugley.
Miss Evelyn Waltz is Inane from
Gorham Normal School for the Easter
vacation.
Miss Alice Simmons has employ
ment at Carl Hilton's, Broad Cove.
Mrs. Annie Creamer is recovering
from her recent illftess.
A daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Eugley April 1.
Harvey Simmons has employment
in Pemaquid.
Miss Frances Stahl of Broad Cove
recently visited her grandparents Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Geele.
Alton Simmons was in Bath last
week.
Mrs. Sidney Rines who has been
visiting her mother Mrs. Annie
Creamer returned Sunday to her
home in Damariscotta.

The roads are in very bad condition. I
Only one car goes this way to Clark
Island daily.
,«
Eusebia Grierson had ‘‘the mis
fortune to lose her best cow recently.,)
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Grierson and,
Raymond Grierson were in Rockland
i
! Thursday.
Arthur Dennison. Chester Ray i
mond and Howard Gfierson attended
town meeting Monday at South j'
Thomaston.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Barnard j
visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dennison
j Saturday.
.i
Winfield Eaton who has employ- '
i ment at Rockland spent Sunday with
his family here.
|
Frank Harrington of South Thom
aston called on Arthur Dennison Sun
day.
Our grocery man, Mr. Baum, de
livers from Big landing to Wheeler’s
Bay with his -horse on account of the
bad traveling.

ORFF'S CORNER

Misx Hilda Wilson is .spending a
few weeks with her friend Maboi
Crawford
Gertrude Mank is with her aunt
Mrs. Bertha Castner for awhile. Mrs.
Castner had the misfortune recently4
to fall and break her wrist.
*
Owing to the severe storm Monday
morning there was no school in this
part of the town.
Mrs. Francis Weston has closed
her home here and is now ln Bucks
port where she will open a boarding
house.

Byron Ludwig of Richmond was in
town Thursday.
Mrs. Laura Leonard re'urned home
Saturday from Thomaston where she
had been the guest for a few days
at the home of Mr. and Mrs W. T.
Smith, following her discharge from j
Knox Hospital where she recently i
j
underwent a surgical operation.
Mrs. A. E. Earle of Auburn spent
the weekend at P. . Ludwig’s.
A telephone has been installed at
the residence of Thomas Skidgel, ring
15-3.
Harold Achorn has a new Ford
truck.
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Whiter and
daughter Ruth and Mrs. Nora Lud
wig were Sunday guests of relatives
here.

NORTH HAVEN

London

CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Andover, Mass.

NORTH WARREN

THE FILLING-STATION

Boston. Mass.
ASSETS DBC. 31, 1929
.Jl 1 --■ 1 M
Stocks and Bonds ............
Cash in Office and Bank ................. 217,296
Agents’ Balances ............
. 370,617
Bills Receivable ................
379
36.791
Interest and Rents ..........
All other Assets ................
4.264

Gross Assets ............................ 45.0119,526
Deduct items not admitted ........... 136,411
Admitted ...................................... $4,883,114
LIABILITIES I)EU. 31. 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ............................ 312.613
Unearned Premiums .................... 1.896.161
All other Liabilities .................... 117.308
Cash Capital .................................... 1,000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 1,227.030

Total Liabilities and Surplus

in
96
99

03
11
88
06
43
61
99
52
55
00
5-5

....$4,883,114 61
37-TH-43

STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford. Conn.
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1929
Stocks and Bonds .......................... $3,727,629
Cash in Office and Bank ............... 228.639
Agents' Balances .......................... 289.032
Interest and Rents ..........................
26,936
All other Assets ............................
6,748

60
80
98
58
38

Gross Assets ................................ $4,278,987 34
Deduct items not admitted’.........
11.135 61

Admltte<l ...........w....................... $4,267,851
LLUULITIEH DEC. 31. 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ........................ $147,512
Unearned Premiums ...................... 1,531,608
All other Liabilities .................... 395.943
Cash <’apital .................................... 1.000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 1.192.787

73
67
79
14

on
13

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $4,267,851 73
40-Tl»-46

BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
^Boston. Mass.
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1929
Sto<’ks and Bonds .......................... $119,136 04
Cash In Office and Bank
35
Agents' Balances ............
643 66
Bills Receivable ...............
3,906 0«
Interest and Rents ...........
1,551 10
All other Assets ...............
9.242 06
Gross Assets .............................. $142,202 11
Deduct items not admitted...........
5,143 66

Thia one cnmcH for wafer.
That one cornea for air.
Thia one wants directions
I'm no millionaire 1

Admitted ...........................
Net Unpaid Losses ......................
Unearned Premiums ..................
AU other Liabilities .................
Cash Capital .................................
Surplus over all Liabilities ....

That one wants the rest room,
This one wants a stamp.
That one seeks a pleasant
Spot where lie can camp.

. $13',$38
1929
$7,325
12,664
3.717
100.000
13,351

45
84
26
03
00
32

North Haven Grange held its regu
All the local Idlers
lar meeting Saturday evening with
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..
$137,058 45
Decorate my stools:
43-TH-49
large attendance Including several
All the local grafters
Utilize my tools.
visitors from Vinalhaven Grange.
NATIONAL
SURETY
COMPANY
The 1st und 2nd degrees were
Many cars go speeding
New York. N. Y.
worked on Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker
■O’er the road like glass AiSSETH fDBC. .31, 1929
Maybe some day someone
and Edith Cooper, followed by a
R-'sl Estate
$101,524 !I8
Will drive In for gas!
short program and refreshments.
’M.irtRace Ixians ...........
1,055,615 05
- -Brooklyn Eagle
j Collateral Loans .............
.Saturday the Boy Scouts with
943.636 58
fl Stocks and Ronds .........
38.363.019 25
Scout Master Charles L. Knight en
Cash In tlfflce and Bank .
1.997,073
48
joyed a hike to Ames Beach. Sev
Agents' Ralanctes ...........
4,951,355 55
and Rents
eral passed the fire building test for
•fUl-H Interest
'"W
Adamson's Balsam that wonderful
361.987 22
>pe<3 A" other Assets ............................ R.0g0,28«
B8
the second class Boy Scouts.
ly reliable cough medicine stoppe
this boy's coughing spells with
ross Assets ............................ $«.R5t 7,nn 79
Deduct items not admitted........... 4.814,408 »«
doses.
As quick as It touches the inflamed
A'lmi'led ................................ . .$48,040,091 83
throat It relieves soreness. Quickly
" I.4BILITIES DBC. 31, 1929
relaxes throat muscles atm easily ex Net Unpaid Losses .................
....$8,948,434 7,0
pels phlegm. Being free from irrita ‘Unearned (Premiums ........
..... 12.642,057 08
other Liabilities ......
tion and sticky Infected phlegm—' -All
.....
3.191,934 83
Cash Capital ...................
..... 15,000.000 00
coughing stops.
Hurphis over all Liabilities ”7 ..... 10.257,665 42
Other Ingredients attack the germs
at seat of trouble and ln a day or tvfo Total Liabilities and Surplus ... 448,010.091 83
13-TH-49
all danger is gone.
Because Adamson’s Balsam worRfjj
VINALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
so quickly and surely—it’s the favor
STEAMBOAT CO.
ite all over New England. Contains
no dope, harmful drugs or chloroform
Try It for colds, sore throat, bronchial
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
or plain cough. 35c and 75c. At alt
8w«n'’ lalaod at 5.J0 A. tL.
hi«*» «"fi a25' North H"'n ' *’■ v,n»l*
drug stores.
o 30 8
du* t0
»• Rockland about

Stopped Child's Cough

i

GASSY STOMACHS
Dizziness, Indigestion

Now Specializing in

-

Don’t worry or suffer another moment
from the misery of indigestion, bloat
ing, gas, and that suffocated,
hard - to - breathe feeling after eating.

Live Broilers, Fowl, Hen
nery Eggs, Dressed Poultry

Just a tablcspoonful of Tanlac before eating
will end all this pain and discomfort. But
why suffer from these stomach troubles at
all ? A short course of Tanlac taken regularly
before meals and bedtime will do wondera in
ridding you of them for good and make you
feel like a real man. Try a bottle on the basis
it must help you or money back At all drug
gists. Accept no substitute.

Excellent salesmanship, prompt
returns, financial responsibi'ity*
has assured our shippers for 2Qf;
years, a perfect guarantee of satis
faction. Weekly shipments want
ed. Reference: Federal National
Bank.

Tanlac

4 FANEUIL HALL MARKET
BOSTON, MASS.
37Th-tf

Return—Leave, Rockland at 1.38 p M..
lneton *72 J'I' N°rth H*’en 3 3’- 8to11’
nbSut $‘io P°ild“e 10 •"*" “ S’*“*

• 132-tf

W. F. Wyman & Co. ., a
”'

fASTOfu*
QUICK,
HARMLESS comfort
SXBWTWWm.1

,nvnt$NN»
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Every-Other-Day

AVOID UGLY PIMPLES

VINALHAVEN

ROCKPORT

“EASTERN’S” NEW BOOKLET

two
Schools began Monday after
Seventeen members of the Earm Covers the Itineraries of 35 Select
Bureau were in attendance at the al’
weeks’ vacation.
ed Tours From Virginia to Mari
Does a pimply face embarrass you?
Mrs. Agnes Smalley is busily en day session at the Methodist vestry
time Provinces.
Tuesday and it proved a very profit
Get a package of Dr. Edwards Olive
gaged as census enumerator.
able gathering with talks on Home
Tablets. The skin should begin to
The 193ft edition of tho Eastern
Herbert Sanborn was home from
Furnishing by Miss Edna Cobb, a
clear after you have taken the tablets
Rockland over the weekend.
Steamship
Lines “All-Expense Sea
State officer and Miss Lawrence,
a few nights, if you are like thousands
Robert Arey and son Leroy attend county home demonstration agent. and Land Vacations” booklet is now
of others.
ed the Auto Show in Rockland last Dinner was served at noon with Mrs. ready for distribution to the pub
, Help cleanse the blood, bowels and
week.
liver with Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets,
Erlene Davis and Mrs. Marie Bisbee lic. This innovation in steamship
Ruth McKenna, who has been the in charge.
the successful substitute for calomel;
booklets which was prepared for the
guest of Enna Vinal left Saturday
there’s no sickness or pain after tak
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dutch of Bel first time last year and which proved
for
her
home
in
Boston.
Miss
Vinal
ing them.
fast were Sunday guests of Mr. and so successful, covers in detail the
Mrs. O. p. .Jackson.
accompanied her to Rockland. *
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets do that
itineraries of 35 carefully arranged
which calomel does, and just as effec
Several members of Freyi A. Nor tours from Virginia to Canada’s
Mrs. Alfred Creed und niece Miss
tively, but their action is gentle and
Dcrothy Cassie have returned from wood, W.R.C., are planning to attend Maritime Provinces. Every detail is
safe instead of severe and irritating.
the opening of tlie new American covered, including routes, time limits,
a week's visit in Boston.
Thousands who take Olive Tablets
George
Stratton of -Waltham, Legion hall in Camden this Thurs hotel accommodations, and total ex
are never cursed with a “dark brown
Particular care has been
Mass., and brother Pillsbury Strat day evening in acceptance of the in pense.
taste,’’ a bad breath, a dull, listless,
ton of New York were in town the vitation which has been extended taken in the preparation of these
“no good” feeling, constipation, tor
past week, called hy the death of them. Tlie boys of the Arey-Heal toursxto arrange a tour to fit every
pid liver, bad disposition, pimply face.
their mother Mrs. Matilda Stratton. Post will present a program befit purse and every desire in connection
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
ting the occasion, and Rev. Ralph H.
Mrs. Joseph Headley and Mrs. Al Hayden, who bad two years of war with the visiting of any particular
compound; known by their olive color.
bert Carver entertained at luncheon t^>rk in France with the Y.M.C.A. part of the eastern seaboard. Trans
Dr. Edwards spent years among
patients afflicted with liver and bowel
and bridge Friday afternoon at the will be the speaker. Fred A. Eddy, portation routes include travel on the
complaints and Olive Tablets are the
home of Mrs. Headley, Pleasant one>of our local citizens, has been splendid cruising liners of Eastern
immensely effective result. Take
street. Honors went to Mrs. Langtry for the past two years commander of Steamship Lines, on trains, on de
nightly for a week. See how much
Smith, Mrs. Richard Allen and Mr-i this Post, a position which he still luxe motor busses, over 3000 miles of
better you feel and look. 15c, 30c, 60c.
Owen Roberts. The menu included retains, and under his leadership sea routes, and 30 ports of call.
The book is divided into six parts,
cold ham. potato salad, macaroni es it has grown into a flourishing or
each part covering tours to an indi
callop, assorted cake and lees.
ganization with a greatly increased vidual section of the eastern seaboard
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Edgar Bradstreet entertained
Tix-Governor Ralph O. Brewster, the Star Club at her home last membership and much social activity. and the legible easy-reading type
Miss Annie Richards is visiting
enroute from Rockland where he had Thursday night. Lunch was served.
relatives in Rockland for a few days.
delivered an address, called on friends
Mrs. Edward G. Carver and daugh
Work has started on the foundation
in town Friday.
ter Celeste, who have been guests of for a new home being erected for
her
brother
Albert
Annls
in
Waltham.
Sir. and Mrs. Dennis Feyler and
Mrs. Mildred Holmes on a lot near
Mrs. W. F. IB. Feyler motored ' to Mass., returned home last Thursday. the junction of Camden and Pleas
Ruth
Cole
and
Fanny
Ames
of
Wayne Sunday.
ant streets.
Eugene iS. Bucklin and family are Gorham Normal School and Erma
Charles Cavanaugh spent the
Whitmore.
Edith
Nickerson
and
moving from Orff's Corner to the
weekend in Portland, this visit being
Village and will occupy Mrs. Crosby Dorothy Thomas of Farmington Nor occasioned by the birthday anniver
Wellman's cottage on Friendship mal are home for the Easter recess. sary on Sunday of his son Owen, who
Herbert Cassie of Portland is visit is a patient at the Children’s Hospi
street.
ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. A. Si. tal. and with whom he spent the
Charles Freeman and family have
Cassie.
day.
moved to their new home on Custom
In spite of the cold weather the sun
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
House street.
brings out the "Butterflies." That
The remains of the late Mrs. Freda club met Friday with Mrs. Annie Rockland passed (Sunday with his
Hahn. 62. who died in Rockland re Patrick at her home on East Boston mother and sister. Mrs. Katherine
Dunbar and Miss Helen Dunbar.
cently. were brought to Waldobiro
road. Supper was served and the
Miss Betty Parsons was entertained
Wednesday for burial in the German Butterflies did some flying around.
Tuesday evening by Miss Priscilla
Protestant cemetery.
Mrs. Hajin
Calvin Vinal is home from Boston Eddy.
was the widow of Arthur Hahn, a visiting his mother, Mrs. Edith
The Trytohelp Club was pleasantly
native of this town and former real- Vinal.
entertained Monday evening at the
dent.
Dr.. Victor Shields has recently home of Mrs. Lena Tominsky, with
Mrs. George Boggs is in Boston (or bought a new converfhle Ford coupe. Mrs. Alice Marston as hostess.
a few days this week. Her position
Louise Hardison returned Satur
Fred Elms and friend Mr. Ander
in the Postoffice is being filled by day from New York and Boston, son of Vermont, enroute to Bucks
Floyd Benner during her absence.
where she was the guest of friends port were Sunday callers at the
Miss Gertrude Burns and Miss and relatives.
home of Mr. and Mrs. O. p. Jackson.
Alice Swett spent the weekend at
Kenneth Hatch of Portland is the
April 16-17 are the dates of the
Elna where they were guests at Miss guest of his aunt Mrs. Robert George- Boy .Scout Minstrels to be present
Swett's home.
, son.
ed at the Town ball and the indica
Ten tables were at play at the aft tions are that it will go over “big.”
Harold Thompson of Port Clyde
ernoon
bridge
party
last
Friday
given
was the guest Stinday ot Mr. and
The hoys are doing their part and
by the ladies of the G.A.R. Honors the citizens of the town stand ready
Mrs. -Osborne Welt.
went
to
Mrs.
Leslie
Stinson.
Mrs.
Mrs. Theodore Feyler returned
to help. The object is to raise funds
Monday from Baltimore where she Fred K. Coombs, Mrs. Eugene Hall for the organization of a boys’ band.
and
Mrs.
Will
Williams.
Oliver, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
lias been visiting her daughter the
Fred Grimes returned Tuesday Lynton O. Dane, is ill with measles.
past three months.
from
Boslon.
Mrs. -Shirley Gross of Rockland is
Mrs. Lena York and son Fosterr
Helen Wade and Helen Larrabee of ■ ll’ve returned from an extended visit
the guest of her sister Mrs. George
Rockland were guests Tuesday at in Massachusetts.
H. Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dean of Gardi Central Hotel, returning home Wed
At a recent meeting of the Camden
ner were at their Friendship street nesday.
Rotary Club Albert T. Adams was re
Mrs. I.eila Clifford's Sunday School ceived into membership.
Ii one Sunday.
The following -have been chosen to class, the "T.F.s." will hold a candy
There will be an Easter supper at
serve as Democratic town committee: sale Saturday afternoon at 2.30 al the Baptist vestry. April 16. under
G. It. Walter. Frank L. Renner. Mrs. Fifield's store.
the auspices of the Trytohelp Club.
Lester Burns, Colby Wallace. Fred
Harold G. Gustavson has bought
Phyllis Irene Moody entertained
E. Shuman. Alden Waltz, -Ernest the Sanderson homestead.
1ft of her playmates Monday eve
The Chatnneet Club will meet to ning at her home on Commercial
Burns. Geneva Welt. Annie O. Welt,
Elizabeth Gonthner, Thomas Ben night with Mrs. Mary Dyer at her street in honor of her eighth birth
ner. Victor Burnheimer, W. R. Wal home.
day. (James were played for an hour
ter. Elmer Hahn. Franklin Pitcher,
Union Church Circle holds its or more when the guests were
Marguerite Orff. Vida Benner, Ern usual supper tonight at the vestry. ushered into the dining room where
est Castner. Percy Storer, La For There will be a community sing led ice cream and cake were served. The
est Mank. Alton Winchenbaugh. Dora by Rev. P. J. Clifford and a large room was prettily decorated in
Yorke. Ruby Miller, Sarah Lash, chorus of men with Mrs. Ola Carver orchid and yellow, the birthday cake
Nellie Overlock. Madeline Harkins. Ames at the piano.
being in corresponding color with
Flossie Mank. Linda Vannah. Lottie
Miss Nina Ames entertained friends yellow candles. Those present were
Pitcher. Minnie Vannah, Anne Rtirn- Wednesday evening at bridge at her Lillian Whitney, Mary Whitney. Bar
lieinier. Ida Castner. Florence Fland home.
bara McKenney, Forrest McKenney.
ers, Janies Harkins, Jr., Cecil NewIxiuisc Morton and Norma Gray Carol Richards. (Jerald Richards.
bert. iD. O. Stahl. J. A. Duane. Lillian entertained tlie "T.F." Club at the Albert Young. Agnes Young. Muriel
Neuberger. Lottie Burns. Theresa home of Miss Gray Monday evening. Young and tlie little hostess.
Burns, -ii. 1’. Mason. J. V. Benner, Other members present were. Aura
Mrs. Addie Achorn
Redington Miller, Dana Lash, Har Williams, Ernestine Carver. Carolyn
Funeral services for the late Addie
old Flanders. Fred Burns. O. V. Hass- Calderwood, Flora Columb. Pauline (Heath) Achorn. widow of Myron
ner. Newton Winchenbaugh, C. E. Smith, club director. Mrs. Leila Clif D. Achorn. who died at Community
Matthews.
ford and Evelyn Dunlap as guest. Hospital. Camden. April 2. were held
• • • •
Lunch was served, followed by a Friday afternoon at the Methodist
business meeting. All girls of the Church. Rev. F. F. Fowle officiating.
Mrs. Annie A. Gross
Annie A.. 75. wife of Alden Gross, age of II or 12 years are Invited to Mrs. Achorn was born at Orland,
died at her home at Dutch Neck join the T.F. Union Church Sunday Nov. 28. 1855. daughter of Judson
and iLouise ’Heath but the greater
Tuesday morning. Besides her hus School class.
Miss Doris Clifford is expected part of her life was spent In Rock
band Mrs. Gross is survived by a
son Granville Gross of this town, and home Saturday from Milton, N. H., port where in her younger days she
was active in the serial and church
two daughters Mrs. Lena Miller of whore she has been teaching.
Moses Webster Lodge. F. & A M. work of the town, being a member of
Bath and iMrs. Alice McConnell of
Syracuse. IN. Y. Funeral services was inspected Tuesday night by flic Baptist Church for many years.
held at 2 o'clock this Thursday at grand master of the Grand Lodge of She had been in ill health for a long
the home. Rev. H. O. Megei't officiat Maine Harold E. Cooke, D.D.G.M. time, entering the hospital for treat
ing. interment in Dutch Neck ceme Charles H. Woodcock of Thomaston ment about two weeks previous to
was also present. The Master Mason her death. She is survived by two
tery.
degree was worked on Capt. Joseph daughters. Mrs. Annabel King and
A 6 o'clock banquet Mrs. Etta Brennan, both of Chicago,
Just received, a new lot of Wirtli- Hutchinson.
one son Fred and a grandson, Earle
tnor dresses all in beautiful and dis was served by the Eastern Star.
F. V. Crocker has returned from Achorn. who has made his home with
tinctly new styles, and colors, for
Miss ami Matron. Also a new offer several weeks visit in Bangor and his grandmother for several years
and who left nothing undone that
ing in Hooverettes in dainty styles Boston.
The Sunday evening meeting of would add to her comfort and joy.
and patterns. Small. medium and
large sizes. On sale now at the Ves Union Church will he held in Me Interment was made in Amesbury
morial hall where religious pictures, Hill cemetery. The many beautiful
per A. Leach Store.—adv.
depicting the Life of Christ, will he floral tributes testified of the love
and esteem in which deceased was
The doctor had been visiting Mr. shown by Manager O. V. Drew.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fuller of Rock held.
.Maloney and as Mrs. Maloney was
showing him out he said to her. land were recent guests of Mr. and
of I’nion Church will be given in the
"Your husband is not so well today. Mrs. Albert Carver.
Regular meeting of the Ladies of vestry Friday evening. The pro
Is he stieking to tlie simple diet I
the G.A.R. was held Friday night and gram will be furnished 'by the Re
prescribed ?’’
bekahs with sketches etc., from their
“He is hot. doctor.” came the reply, preceded by a 6 o'clock supper. The
recent contest. It is sure to prove
“He says he'll notxbe starving him housekeepers were Hester Ames.
enjoyable and will doubtless call out
self to death just for the sake of liv Rena Johnson and Jennie Williams.
An entertainment for the benefit a large audience. (Don't miss the
ing a few days longer.”
rare treat.
Mrs. Oscar Waterman of North
Haven and sons Richard. John and
Stanley were guests the past week of
Mrs. Jeanie Gilchrist.
Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey entertained
friends last Thursday evening at
luncheon at her home on East Main
street.
Charles B. Davis was a recent
guest of his brother J. Carleton Da
“My son suffered from nervousness, sleeplessness,
vis in Rockland.
twitching eyes, and threw up his food ... giving
•Marilyn, little daughter of Mr. and
him Dr. True’s Elixir resulted in his improving so rapidly that I felt
Mrs. (Albert Carver recently .enter
tained friends at her home on Carver
grateful to Dr. True’s Elixir ever since.”—Mrs. R. W. Winchester,
street in honor of her fifth birthday.
273 Essex St., E. Lynn, Mass.
The dining room decorations were
yellow and white and the same color
a
scheme was carried out in cakes,
candles, Easter eggs and favors of
small rose petal baskets each con
taining candies and a doll.
The
“Dr. True’s Elixir has been a family remedy In
decorated birthday cake was very
attractive and served with ice cream
my home for years.......... My youngest boy had
proved highly enjoyable to the little
symptoms of worms. I used your Elixir and in
ones. Those present were: Marion
a week his crossness, fever and restlessness were
Mae Littlefield, Jean Ktraehan. Car
a thing of the past.”—Mrs. L. Racine, Malden, Mass.
rie Gray. Jane Libby. Priscilla Chilles,
Norma Phillips. Priscilla White. Ma
rion White, Betty Biown. William
Constipation often causes children to have
Littlefield. Walter Allen. Everett Tolworms or other disorders. Aid Nature by keep
man. Janw Roberts, Jr. Astrid
ing the intestines clear by giving Dr. True's
Rosen, Marilyn Ruth Carver and
Elixir. “My little girl was quite ill . . I used
Albert Edward Carver Jr. Games
were played and prizes awarded to |
Dr. True’s Elixir with most beneficial results.”
Marion Littlefield and Jaimes Rob- |
—Mrs. J. H. Shea, Cambridge, Mass.
erts. Marilyn received many gifts.

MARRIAGE
(For Tlie I'ourler-dazelte]
The road rim^ far. and the road runs wide,
The road runs over the hills away.
Ami tine there is. all else beside.
Who comes to walk with me today.

LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA

New State Master Will Be Present At
Saturday s Session In This City.

Limerock Valle; Pomona meets
Saturday at 2 p.
.. with Pleasant
Valley Grange, Rockland, and with |
j this program:
Ami we will go. ami we will speed.
I Singing by the Grange,
Into a land of mirth and song.
i Greeting, Worthy Master Host
Where’er our own. own road will lead.
Grange:
In pleasant vales, or bills among;
Response. Bro. J. Herbert Gould.
For life Is sweet, and life Is sad.
Vocal Solo. Bro. Robert McIntosh.
Ami every road will twist and bend ;
Ami lie it good, or he it jbad.
Address. Worthy State Master H.
Our own we’ll follow ’til the end.
! B. Crawford.
E Merriugton Sommers
Music, to be announced.
Discussion—The Federal Farm Re
und profuse illustrations make it the lief Board and its relation to Maine,
s,”t of hook that should appeal to 1 opened by iBro. J. Herbert Gould.
Song, chosen by Worthy Flora
*very one who is planning to take a
Agricultural
Opportunities
in
vacation this year.
It is expected that many of those Maine, -County Agent Ralph Went
visiting Massachusetts to celebrate worth. Deputy Harold Nash.
Reading. Sister Mildred -Sprague.
the Tercentenary will take advant
It is hoped that many Patrons will
age of the especially arranged tours
t<» continue their trips to points in be present to greet the new State
Maine, Nova Scotia, and New Bruns .Master. Mr. Crawford, and listen to
wick. Copies of the booklet may be his interesting message.
secured from any tourist agency or
The term “Dynamic” was selected
from the passenger department of
Eastern Steamship Lines. India for the new Erskine because of its
Wharf. Boston, or at any of the East dynamic size, dynamic power, dyern Steamship Lines ticket offices.

I The road calls loud, anil the road calls clear—
The road that runs where no man knows—
Anil we will no with never a fear.
Into the land where a bright wind blows.

AUCTION
Saturday, April 12
10.00 o’clock

: at :

EDWARD E. BOWES’ PLACE
UNION, MAINE

Household Goods,

Farming Implements, Tools,

Wagons, Sleds, Etc.

Lunch Served At Noon
CHARLES PLUMMER, Auctioneer

WE RE TALKING ABOUT

YOUR

FIRST TANKFUL
If we can sell you one tankful of shell Gaso
line by this advertising, we’ve done all that

advertising can hope to do. : : After that
it’s up to the gasoline.

:

:

Every time you drive out

you’ll see more Yellow and Red shell Service Stations.

■

These aren’t new stations. They’re established stations — that have changed
to SHELL. : : Service station owners don’t change their brands unless they
w t
can be sure that the change will bring them more business—steady, repeat

FOR YOUR CHILD S
IIP AI TH
Il£rAJb I II

K*D WHAT THESE
MOTHERS SAY

business — because of the superiority of their new product. That’s the

only answer. Motorists who change to

Dr. True's Elixir is
pure Herb Laxative.

shell

keep coming back for more. : :

What’s the reason? We’re perfectly certain you’ll find the reason in your
first tankful of shell. That’s

the tankful we’re talking about.

Dr.Trues Elixir
LAXATIVE WORN EXPELLER FOR CHILDREN

Just received, a new lot of Wirthj mor dresses all in beautiful and disj tinetly new styles, and colors, for
Miss and Matron. Also a new offer
ing in Hooverettes In dainty styles
and patterns. Small . medium and
large sizes, (tn sale now at the Ves
per A. Leach Store.—adv.

Shell aOO “Extra Dry” Gasoline—A clean,quick-starting
motor fuel that burns completely because it’s "extra ary.” Refinea
to specifications accepted by the petroleum industry for gasoline of
extra high quality ... Ought to cost more, but it doesn’t.
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PEASANTS HIT
SOVIETLAWS

Eleven members of Arcana T.odce
and
24 members of Mayflower
Temple. K. of I’., attended the dedil cation of the new Pythian hall in
■ Camden Tuesday night.
Jt Dr. A. W. Peabody has sold the
I [Edwin Robbins farm at the Western
ilJ.Meadows to William Anderson of
Feelings Shown in At
I Warren.
| Miss I.ettie Young left for Monhetempts of Greeks and
■ pan Wednesday where she will have
i*employment at tlie Island Inn for the
Others to Leave.
season.
Moscow.—The attempts of Ger
Ladies night was observed by the
mans, Greeks and other minority
Community Brotherhood at the Con
gregational Church Tuesday eve people resident in the Soviet Union
lo migrate abroad en masse is one
ning and about 60 persons partook
of tlie strangest and least expected
of the excellent supper prepared by
tb- ladles - f the circle. Itev. Jew ph consequences of the government's
Btrout pave an interesting talk on the aggressive policy toward the peas
stars and kindred bodies, bringing to antry.
In some ways it has proved the
his audience many facts from his well
most embarrassing of those conse
(Stored mind unknown to them be
fore. Rev. Hubert I.each. pastor of the quences for tlie Soviet leaders. The
Federated
Church, was
another migrations, like the spread of mur
der and arson against Soviet olllspeaker to whom it was profitable to
clals, are an expression of desper
listen. Music had its piace in the eve
ning's i n tertainment and the social j ate opposition by a part of a section
hour was thoroughly enjoyed. The of the peasant population to the col
lectivization policy and the vigorous
meetings of the Brotherhood lha\e
methods Qf grain purchase.
closed for the season.
Migration New Problem.
Mr. nnd Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach
But whereas violence can he met
and Mrs. Leila Smalley went to South
with ruthless ofliehil counter-vio
Waldoboro to attend the funeral of
lence, the migrations presented a
Mr. Winchenbach's mother, the late new and puzzling problem. More
Mrs. Mary Winchenbach, who died In
over, these minority peoples nat
Jefferson Monday at the advanced urally aroused the sympathy of
age of 113 years. Deceased was the their blood brothers abroad and
widow of Webster Winchenbach of gave the problem an international
Waldoboro whose death occurred political turn.
several years ago. She had made
The Soviet drive against the bet
her home for sometime with her ter-to-do peasant households hit the
daughter, Mrs. Lillian Hutchins of German farmers in Siberia, the Vol
Jefferson, where an attack of pneu ga region and Crimea especially
monia closer her long life after a few hard, because the general level of
days illness. The remains were taken prosperity was considerably higher
to South Waldoboro, the home of her among them, Tlie same applies to
son Herbert Winchenbach, and serv a certain number of Greek tobacco
ices were held Wednesday in the planters in the Caucasus and
Methodist Episcopal Church. Burial Crimea.
was in South Waldoboro.
It is estimated that some 13.000
Mrs. Winchenbach la survived by peasants of German origin recent
two sons—Elbridge
of Thomas ly concentrated near Moscow in tlie
ton. Herbert of South Waldoboro and hope of leaving the country. The
a daughter Mrs. Lillian Hutchins of authorities blocked the arrival of
other thousands, otherwise the
Jefferson.
The Chataneet Club will meet this- number might have grown to 23,000
Thursday evening with Mrs. Charles or more. This, however, is still an
extremely small fraction of the to
Smith, Green street.
Miss Eliza Whitney entertained tal German population in Russia,
which, according to the last cen
Monday evening at her home on Main
street, Mrs. H. Laton Jackson. Mrs. sus, exceeded 1.300,000.
The attempted migration, in other
Walter Strout. Mrs. Minnie Ludwig..
Mrs. Alonzo Spalding. Mrs. Charles words, may be taken as a form of
resistance on part of the upper lay
Smith. Mrs. Walter Currier and Mrs.
er of German peasantry.
Clifford Clark. Cards were played
Seat of Trouble.
with the honors going to Mrs. Clark
There was a considerable propor
and Mrs. Spalding.
tion of poor and middling persons
The junior class of Thomaston
among them, yet the primary im
High School will have a co ked food
sale at Devi Seavey’s store Saturday petus, most unbiased observers
agree, came from the so-called
at 1 o’clock.
"kulaks,” or richer peasants. True,
The churches will observe Holy
by comparison with American or
Week by union services. Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings at the Baptist German farmers, many of these
richer peasants do not deserve the
Church. Thursday and Friday eve
designation. The economic policy
nings at the Methodist Church.
The young jieople's society of here, however, is necessarily based
Christian Endeavor will have a sup on local rather than international
comparisons.
per at the vestry next Monday eve
The principal thing which com
ning. All members please be pres
mentators abroad seem to have
ent.
overlooked in this German situa
John Blodgett of Boston was in
tion is that their plight is not the
town Monday.
result of a special policy against
Capt. John Brown has arrived home
German or other foreign colonists.
from Florida. He reports a warm
It Is part and parcel of the entire
winter In southern Florida.
agrarian policy, which hits certain
Mrs. Arthur Mossman has re
peasant elements alike, whether
turned from a visit to her son In
they be Russians or Germans or
Portland.
Jews.
Itev. Joseph Strout is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett.
Will Fly Airplanes
Miss Gladys Heald has returned
from Bangor where she has been
to Next Passion Play
having treatment on her eyes.
Oberammergau, Germany. — For
The Meetinghouse Hill Club were
guests of Mrs. Earl Kisteen Tues the first time in history “Passion
Play” lovers will journey in May
day evening.
MoLellan Gilchrest who has spent to attend the 1030 "Passion rlay"
here by airplane.
the winter in Massachusetts with
Heretofore the modern conven
his daughter is in town again.
iences of transportation have been
Mrs. Merton Collamore of M aldohoro is visiting her sister Mrs. Ver frowned upon as being too “world
ly.” In every sense of the word
non Achorn.
Miss Dorothy Starrett is driving a modernness has been banned from
the private and commercial life of
new Ford coupe.
Clayton Oliver is quite ill at his the villagers, whose dally existence
depends on the successfulness of
h me on Water street.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot has returned the play every ten years.
But to please world travelers
from Marblehead, Mass.
who have to cram so much sight
Edgar Ames having graduated from
Rockland-Commercial College has a seeing into their itineraries an air
position with Swift & Co in Rock drome has been built in this oldworld village and scheduled planes
land.
A number of patrons will attend the of the large air transport com
panies operating from the capital
showing of Disraeli with George
cities of Europe will bring play
Arliss in the title role next Monday
in Camden. Quite an interest has goers.
The theater has been enlarged to
been awakened in the play.
seat 6,000 persons.
Alois Lang,
thirty-eight, cousin of Anton Lang,
NORTH WALDOBORO
who played the part of Christ for
Rev. C. C. Whidden is in Brunswick the last three times, has been elect
ed to plav the leading role. The
for a few dajfe.
Bert Bogurs and Maurice Vose have city held its 1930 election of play
been splitting wood for George ers for tlie parts recently.
Eugley the past week.
Mildred Walter was a visitor at W. No Parrot Fever Found
F. Ti ague's Saturday.
in Central America
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas
Colon, Canal Zone. — Central
sailed for Xew York last week.
Isa Teague and Addison Oliver of America, the home of the parrot, is
Warren were at E. I>. Mank's Thurs singularly free of psittacosis, or par
rot fever, tlie Cana! Zone medical
day.
Raymond Borneman and family of authorities have declared. The doc
Warren have been passing a few days tors said that in 25 years’ experi
ence in observation and treating
with Elva Borneman.
Dorothy Lovejoy and friend Miss diseases in Central America they
Stevens of Waldoboro were at Belle had never seen an authenticated
case of psittacosis.
Sprague's over the weekend.
Lida Overlook who lias employment
in Jefferson spent Thursday at her Woman Threatens Him,
Jrome in this place.
1

J

Man Admits Old Theft

SPRUCE HEAD
School began Monday after a three
weeks’ vacation.
Ralph Whidden arrived here Sun
day from Washington, 11. C. and
joined his family who are occupy
ing the ISntmuel Haskell house.
Clifford Elwell has joined the I'.
S. Coast Guard and reported for duty
at White Head Station Saturday.
James Snow of tlie ice breaker
Kickapoo wtts in town Friday for a
short stay.
IMrs. Cassie McLeod was dinner
guest Sunday t.f Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Burke.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Simmons and
children were guests Sunday of Mrs.
lHattie Mason in Rockland.
Norman Waldron of Bowdoin Col
lege has recently visited his parents
Mr. nnd Mrs. S. S. Waldron.
Friends will be glad to know that
Mrs. Annie Thompson is so much
improved from her illness of last
winter that she is able to walk out
each day.
Mrs. Henry York nnd Mrs. Ray
mond Raekliff were in Rcckinnd Sat
urday.
Ie_-Pa. what is back talk?
amething a husband never
s wife.
butting in)—Y«'s. its wte candy and flow vrs.

Dallas.—Because he was hungry,
tired of dodging the law and a wom
an threatened to report him, a man
who said he was from Tulsa, Okla.,
walked into tlie police station and
gave himself up. Theft of an au
tomobile ten years ago was the
charge on which he said he was
wanted. “I'm just beating the
woman to it," he declared.
***********#*#********5^

* 400 Czarist Officers
*
Reported Executed *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
J

London, England. — The
Daily Mali’s Riga correspondent says that the Soviet secret police have put to death
between 400 and 500 former
czarist officials, confined in
various prisons, during the
last two weeks.

*
*
*
*
*
$
*
#

S************#******#XHI

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desJres information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.

Tne annual meeting of the Rubin
stein Club takes place tomorrow aft
ernoon at the Congregational Church.
It will be preceded by a miscellaneous
program under the direction of Mrs.
Dorothy Smalley.

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

The Hatetoquitit Club was enter
tained Tuesday evening by Mrs. A. M.
Moody. Franklin street.

Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett 3d are
occupying their home on Lake ave
nue after spending the winter at the
Foss House, Park street.

EASTER BAGS

$1.00 value Chamoisette, pr.

$1.25 value Chamoisette, pr.
\"

$1.50 value Chamoisette, pr.

Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., was
entertained at the BPW rooms Mon
day afternoon with Mrs. Hester
Chase. Mrs. Delia Cross, Mrs. Anna
Conary and Miss Ellen J. Cochran as
hostesses. The rooms were attrac
tively arranged, pussy willows add
ing a note of spring. Mrs. Lucie
Walsh took the chair while Mrs. Suej’a Sheldon, regent, gave a splendid
paper on the 32d State Conference at
Rumford, which she recently attend
ed. Mrs. Sheldon was the only dele
gate from Knox County. At the me
morial service the delegate from
Lady Knox Chapter performed the
solemn duty of standing while a car
nation was placed in the basket in
memory of the late Miss Kitty S.
Coburn.
The State chairman of
Americanism paid a pleasing personal
tribute to Mrs. Lucie Walsh whose
work for Lady Knox Chapter has
been outstanding. The State Daugh
ters adopted a resolution asking the
privilege of furnishing a room in
•’Montpelier” appropriate to
the
period. Mrs Alice Karl's paper on
Lucy Hancock” will be sent to th6
Historical and Literary Reciprocity
Lending Library at Washington.
This nominating committee was ap
pointed. Miss Caroline Stanley, Mrs.
Mary Perry Rich and Mrs Mary
Coc-per. Miss Anna J. Thorndike
gave a reading covering the recent
broadcast by William Washington,
a descendent of George Washington’s
family ; and Mrs. Irene Moran read an
article on the Tamasse Mountain
School sponsored by the D.A.R.
Under the direction of Miss Cochran.
Dorothy Harvey gave three readings
in costume—“The Minuet.” “Grandpa
and Grandma” and “In the Morn
ing;'' Florence Dean and Ruth Dondis
did a very graceful toe dance, all
of these features being warmly re
ceived. Refreshments were served.

CAMDEN
Mrs. >1. M. Eldredge of Chatham,
Mass , is the guest of her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins.
Mrs. Eric Ingraham has returned
from Knox Hospital where she un
derwent a major operation.
Zenas Melvin has returned from
West Palm Beach. Fla., where he
spent the winter.
Mrs. Ralph Satterlee has resumed
her position as clerk in Fred El
well's store, after being confined to
the house by illness.
Mrs. Robert .W. Jamieson has re
turned to her home on Elm street
after spending several weeks at
Knox Hospital in Rockland and
Camden Community Hospital.
The annual roll call of Malden
Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held last
evening. The degree was conferred
on two candidates.
The Ft llowers of the Way of the
Congregational Church will hold a
food sale at the store of Carleton
French & Company Saturday at 10
o’clock.
Mrs. \Y. E. Gill and son Monroe of
Boston are at Carmonwlll, Lake Me
gunticook.
Capt. and Mrs. E. H. Tinker have
returned from Miami, where they
passed the winter.
Judge Oscar II. Emery Is attend
ing court in Ellsworth this week.
Masonic Assembly tonight at the
Masonic hall.
The annual meeting of Knox ALincoln Past Grands' Association will
be held April 16 in Camden.
Last ' evening at Megunticook
Grange, IL It. Crawford, master of
the State grange, was the guest and

Chiropody
I will be at the GREEN GABLES.

MAINE,

APRIL

22

previous to the above date.

Call—

Portland, Maine
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

The Green Gables, Tel 201

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R

EVA L. HOLMES
40-tf

$ r

$1.98 value Chamoisette, pr.

Irving Babbidge was in Rockland
Monday, called by the death of his
aunt Mary M. Kelley He returned to
Mt. Desert Wednesday.
The annual spring luncheon of the
Progressive Literary Club at Thorn
dike Hotel Tuesday noon proved a
happy reunion with wandering mem
bers. Afterward with Mrs. Katherine
Mather, leading, the election of of
ficers. appointment of committees,
and other final business of the closing
season took place at The Laurlette.
Shakespeare’s King John was chosen
for next year’s reading and study,
with discussions on important topics
of the day. The annual charity do
nation was give to worthy persons.
Officers and committees are. Presi
dent. Mrs. Lucia F. Burpee; vice
president. Mrs. Cora E. Snow; sec
retary. Miss Lois E. Keene; treasurer.
^Irs. Jennie W. Bird; program com
mittee, the officers with Mrs. Mary
E. Southtyrd and Mrs. Mary B.
Cooper; entertainment committee.
Mrs. Harriet A. Keating. Mrs. Cora E.
Snow. Mrs. Frances H. Norton; press
committee, Mrs. Lucie H. Walsh.

U

Easter Gloves

Miss Gail -Merrill of Auburn who is
substituting in the commercial de
partment at the High School, has
as her guest Miss Margaret Renerick
of Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Jackson of
Beech street, had as dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone, Tuesday
evening.

EASTER HANDKERCHIEFS

This is the Time to Buy ’

Silk Hosiery

NEW LINE CAPE KID GLOVES
$2.50 value; per pair,

$1.98

EASTER RAYON AND SILK

Priced According To Kind
Every pair combines those qualities that make hosiery so dis
tinctive. Exquisitely fine in tex
ture, flawlessly even of weave,
full fashioned and durable, too.
The long list of colors includes all
that is fashion new.'

Underthings

f/wnfhin§ Ifyird

Slips, Vests, Bloomers, Stepins

FULL FASHIONED
PURE

At Popular Prices

SILK HOSIERY

$1.50 and $1.95

All First Quality Merchandise; No Seconds

‘QUAKER CRAFT” LACE AND NET CURTAINS
Sararaizrazrarararareraraizrajaizt?
speaker. Supper was served at 6
o’clock. Penobscot View Grange of
Glencove and Mt. Pleasant Grange
of West Rockport were present.
Repairs are well underway on the
recently burned Perry block on Main
street. Capt. and Mrs. John Wads*
worth, who lost all of their house
hold furniture in the blaze, are ex*
pected home soon from Miami, where
they have 'been during the winter.
The Baptist Calendar Club wil!
hold a social next Wednesday eve
ning. This will be the first of the
season.
Mrs. Mark Rodgers and little son
Richard Howarth have returned heme
from Camden Community ’Hospital.
Henry Beverage of Portland is
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. A.
F. 'Beverage.
Capt. Whitney Lowe and Capt.
Frank Hardy spent a few days re
cently at Deer Isle.
Mrs. Louis Hary and baby have re
turned home from Camden Commun
ity Hospital.
Capt. Edward Leeman of Harpswell is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank H. Wilbur, (Sea street.
Miss Virginia Wagner is now
able to he cut after being confined to
the house by illness.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Coys’ Blouses—these sure are nobby; fast colors, large and
roemy, wonderful fits; each .................. ........................... 79c, $1.00
Beys’ Shirts—same make; wonderful bargains ........................... $1.03
Boys’ Fants—these are making us new friends every day: won
derful wearers, and handsome to look upon ............... $2.00, $3.00
Fancy Sweaters for Boys—if you are looking for something
snappy and that boys like; well, nuf sed! ....... $1.00, 2.00, $3.00
Wash Suits that are beauties ....................................... $1.00, $2.00, $3.03
Children’s Top Coats, ages 3 to 8 ...................................................... $5.00
Boys’ Suits, ages 7 to 18—big assortment ........... $7.00, $10.00, $12.00
Young Men’s Dress Shirts—prettiest things we ever had, at
..................... -.................................................................. $1.00, $2.00, $2.50
Dress Pants, in patterns that young fellows like ........... $3.50, $5.00

All we ask is for you to come in and try our goods once; if they
don’t satisfy—well, we won’t expect to see you again. But just
give us that chance!

WILLIS AYER
No. 890.

SPECIAL SALE!
I want everybody in Knox Coun
ty to use my Vinegar, so beginning
Monday, April 7, for one week only,
I will sell my Pure Apple Cider
Vinegar, full strength, here at the
store, 275 Main street, for 20 cents
per gallon. You can buy a little or
a large quantity. The delivered
price is 40 cents per gallon.

I will guarantee this vinegar to
keep pickles—and no better vin
egar Is made in the United States.

I will test vinegar every day
during the week at 10 a. m. This
will be interesting to the public.
Anyone wishing vinegar tested
can have it done by bringing
samples.
I belong, buy my apples and
make my vinegar in Knox County
and should sell a large quantity
here. Three-quarters of the vin
egar used in this section is made
outside of the State and part in
Canada. Why not try my product
and help establish an industry in
this county?
I close up here the 15th for the
summer to go to my vinegar plant
and make next year's supply. I
want to thank everybody for their
patronage. You will find me un
til April 15th at my store, 275
Main street.

JAMES H. SIMONTON
41-43

Reserve District No. 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE—

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, the close of business on March 27,1930

RESOURCES
Loans and discounts ..............................................................».................
Overdrafts ..........................................................................~
United States Government securities owned ........................................................
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned ................................
Banking house. $31,600. Furniture and fixtures. $2,850 ........
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ..........................................
Cash and due from banks ...........................................................
Outside checks and other cash Items ..........................................................................
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer and due fr<»m U. S. Treasurer......

$190
918
$190,918
590
8ft.609
759.425
34.450
36.890
80.17B
1.124
2.500

Total

71
71
09
on
50
00
00
57
41
00

$1,186,686 28
LIABILITIES

Capital stock paid In .
Surplus ......................
Undivided profits—net
Circulating notes outstanding ..............................
Due to banks, including certified and cashiers’ checks outstanding
Demand deposits ..........................................................
Time deposits ..........................................................
Other liabilities ............................................................

$50,000
50.000
354*80
49,340
32
150,244
851,078
11

"*****

Total

41*43
Cedar St. Tel. 534-M.
WANTED—Salesman with car to sell Silent
Glow OH Burners, Frigidaire refrigerators and
Electric Water systems. A. T. NORWOOD.
Warren, Me.__________________________ 40-45
WANTED To l<4n money on auto, house
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
39-tf
WANTED—Two boarders. References re
quired. MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main
St. Tel. 874-W.
38-tf
WANTED—Stenographer desires position.
VHH
A
Six years’ experience. References.
M COOKSON. ■« Free St., ( amden. Tel. 113-4.

35*tf
, |,'u R.‘?AL.E_:l’'.lf,)' houscs "f “11 tleserlpllum
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
In fai t all kinds of real estate. Come and
talk over my list if you wish to buy. ROBERT
U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel, 77,
35-tf
FOR SALE- Five room house, Stanley
Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern Im
provements. double lot land. $16()h. Can be
re,,t wllh srna11 Payment down. V. F.
bi I BLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
34-tf
^OR SALE—New house at 16 Hill St. six
rooms, bath, furnace, oak floors, large’ lot
F M KITTREDGE. Tel 1043-J.
30.tf

1
i

2? K sALE—-l arge, number 8 kitchen range
wkh K«t> atuchmeiit. Very nice baker; also
summer house for hammock. Inquire nt 44
HAXMX ST Tel. 2112.W.
34.„

FOK SALE Or to let. cottage al MegtiutlTo Let
rook Lake, bungalow type, artesian well, wafer
TD LET At 23 Franklin Ht.. lorMand, lit sink from electric pump, living room and
downstairs apart.. 5 rooms, garage, lights, gas, I pojch 30 ft. length, three other rooms, sleeping
toilet. MRS DAVID OSIER. 45 Clinton ...v-,
Ave..! »<*<’’,ninKMlktlons for eight, hard pine varnished
43.43 Honrs throughout, electric lights, garage, shore
Waterville, .Me.
privilege, tine sand beach, boat, ll'.tto cash or
TO LET Board nod mum al 17 WATER ST fvntplau. V. F. STCDLEY. 69 Park St. Tei.
Apply at side door.______________ 43*45 ILL________________________ _ ________ 33-tf
TO LET Furnished rooms at 30 High St j
FOR SALE—Dahlia bulbs lhat have become
HILL DANE. Tel. 427-R
43-tf mixed In handling, all standard varieties,
while
they last 15 for Jl. poslage extra. Due
TO LET—Furnished apartment of three
rooms, with toilet and modern conveniences, to limited garden space I also have some sur
inquire 12 KNOX ST
Tvl 578-W.
41-tf plus slock of many leading varieties that 1
will sell at very attractive prices. Send for
TO LET—Upstairs apartment at 12 Cedar ■ SuvI-’E.
1,,hu*’- MRS KATIIASt MRS J. A. JAMK8OX, 40 North Main St. I Ki.NE ( HA1 IN, Lawson Ave., Camden, Me.
Tel. 456-R.
40-tf
33-51
TO electric
LET—Upstairs
apartment,
4 rooms,
lights. No
eats or dogs,
ltef- ' e^cllon* ha atlom go'2d 'lo|rshm,J"ll\Vrltle'mIiS
bath, electric lights,
■s Required. Tel. 1001 or call a.^ls s MAYHEW. 15 MegunfliXSt. llmden'.
erences
aHAW~’“___________________________— —___________________ _ ____________ 32-43
TO LET-SIx room house, all ni«.d,rn Im- ,
you »ALE_S«vtn room house, bath hot
provements, with sun parlor, available May 1 water heal, fine cellar single garaw
See MR. u:vv.e6« Malt. St.___________ :f..-44 < ,4ner lot with pie,tty shrubbery, .•entral'lj?^
TO LET—<»ood clean tenement, electric
at once at very reasonable
lights and toilet. J. H. MELVNN, 21 Gay Kt., »‘rice- '• *• STUDLEY. 69 Pi'ark St. Tel. DIXIE
Rockland.
39-tf
32-tf
K)K SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
TO LET—Apartment, 4 rooms in fine con
dition, $5 per week : garage. $3 per month. Beach. All modern improvements. LENA
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC ST. Tel. 436-M.
Tel. 994 or 99U-M.
28-tf
38-tf
FOR SALE— Farms large and small, some
Miscellaneous
good bargains, also lake shore property. M.
DIM'NG CARS—Net annual profits from
R MILLER, East Union, Me.
38*43
$ >000 to $10,000 are possible operating O’Ma
FOR SALE- Dibble’s russet seed potatoes, honey Diners. Capital required to start ap
hug and rust resistant, highest In yield, $1.50 proximately $35oo.
if interested In being
per bushel f. o. b. Union, or at the door. Independent aud operating your own business
TYLER DAVIS, Union, Me.
38*43 write for catalog. JERRY O MAHONEY. Inc.
______ 41-44
TO LET—Store in Park Theatre Bldg, i Dept. K(X;, Elizabeth, N, .1.
Fine location, excellent windows—light and
MONEY TO LOAN op 1st and 2nd mortwarm. Available for any thing except a gagvM
KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St.
restaurant. MIKE ARMATA or The Men's Opp, postofflce. _____
39-tf
Shop, Park St.
37-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
TO LET—Five room furnished apartment. ?P.a L?£Ur fur,,llure
216 LIMEROCK ST.
All modern. R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 1010.
39-tf
Tel. 77.
37-tf
and guaranteed;
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for light -ft mixed $1 ; I., allInspected
different not labelled $1 ;
housekeeping.
All modern, adults only. 1' >;«' h different and labeled. Jl 25 ; »e„t
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St.
36-tf
aid In first three zones. Many other attraeTO LET—Six room house at 72 Crescent St., . e. r:'l‘"llons »end for price list. \l|ts
a*'-RIn' willow Brook Dahlia Gardena,
electric lights, flush closet. In good condition. h
A. M. FULLER, 260 Broadway.
34-tf ""I*. Me,___________ _________ .,5,..^

We have s:me of the nicest and most seasonable Boys* Cloth
ing and Furnishings you ever saw. You have only to see them to
be enthused, too!

WARREN
A public supper will he served
Thursday at 6 o’clock in the Congre
gational chapel by the circle mem
bers.
Percy Kenniston is In Winthrop
where he has employment.
Charles Wilson and family are
moving to North Warren where Mr.
Wilson has employment for the sum
mer.
Walter Follansbee of Rockland was
a visitor in town Tuesday.
“The Loving Father,” is the theme
for the sermon at the Baptist Church
Sunday morning. Airs. Carrie Butler
will be soloist and Mrs. Grace Wyllie
organist.
A union vesper service is to he held
in the Congregational Church Sun
day at 4 o’clock, subject "The Cross.”
The children of the Baptist Sunday
School are rehearsing for the Easter
concert, April 20.

ifgjzjzjara/aarafzjgragrafziztzjarj

MYER’S

Ju«t received, a new lot of Wirthmor dresses all in beautiful and dis
tinctly new styles, and colors, for
Miss and Matron. Also a new offer
ing in Hooverettes in dainty styles
and patterns. Small. medium and
large sizes. (In sale now at the Ves
per A. Leach Store.—adv.

For Sale

FOR SALE Qr to let 'Houses In cential
Advertisements in tills column not to exceed
FREDERICK U. WALTZ 105
three lines inserted once for >25 cents. 3 times part of city
Broadway.
Tel. 392-M.
43*45
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six
FOR SALE- A few tons of hay at your own
words make a line.
price. F. H WOOD, (Highlands. Tel. 217-W
____ _________________________________ 43-45
FOR SALE- Early Gradus and LaXatonl&n
Lost and Found
pens, new seed. $2.75 peck : Yellow Japanese
onion
sets, fine quality, $1.75 peck, both post
LOST April 8. between Western Union and
Lincoln St.. Rockland. a cameo pin. Please paid. MAINE SEED CO., 78 Elm gl., Port
land.
Me.
43*45
return to WESTERN UNION
43*lt
i I. jtnnt.jJcked
| >11 ii i,
rwu : . FOR SALE— 20 h. p. .4 cylinder Regal enFOUND- White painted 1*' JL
43-45
up near ‘McLoon’s Wharf. JOSEPH DAWH. ‘ *»»*• G. H. BUNKER, Matinicus.
43*45
Hunter Machine Go.
FOR SALE—Motor 2% horse power, almost
new, 3 phase. $35 cash. JOHN SAUNDERS,
58 Elm St.. I amden.
42*44
W anted
FOR SALE-—Concrete block imachlne, good
ELLIS YOUNG, 8-10 Georges St.,
W VVF, D Girl for general housework. In condition.
Thomaston,_________
4 2 *44—
quire ti TALBOT AVE. Tel. 1285.
43-tf
FOR SALE—-Victro 1 with cabinet, oak
WANTED ‘Woman experienced with chil library
Excellent 'condition.
Price
dren to care for two-year-old child forenoons. $5«. 39 table.
RANKIN' STR... T. Tel. 730-R.
Apply to MRS. COOKHON, Apt INo. 1. The ____________________
I
42*44
Laurlette. School St., City, Thursday, Friday
FOR SALE—Edison cabinet phonograph,
and Saturday. ______________________ 43-44
83 double records, excellent condition.
WANTED Long haired kittens. 7 to 10 wlNi
Also White Rotary sewing machine. TEL.
weeks old. at once. YORK’S KENNEIA HI I-?l
42-44
Pleasant St., Rockland.
43-45
i’t>R SALE—Quartered oak dining table and
WANTED- We have a first class position, G. -chairs
with black leather seats, also 1 oak
steady, bringing large earnings for energetic sideboard. Must he sold at once. Price rea
man to manage branch in iRoekland. Up to sonable. PHONE 133.
42-tf
$50.(Hl weekly salary and liberal commission.
Must he able to furnish deposit on merchan
FOR SALE—Four geese and four ganders,
dise. P. O. BOX 208, Belfast. IMe.
43*45 Al for breeding: also a small power bout. 5
h. p. Mlanus engine. EDWARD BLOM, Ash
WANTED—Man to manage branch in Rock
Point. Tel. 425-10,
42*44
hind, pay up to $50 week and liberal com
mission to start. Must be able to furnish de
FOR SALE—Round Oak Range, parlor stove,
posit on merchandise.
P. 10. BOX 208, Bel- i 0-1 burner, congoleuin border, congoleum art
----- - square. Inquire 166 MAIN ST. Tel. 1057-W.
fast, Me.
43*45
WASTED-—Graduate nurse would like j
position to -care for invalid, elderly person, or |
FOR SALE- Building and lot, corner Green
children. BOX 237. Rockport.
43*45 | and Hyler streets, Thomaston. Inquire of
HYLER, Thomaston or LUKE DAVES
WANTED-iMIddle-ageil woman as house ALTI)A
Rockland.________
42-44*
keeper in family of one. E. B. de COSTER.
FOR .SALE— Trailer and skiff fish where
W.tlilolioui, Me.
43*45
you wish, price right. Call at 50 GRANITE
WANTED -Girl for office work and general STREET Tel 152-R.
42 44
help for studio. ROCKLAND |>HOTO STUDIO.
FOR (SALE-— 24 ft. boat, 22 h. p. engine;
439 (Main St.. Rockland, Me
43*45
also 4 tub new trawl. CHARLES HENDERWANTED Alarried man to do general farm SON, Thomaston, Me.
42-44
work: small rent furnished. Give references
FOR SALE—Pure Vermont maple sugar and
and state wages. Tel. 45-19. J. P. ELWELL.
syrup.
Orders
taken.
Syrup.
$3
per
gal ;
Unity. M«.
___________ 43M3
sugar, 50c a pound. GEORGE JL WFJIA'h’
WANTED—IMlddle-aged woman to do house
1047
41-43
work for a family of one woman. -28 NORTH
FOR SALE—Chrysler sedan with live new
MAIN ST. Rockland.
42-44
I t..?.. In
‘“'"fifioH- Reasonable price.
WANTED—Position as private chauffeur.
Experience in Europe anil America. Best of ERNEST GRANT, 184 So. Main St. Tel. 526 K
references. Address C., care Courier-Gazette. 1__________________________ 40-43
FOR SALE- Ideal Standard’’ range, like
42*44
I new. excellent baker: electrical books 7 vola
WANTED Second-hand wood sawing ou tflt. leather: cowboy saddle. All great bargains’
without engine. E. E. LIGHT, Union, Mf.
124 THOMASTON ST., Rockland.______ 38*43
41*43

IMONTON’

TELEPHONE ____________________ .. 770

and 23. Please make appointments

«9-70

In Everybody’s Column
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CAMDEN,

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Every-Other-Day

00
00
29
(Hl
00
08
69
22

TO LET—Furnished room at 14 MASONIC
ST.
33-tf
TO LET—Upstairs tenement of six rooms, i
newly papered and painted ; central location J
MRS. DAMIE B. LANDERS. Tel. 1U49-J.
I
32-tf ■
TO LET—Large cottage at Crescent Beach
all modern, also small cottage at Spruce Head.
AMORY B. ALLEN, Rockland. Me.
29-tf
TO LET—Seven room unfurnished tenement
with bath, furnace, fine -cellar, mostly hard
wood floors, garage, first quality in every way
$30 month. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1080.
39-tf
TO LET—House of six rooms, fine cellar
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra ;
large veranda. Newly papered and painted
throughout. Large yard. Adults only. 22 1 1
STREET. Rockland.
39-tf I
TO LET—Apartment lc Bicknell block
Apply to B. iB. 8MITH, Thorndike A Hix t
Lobster Co. Tel. 2ti8.
39-tf I

Eggs and Chicks

$1,186,686 28

n
■locl‘of !ialr Jowi’ •<
s nk, .d **,?r 8,ore’24 Elm 8t- •M*t|
solicited. If, (•. RHODES Tf| -^.j 3i>.,{
r.lKJIs, COUNTRY HOUB8, COTTAGE9
deh Von,11*’“k-’d-date properly, in the aaru.

of
1’enobacot Bay. Writ,
"hat ,„u want. ORRLN J. DICKEY, BelMe.
39.„

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, car* of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will cell at

your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss:
I. J. Walter Strout, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly s
hat the above
statement is true to the best of ray knowledge and belief.
J. WALTER STROUT. Cashier.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of April, 1930.
[Seal]
CHARLES M. STARRETT. Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
JOirN BROWN
A .1. ELLIOT
T. B. WYLLLE

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too email

Directors.

No. 1142.

Reserve District No. 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF THE—

GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, at the c'oce of business on March 27,1930

RESOU RCES
$214,074
607
162.050
573.501
19.600
28,410
12,415
3,657
2,750

Ixians and discounts .............. .............................. ...................
Overdrafts ................................ ................. .................................
United States Government securities owned ......................
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned..........................
Banking house. $9,600. Furniture'and fixtures.. $|«,<
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ....................................
Cash and due from banks ......................................................
Outside checks and other cash Items ..................................
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer and due from 1 8. Treasurer .

22
22
00
18
00
37
12
24
00

$1,017,065 65

Total

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In .... . ...............................................................-............ i.........
Surplus .....................................................................................................................
Undivided profits—net ................................. .........................................................
Circulating notes outstanding ...................... ......................................................
Demand deposits .....................................................................................................
Time deposits . ..... .................................................................................................
Total _____________ _______ ________________ _____________ _

•

$55,000
15,000
15.815
55.000
83.882
792,366

no
00

92
(III

86
87

$1,017,065 65

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss:
I. L. S. Levensaler. Cashier of the above-named bank do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
I.. S. LEVENSALER. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworu to before me this 5th day of April. 1930.
[Seal]
J. WALTER STROUT, Notary Public.

Correct—Attest:

WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies ot The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency
6j»

npT* OM

Phurnb

Directors.

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser

112-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
I.ADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 Limerock St.

Rockland

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tai. 138

R. O. ELLIOT
LEVI SEAVEY •

R. E. DUNN

FOR SALE—Single comb ,R. I. Red baby |
chicks, Jamesway hatched. April. 18 cents:!
May 16 cents. C. E. OVERLOCK, Warren, j
Me. Tel 3-4 Warren.
42-44
BABY CHLX. Wyllie’s Strain H. C. Reds,
bred for eggs, type andfolor. State accredited
fur white diarrhoea. April 15 to May 15, $20
per hundred; IMay 15 nnd June, $18 per hun
dred; postpaid. Safe arrival guaranteed. In
lots of 10000 or over $2 less per hundred. F.
H. WYLLIE & SOtN, Thomaston, Me. Phone
Warren 10-6.
41-tf
R. I. REDS, State tested, 100 per cent free
We are now booking orders for March and
April delivery for $18 per 100, or $85 for 500.
100 per cent live delivery guaranteed. All
chicks hatched from our own stock; 10 pet
cent with order would be appreciated. We
deliver chicks to your door. Addreses V. R
WOODMAN & SON, Winterport, Me. Tel
37-31.
39-tf
FOR SALE—8. C. R. I. chicks, Jameswu}
hatched. Stock productive and of good color
Maine chicks are best for Maine people
Price, $22 per 100 to 500. Write for foldei
giving prices on larger lots. BERTHA 1)
TEAGUE & E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me
Tel. 13-42 Warren.
39-tf

Graduate of American School of„
Osteopathy

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Telephonee 1298; Residence 283-M

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 10, 1930
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Ties

Springtime

*

♦
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Feminine Wiles

learn

In addition to personal notes regarding
The meeting of the T.H.E. Club
departures and arrivals, thia department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings, Monday evening at the home of iMrs.
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or George Clark, Broadway, was an un
telephone will be gladly received.
usually happy on? for two of the

TELEPHONE ....................................... .... 776 members were welcomed hack after
long absences—Mrs. Edward Gonia.
Mrs. Grace Cilley Tibbetts of Ala who has been ill, and Mrs. Daniel
meda, Calif,, who has been at The I’aulitz (Anna Coooibs) who has been
Laurie for a few days leaves tomor ki West Palm Beach, Fla., for the
row for Augusta where she will he winter.
•
the guest of friends over night, go
ing thence to Huston and other Mas
Frank A. Tlrrell Jr., and Jerome
sachusetts points for short visits Burrow’s were in Augusta Tuesday !
with relatives and friends. Later on business.
she will proceed to New’ Jersey to
remain until she sails May 3 for a
Mrs. L. B. Cook entertained the
European trip of several weeks dur
ing which she will attend the Pas Handy Six Club Tuesday evening at
sion Play at Oberammergau. Mrs. her home on Beech street.
Tibbetts has been the center of many
There will .be a bridge party Fri
1 social attentions during her Rockland
day evening under the auspices of I
I visit.
the BPW Club at the rooms, witli |
The Saturday .Night Club was en- Mrs. Emma Carver as hostess.
! tertained by Mr. and Mrs. li. B. Smith
Mrs. Anne Haskell entertained the
| and Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird at the
Outing Club yesterday at luncheon.
Smith home, Lincoln street.

Friday, Saturday and Monday
April 11, 12 and 14

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
DOLLAR SALE
We have placed on sale some of the greatest

values ever offered for $1.00

See them in our windows

Kennedy Crane is in New York I Frank Rokes is confined to his
this week on business.
home on Lake avenue by illness.
At the bridge party given by the
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans
Tuesday evening at Grand Army
hall there were seven tables honors
being won by I. J. Shuman, .Mrs. W.
A. Fogg, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray,
Mrs. Evie Perry, Mrs. Henry Jordan.
A. -C. McCurdy, Mrs. I. J. Shuman.
Mrs. Helen Paladino acted as hostess.

“NIKITA”
Added proof that charm in footwear is oft obtainable
through simplicity of‘design.

Here is a smart Tie in

Carried in

Dull Black kid with Gun Metal trim.

stock AA to B widths.

Walk-Over quality, style,

Et and wear.
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

$9.00.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND

WALKOVER SIGN

AT THE BROOK,

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

“Slightly Scarlet”
100% Talking with

EVELYN BRENT

CLIVE BROOK

PAUL LUCA§
The crashing conflict of a man of mystery
in love with a woman who is slightly scar
let. Suave sinners in society!
ALSO
SOUND NEWS

COMEDY

A METRO PRESENTATION

TODAY

LON CHANEY
in

“The Phantom of the Opera”

PUBLIX

Shows At
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 10.30

HOME OF
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
TEL. 892

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Miss Virginia Egan returned yes
terday to her home on Pine street,
i after undergoing an operation at
Knox Hospital

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel I’aulitz (Anna
Mrs. C. M. Richardson was hostess Coombs) have arrived from West
to the E.F.A. Club yesterday at lier Palm iBeach, Fla., and have opened
home on Rroadway.
their home on Lake avenue for the
summer.
Miss Laura Know'lton, Red Cross
field nurse, of Augusta, was in the
Miss Sara Glover of Charlotte.
city yesterday on business In con N. ,C., a student at the Lesley School,
nection with the local chapter.
Cambridge, is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Fred Knight. Broad street, for
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen will oc two weeks.
cupy the J. S. Gardner house at the
West Meadows for the summer.
Wesley Wasgatt has returned to
Dartmouth College after spending the
Mrs. Fred Collamore. Camden road, spring recess at his home.
has returned from a short visit in
Portland.
Clifford Larrabee is confined to
his home on Pine street by illness.
For its annual spring production
the Harvard Dramatic Club will
Mrs. J. F. Burgess entertained
offer the first production in America at cards last evening at her home on
of John Galsworthy’s satirical mys Beech street.
tery drama ’The Show.”
The
story has to do with the solution of
Mrs. William Sansom who has
the strange death and past life of been in Knox Hospital for treatment
an English army officer. The cast has returned to her home on North
ing will begin shortly, and “The Main street, much improved in health.
Show” will be presented at Brattle
Hall. Oimhridge, from May 7 to 9,
Mrs. Katherine Studley who has
and on May 10 at the Boston The been spending the winter in St.
atre.
Petersburg, Fla., is motoring home
ward, expecting to arrive in Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Everett L. Spear have land the last of the week.
arrived home from .Del Ray Beach.
Mrs. II. fe. Comins was hostess to
Fla., where they remained several
weeks at their winter home. While the Chummy Club Tuesday evening,
the first part of the sojourn was with honors in cards falling to Mrs
spent rather quietly, during the last E. W. Freeman and Mrs. Frank
few weeks many trips were taken, in Fields.
cluding visits to Miami, St. Peters
Miss Joanna Patterson gave a fiveburg. St. Augustine, Silver Springs,
where a trip in glass bottomed boats table bridge party Monday evening
was enjoyed; Tarpon Springs, with at her home on Lawrence street.
its sponge factories which are the Honors fell to Mrs. Russell Davis,
largest in the world; Clewiston, Miss Helene Coombs, Richard Luf
where the largest sugar cane fac kin and Roland Raekliff.
tories in this country are located;
Mrs. Adelaide Butman who has
etc. The day at Tarpon Springs was
most interesting, it being a gala been spending the winter with her
occasion with all of the fishing ves daughter, Mrs. Howe in Winchester.
sels in, gaily decorated with flags. Mass., has arrived in the city and
Ten days before leaving Del Ray has opened her home on North Main
Beach Mr. and Mrs. Spear were street.
joined by Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Rich
of Hingham. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Helen Hutchinson and Miss
W. W. .Rich Jr., (Ruth iSpear) of Doris Bradley of Camden entertained
Brookline. Mass. The homeward trip, at .bridge Wednesday evening. Hon
made by the entire group occupied ors were taken by Mrs. Lawrence
about 10 days, many points of inter Perry and iMrs. Raymond Pooler.
est being visited on the way, among
them the Magnolia Gardens, located
Mrs. Shirley Gross is the guest of
about 15 miles outside of Charles her sister, Mrs. G. H. ’Coombs, Wal
ton, S. C„ which rank in fame with doboro.
the Grand Canyon and Niagara Falls
as the greatest sights in this country.
Miss Rhandena Armstrong arrived
Two days were spent in Washing today fro inBly, Nevada, called by
ton, where the cherry trees were in the illness of her mother, Mrs. W. H.
full bloom. On arrival in Rockland Armstrong, who is in very critical
the Spear car registered 5000 miles. condition.
Miss Armstrong came
from Nevada to Chicago by air
Just received, a new lot of Wlrth- plane, concluding the journey by
rnor dresses all in beautiful and dis rail.
tinctly new styles, and colors, for
Miss and Matron. Also a new offer
Boxing Instructor (after first les
ing in Hooverettes in dainty styles son)—-Now, have you any questions
and patterns. Small, medium and to ask?
large sizes. On sale now at the Ves
Beginner (dazed)—Yes; how much
per A. Leach Store.—adv.
is your correspondence course?

SEE

Coverings. All New and Charming Patterns. Every Room

yd.

in the House

See this remarkable array in our display window-Truly the Greatest Value of the Year
REMNANTS—A limited number of remnants up to full room size at “Take It Away”
Prices—We Must Move These Pieces
»

Stonington Furniture Co.
Telephone 980

“Easter Shoppers Should Shop Here”

Albert W. McLellan has been con
fined to his home on Limerock street
by illness the past three weeks.

The Greatest Values of The Year!
—One Week Only—April 10-17
We Are Offering Some Truly Extraordinary Values in Floor
Z\
npv

313-319 Main Street

"ON MY SET"

Rockland, Maine

I

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Rockland, Me.

President Hoover’s exceptional
qualifications as a radio broad
caster were again in evidence
Tuesday noon when he delivered
an address at the international
ct ebration marking the 80th
birthday of Dr. William Henry
We'ch, dean of American medi
cine.

* • • •

A despatch from Schenectady,
N. Y., says that detectives are
hunting a new kind of bandit.
An “air bandit/’ who nightly in
terrupts programs from distant
stations with a chattering stac
cato in Morse code. He’s been
doing it for three weeks, and now
the complaints of angry radio
fans has turned the detectives
on his trail. If the detectives are
successful their services will be
much in demand in many other
quarters, not forgetting the smart
little city at the mouth of tho
Penobscot River.
• • ♦ •
Good reception Tuesday night
if you stayed up on WEEI or
WLBZ. If you went lower than
that you probab'y encountered
. quite a bit of static.
i

Rosa Ponselle, soprano of the
Metropclitan Opera Company,
will be soloist in the Victor hour
tonight over WEEI at 10 o’clock.
••• .«.
One of the most delightful pro
grams given by the Atwater-Kent
hour was that of last Sunday
evening
with
John
Charles
Thomas,
baritone,
as
guest
soloist.
More exquisite singing
than his ‘‘Darling Nellie Gray”
would be difficult to imagine.
SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN

Health Campaign This Month Aims
At Prevention of Childhood Tuber
culosis

DRESSES FOR EVERY OCCASION
COATS FOR EVERY OCCASION
The New Suits, including Ensembles, full length coats, three-quarter length coat,
short coats, with blouses and skirts
Priced $20.00, $25.00, $35.00, $39.50 up to $95.00

Hats
New ones
Every
Day
Gloves
Slip-on
styles,
4 to 20
Button
Elbow length

Lace Dresses, in Black, Beige, Toast, Lavender, Red,
Orange
$16.50 to $29.50.

Chiffon Dresses in the new Silhouette models, in all
shades. Printed silks in all sizes.

FUR SCARFS

Bags—
In Envelope style
or tapestry, silk
and leather

This is a season of Fur Scarfs—

Draperies—
Household furnish
ings and Furniture
shown on our
second floor

We have every style in the desirable kinds of Fur
Scarfs for spring and summer wear. These can be found
in our Fur Department, Second Floor. You cannot af
ford to overlook our stock of fine furs, this season.

“Our Basement Coats in New Spring

Dress and Travel Tweed”
For jhe Women—Straight line coats with small fur collars in Navy, Elack, Tan;
sizes 16 to 46. Priced $16.50.
For the Misses—High waist line models, cape backs, in Tan and Blue; sizes 16
to 38. Priced $16.50.

The Maine Public Health Associa
tion and its affiliated organizations
Tweed Coats, plain, trimmed and fur collared; sizes 16 to 44.
have launched their third annual
Priced $15.00 and $18.50.
campaign stressing the importance
of the early diagnosis for the preven
tion of tuberculosis The prevention
of childhood tuberculosis will be
particularly emphasized during the
month’s campaign.
It has been demonstrated scienti
fically that most cases of adult tu
berculosis begin during childhood.
The important question rises: What will he announced later. The staff
NOW
”
is to be done about it? The 1,400 nurses of the Maine Public Health
SHOWING
health associations throughout the Association are actively engaged in,
country are busy this month meet doing special tuberculosis preventive,
ing the problems, and Maine’s health work among children during this
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
agencies are listed among the pro month.
Death
Defying
The money for the financing of the
gressive associations diligently work
Thrills!
ing to protect the children.
campaign was raised during the re- 1
Cooperation with physicians, nurses, cent Christmas health seal and bond
Enchanting
teachers, parents, civic clubs and sale.
Romance!
other organizations is essential. This
X
WINTER YIELDS
necessary cooperation is evidenced in
[For The <Courler-flazette]
Maine, where various outdoor ad
vertising companies assist the cam The snow gives place to rain. Tlie winterwolf
paign by giving free space to 24- Pis savage
jaw relaxes just a little:
sheet posters calling attention to the His angry howl Is dying, as of grief.
work. The large corporations and His hold, he knows. Is broken, or is brittle;
he fears, to hear a Idue-blrd sing,
mills should also lx? listed in this Alarmed,
Or yield Ids power to graciousness of spring.
State as co-workers for each year
R. 1). Brodie
Long Cove
they have placed small pamphlets
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
stressing the need of an annual phy
sical examination in the pay eirve- can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, wltb
the home ne vs. at Hotallng's Newt Agency
lopes of employes.
vita WmI 40th street
The main object to be .attained in
the 1930 campaign is to inform the
public that tuberculosis usually be
gins in childhood, lies dormant
From the hazards of motorcycle rac
through the first few years of growth,
ing. to the perils, of defying cheaters of
and in early youth when the strain j
the auto racing racket . . . with a girl
and a fortune as the prizes . . . Reck
of life begins to wear down resist- i
less romance brought to the audible
ance, breaks out as actual disease. !
screen, in Ills first starring picture . . .
This fact is not commonly under
stood. When people begin to realize '
its significance, they will want to I
ARLEN
know how it may be prevented. The |
steps necessary to prevent the devel- ,
opment of active tuberculosis are i
UP
clearly outlined to the public during ,
WITH
Hie campaign. All children, whether I
MARY BRIAN
an examination shows them to be
A Paramount All Talking Picture
perfectly healthy or suffering from
A'LSO
tubercular infection, to enable them
to develop into adult life in the best
Sportlight
Comedy
Colortone
Revue
possible condition should:
r
Keep away from sick people, e$pe- j
daily adults who have tuberculosis. |
Oet plenty of rest.
Eat nourishing food.
Have work, study and play, care
fully supervised
Consult the doctor regularly.
The Maine campaign has the en
dorsement of Dr. Clarence F. Ken
A PUBLIX THEATRE
dall, State Commissioner of Health,
Home of Paramount
w-k < T-v |r
Performances at
who will very kindly broadcast a
FULL FASHIONED BEST SILK
Singing and Talking
!■Be 1C
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
lecture from WCSH. Portland, on
NEW COLORS—FRENCH HEEL
Productiona
4
T,|. 409
Childhood Tuberculosis, sometime
THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND
ELASTICITY TO FIT ALL LEGS
during the month. The definite date

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

SECOND CHOICE

RICHARD

“BURNING

Page Eight
OUT OF THE SKY

Timely News Items Hav
ing To Do With Rock
land Airport

WHAT’S A FARM?

All the Land Farmed By One
Person Rules the Census
Bureau

A farm, according to the Census
Bureau, is all the land farmed by
one person, whether it is three acres
or three thousand acres.
Sounds simple, doesn’t it? Well,
it wasn’t so simple for the Govern
ment officials to decide what should
be considered a farm iby the enu
merators during the census to he
taken in April. Much study and
years of practical experience were
necessary before the short, concise
definition was agreed upon.
l)r. L. C. Gray and Dr. O. E. Raker.
->f the Department of Agriculture,
• * • «
assisted Census officials in deciding
The Rockland-Bangor airline which upon what should he called a farm.
The amount of farm land owned by i
appears to have wonderful possibili
ties is not meeting with especially one person has nothing to do with |
good success due to existing landing the definition of a farm so far as ’
facilities in the Queen City. Captain the Census Bureau is concerned. J
ii tea paw who flies th ■ line most of The question is not how much land
the time reports that he is not re does he own but how much does he
ceiving the best of cooperation. It operate or farm. A man who owns
seems that the float is controlled by 300 acres might farm half of it him
a ferryboat owner who is not over self and rent the other half out to I
enthusiastic, and that the city does three tenants. 50 acres to each. This ‘
not provide any other landing. Un would go down on the census records
less better facilities exist in the future as four farms. because the land
farmed by each man is considered as j
the line is imperiled.
a unit.
• ♦ » •
On the other hand, one man might
Special courses in flying for Maine
college students are to be offered by rent various tracts of land from 10 I
the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service dit'D rent owners. He might rent a ’
at the Rockland base this summer. few acres on shares, a few more frcni ;
Officials have arranged for students som body else f< r money rent, and j
to spend a delightful summer on the the rest from other people on differ- 1
seashore and learn to fly at the same ent terms. The different pieces of j
time. Several college men have in Find might be widely separated. If
quired as to the courses and the loca ’hey were all farmed and managed by
one man. however, they would all be
tion of the Rockland field.
put down together as one farm
If.
• * » *
The new Rockland ail port is rapidly however, a separate manager were
being put into shape and will he one hired to supervise a certain portion
of the best in the State when com of the land, that portion would go
pleted. The hangar is about as near down as a separate farm.
No tract of land of less than three
perfect as it could he is equipped
with first class offices, store rooms acres will he registered as a farm
unless it produced more than $250
heating plant and machine shop.
worth of farm products last year. In
the Census of 1920 if a. piece of land
OLD AGE PENSIONS
of less than three acres was farmed
by a man who gave his entire time to
Com’r Beals Makes Interest the task, it was listed as a farm re
gardless of how little it produced
ing Comment On a Very hut this year none of these small
tracts will be counted unless the>
Timely Topic
produced $250 worth of product®, re
gardless of how many people spent
The opinion that a continuation of ' their full time cultivating the area.
the fixing of age limits for cm ph yes I (It is estimated that approximately
in industry will he one of the most 1 5,900 tracts of less than three acres
potent causes for the enactment of in the United States are farmed by
old age pension legislation was ex individuals who give their full time
pressed by Commissioner of Labor j to the c.ccupati n). This change in
Charles O. Beals in an address be- ! the classification of farms is the only
fore the Kennebec Ministers’ Asso- i difference between the Census Bu
clath n.
reau's regulations for farm enumera
“The question of whether the state tion in 1930 from those of ten years
should pay its aged citizens who |
ago.
through misfortune, ill health or :
other causes face oi l age in the town ,
There is necessarily a borderland
or city almshouse is one that is be between what is a farm and what is
coming more and more of an issue not. Small places on the edge of
every day.'’ the commissioner said. towns i r villages are often the homes
“This matter was before the 1925 of city workers who undertake to
and 1927 sessions of the legislature keep a cow. some chickens, and
and it had many champions in the ' probably cut a little hay or raise a
house and in the senate, led by Sena- j large garden or small crop. If the
lor Smith of Skowhegan.
ugr'.cuV.mal products from such a
“This matter and the matter of at pla. e am ointed to more than $250
age limit < f employes in industrial l in 1929. it will be returned as a farm,
establishments is to my mind closely !
regardless of how much or how little
related. Under the present industrial ■ time the city worker gave to his
j-ystem with modernized machinery . farming pursuits, and regardless of
speeded to what must he nearly the , how small the tract of land tended.
limit, one must needs be in his prime I
Indeed, if a man living on Fifth Ave
in order to hold the .pace. The limit I nue of New Yorw City raised more
which a few years ago was set at 50 'ban $250 worth of strawberries or
years lias now dropped io 45 and in ' asparagus on a lot 50 by 100 feet, his
some instances to 40.
place would be returned as a farm.
“This means that an employe start- ’ The value of the agricultural prod
ing even at the youngest age al- j ucts is the criterion.
1 wed by Maine law must, in the 24 i < >n the other hand, a large coun
year period in which it would take ! try place of 10. 15. or 20 acres may
him to reach the age of 40. accumu- I not necessarily qualify as a farm.
1 tie enough to insure him from want Actual farming or agricultural op
f r the remainder of his life. Under j erations must be carried out before
our present wage scales and cost any tract of land will be classed in
of living this is in most cases im his category. A large country estate
possible, especially if he brings up a of a retired capitalist is not a farm
family.
if all the w< rk done around the plae*
“The age limit of 40 or 45 years I consists in mewing the lawns and
(1 es not mean that a man is dis- j clipping the hedges. If the estate is
charged when he roaches that age , of more than three acres, however
but it does mean that when he seeks i a very Hmall amount of agricultural
r -••mployment he -finds the gates j products could give it the rank of a
closed and his years barring him farm, regardless of whether the
from being taken on as a new em products amounted to $250 or not.
ploye,
notwithstanding
his effi- : In such a case as this, it would be up
cicncy in his particular line.
to the judgment of the census enu
“If this system is t - continue it will merator to decide whether agricul
he one of the most potent causes for tural operations were being carried
old age pension legislation being en- •mt. Farm land is considered “op
c.ctcd.’’
era, ted” not only when cultivated
•ions arc raised bn it. hut also when
MAINE FROM I HE AIR it is used to any significant extent
for pasture or for cutting hay.
A number of agricultural pursuits
Capt. Wincapaw Tells How n t usually considered by the averperson as farming comes within
Hying Activities Are To
Census Bureau's definition
All
market and truck gardens, fruit or
L'e Extended
chards. nurseries, greenhouses, poul
Two interesting announcements try yards, places for keeping bees,
regarding the development of avia and all dairies in or near cities, even
tion activity in Northern Maine art- hough little land is employed, are.
mad > by Captain VVincapaw of the for census purposes, farms, provided
v ui uss-right i’lying service. In they produced in 1929 agricultural
line with tin* company’s plan to cover products of the value of at least $250.
the • •ntire State, the Rockland-Ban If such places are of more than three
gor line will he extended to Milli teres, they are farms regardless of
nocket as bef re announced and will the value of their produce.
In 1925 the last year in which a
then he extended to Mt. Katahdin
and Presque Isle, and three ships farm census was taken in the United
will he stationed at the Presque Isle States, there were 15.151 farms of less
airport just as soon as the snow than three acres. The total number
leaves the ground. There will be two of farms in the nation was 6.371,640.
The general definition of a farm—
training planes and a cabin pas
All the land which is directly farmed
senger plane at the Northern -Maine
airport throughout the summer and by one person, either by his own
Libor ab»ne or with the assistance of
into the winter as long as possible.
Northern Maine has great p ssi- members of his household or hired
hilitics for an increase in aviation ••mployes"—has remained practically
activity in the opinion of Captain the a me since 1870. the first year in
Wincupaw. T'he interest shown by which it was used by the Census Bu
rn!au.
If the figures for different
the people of Presque Isle in their
new airport enterprise and aviation -ensuses are to be valuable for pur
poses of comparisons, they must be
io general has prompted these two
mores. The lines will he extended based on the same definitions. When
the census records show that there
within a month op six weeks.
were six million farms in the country
A wonderful idea < f .Maine will be
at one time and five million at anobtained by passengers on the entire
nher. the meaning of the w v*
route. From Rockland the trip will ’•farm” must be the same for the two
g'» up the Penobscot River for a land •eriods if useful conclusions are to
ing in Bangt r. Tin* ship will take be drawn, census officials have
off lor Millinocket and v. ill f'y ovei
oolnti d out.
a long stretch - f wooded country.
Kn otlte to Presque Isle it will pass
of
within a few bundled yards of Popular
.Maine’s highest rn umains and over
the Big W. ods past 'mntlr- I- of lakes
Women
and ponds. Th- fare I . om Rockland
to Presque Isle will he approximate Beauties who guard their complexion;ly $20 and will givi the North use MELLO-GLO Face Powder only
ern Maim* folks : • « qui -Rest possible Famous for purity—Its coloring mat
ter is approved by the Government
access to the rest of the world.
The skin never looks pasty or flaky.
Your rug I roblems can oe sett ed It spreads more smoothlj’ and prohues i youthful bloom. Made by a
with satisfaction guaranteed by cal.
ing The People’s Laundry, Umerocl new French process, MELLO-GLO
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo youi Face Powder stays on longer. Cor
ugs and return them promptly. like ner Drug Store and all other good
new.
124-tf stores.

Something new in the line of aerial
transportation for this section is
pending in Northern Maine. Captain
AVincapaw of the Curtiss-Wright Fly
ing Service has received an inquiry
front owners of a new summer camp
to he opened near Presque Isle re
garding the transportation of a ton
of foodstuffs a day front the village
to the camp. The work would he
done by a Travel-air sedan, prob
ably, and several trips would be
made. It appears that there are no
good roads to the cantp as yet.

Powder
Beauiifil

I

Every-Other-^
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DELIVER! IT
Tomorrow only—Mail orders filled received up
to Friday night

fins tern
283 MAIN STREET

IS?

DELIVER! IT
Every Maine home should have an cacount at
Eastern's

ROCKLAND

TOMORROW
Steel Couch

Your Choice of Any
Two Pieces!

$

10

Great Saving!
Your chice of
any two pieces in any size!

$

10

This well-known make of quality
opens to full size. Tufted mat
tress covered and valanced in
:retonne, also StO.

we are celebrating with $10 Day—featuring the most
spectacular values! For months we have been making
preparations for this sensational event. Hundreds of
articles which we regularly sell from $13.50 to $27.50
—all go at $10 Friday. And you won’t need cash
to take advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity,
because one dollar opens your account and delivers any
sale item. Be early!
Mail Orders Filled!

$

Glenwood Refrigerators

10

Stylish and comfortable! Turned
spindles in arms and back!
Sturdy woods, mahogany color.
.......

10
Paneled style of fine cabinet
woods in walnut color! Stylish!
Full size! Sacrificed!

Extra tall, exquisitely turned
corner posts and foot stretcher
of select woods in mahogany
color. These are only in the 3
foot 3.

Your Choice of Any Piece!
Sewing Cabinet

Enormous saving Thursday. Your choice of any piece $10
The sofa is 42 inches long with two removable cushions. The
entire suite made of woven fibre in rich cafe finish.
Each
s
Piece

s10
An ideal gift suggestion for
mother, sister or any woman who
sews. A tru'y remarkable price
for a cabinet of this fine quality.

’Sir

Graceful Bed

10

Splendid value! Sturdily made
of select woods finished in oak
color!
Swinging mirror has
turnea supports! A saving!

Windsor Rocker

$

This Neat Dresser

asm

10

A WONDERFUL BARGAIN!
Just the thing for the small family.
Holds 25 lbs. ice
Mail In Your Order!

$10

Layer Felt Mattress
Any Size!

Complete Set

$10

Crib With Mattress

S10
A convenient deep-sic!e sty'e of
famous make! Of fine wood—
ivory enameled!
With both
spring and mattress!

Amazing price slash!
Smart
console style of cedar front!

x
Frames of sturdy gumwood in
walnut color! Patterned damack seats! Chair, rocker and
bench!

Tomorrow!

—■

■*

Be Early!

$

10
Davenport Table

$

IN SMART TICKING!

These Two Lamps!

no
The bases of these smart bridge
and junior lamps are rope-twist
style and brass-plated! Shades
of patterned rayon!

Axminster Rugs

no
These special rug features arc
41, 2*6*/2 ft. and seamless! Deep,
silky pile! Choice of very smart
new patterns and colors!

One of the finest mattresses made! It becomes a truly
sensational feature tomorrow at this price! Available in any
size! The heavy-roll edge, deep, secure tufting and smart,
durable covering of modernistic pattern, are all character
istic of a fine mattrcs3! On this layer fe't creation you will
learn fcr the first time what deep, restful sleep is! Save
greatly! One dollar c'-elivers!
SEE CUR BED AND SPRING FOR $10!

Chic boudoir Cha r

$10

10

Stylish table with 18x48 inch
top and very attractive underctructure! Built of sturdy cabi
net woods in rich walnut color!

Comfortable, charming design,
valanced at bottom!
Spring
•sat! Padded back, arms! Va
riety cretonnes!

I

42 Lovely Pieces!

Breakfast Sets!

Coil Spring

Smart looking and sturdy! Hand
some green finish!
Deep footwell!
Rubber tires and foot
brake! Save!

’10
Will fit any bed and ia the
Inst word in comfort.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT

Rayon Bed Set

9x12 Congoleum Rug

no

s10

Save! Beautiful full size rayon
twill spread! Rose, green, or
chid. or blue colors!

Fine quality, heavy base and
durable surface in selection of
handsome 1930 tile and rug pat
tern! Beautiful colorings! Re
duction!

Spring Seat Rocker

A Speedy Roadster

no

Five pieces, unpainted and all
ready to lacquer! Double dropleaf, slant-leg table and four
shaped-seat Windsor chairs!

Fine quality dinner set of dainty,
rounded shape, superbly decorat
ed with a floral pattern!

Genuine
Reed Rocker

Large comfor'able
wood & Wakefield
Rocker with upho^iered
spring seat and back in
newest cretonnes. Sells in
most stores for $17.50. If
you
buy
here
Friday
you pay only $10.

A--

$10

$10

Snappy Chinese blue with red,
black and yellow trim! 41 in.
long! Adjustable rubber pedals!
Spring chassis! One-inch tires!

Very comfortable wood frame in
walnut color with coil-spring
filled seat covered in velour!

EASTERN

FURNITURE COMPANY
t

Either Chairs or fable!
Very colorful, finely enameled in newest tints. Your choice
of either a set of four chairs or the table for only $10
MAIL YOUR ORDER
z-y
FOR EITHER SET
IF UNABLE

TO ATTEND

Ip

I

I1
JL \J

OF CHAIRS OR

TABLE

Donald B. MacMillan. New Eng
land’s famed Arctic explorer, has de
cided upon a cruise to Iceland for his
1930 adventure as master of the
plucky little schooner Bowdoin. This
little auxiliary craft will sail June 21
from Wiscasset with the largest
party she has ever carried Including
seven Chicago youths whose ages
range from 10 to 18 years. They were
from a list of 100 young appli
Robert L. Ripley, feeling perfectly at home in the offices of the chosen
cants for their seamanship and
Beacon Oil Company, signs a long-term contract to broadcast knowledge of radio by Dr. William
his “Believe It or Not” queeriosities in person in the forth A. Thomas, mate and physician of the
coming weekly Colonial Beaconlights Entertainment. R. G. expedition.
MacMillan will first go to his scien
Phelps, Beacon Oil official, intently watches Ripley’s pen, while
tific station at Nain and (then across
C. J. Masseck, Vice-President of the H. K. McCann Co., Adver hazardous
seas to Iceland to be pres
tising Agents, referees the match that will put Ripley on the air ent at the world celebration of the
1000th anniversary of the parliamen
throughout New York State and New England at a salary
tary government which Iceland in
that makes him a'“Babe” Ruth of the radio field.
troduced to the yvorld.
The hardy explorer who was with
In days of yore if anybody missed | one. Now he lets out a squawk if he Peary on his successful dash to the
n stage coach he was contented to I misses one section of a revolving North Pole, has just returned to his
wait two or three davs for the next [ door.
home in Provincetown, Mass., from a
wide lecture tour that extended west
ward to Hawaii where the natives
saw their first icebergs on the screen
and heard the fascinating story of
the frozen world from the lips of an
Arctic explorer for the first time.
To Build School
Commander MacMillan announced
he will first attend to the construction
of the first Eskimo schoolhouse.
Materials for this will be taken to
Nain, where the school will be lo
cated. One school teacher already is
tutoring the natives, but an addi
tional teacher will shortly be select
ed by the commander and she will be
taken along on the Bowdoin. Hun
dreds of applications from girls
anxious to volunteer for one year's
service in the wilderness have been
received by MacMillan, many of
them Vassar students
The chief function of this educa
tional institution will be to teach the
Make that business trip to Boston in comfort
Eskimos the English language so as
—on the big steamer CAMDEN. You enjoy
"to protect them from the evils of
clvlization.” Commander MacMillan
spacious and well-ventilated staterooms—dine
announced.
"My father used to tell me as a boy
leisurely and well and get a glorious night’s
the fascinating story of Iceland,”
sleep.
said the explorer, “and I have always
had the craving to go there. This is
the time to satisfy the ambition, for
it’s going to be Iceland’s most inter
esting year. Observance of the 1000th
anniversary of parliamentary gov
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
ernment will see in attendance nota
bles and ships from all parts of the
world.
The reenactment of the
for Boston. Connections at Boston with direct steamer to
opening of the Althing, or assembly
NEW YORK.
Automcbilese carried. Steamer Weetport
of the different parts of the island, will
leaves Rockland 5.00 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday for
be one of the most interesting
features.
Bar Harbor and intermediate landings, and sails 7.30 A. M.
To Teach English
Monday, Wednesday and Friday for Brooklin and inte/medi’ But first we will go to Nain to
ate landings.
complete the building of the original
Eskimo schoolhouse which will seat
45 pupils. Electric lights will be in
Year Round Freight Service
stalled in the school and also in the
Nain church. I am considering a
For Reservations, apply Wharf Office
number of applications in response to
my call for a volunteer girl teacher who
will go up there for one year and
conscientiously apply herself to the
work. Miss Katie Hettasch, daugh
ter of the German Moravian mission
ary, Is the teacher on the ground
"This will mark the first real effort
to teach the Eskimo children the
English tongue, a knowledge of which
they must have to meet the approach
ing civilization.
"It has always been the policy of
the German Moravian Eskimo Mission
to protect the Eskimo from the evil
influence of the white man by keeping
hint in ignorace of the English lan
guage. They have regarded this pre
caution as the real barrier of the evils
At taid in\
GREECE)
of civilization.
"However, after a number of years
of effort I have succeeded in convinc
ing them that the Eskimo’s very best
protection was really a knowledge of
the language, which would enable him
to deal more intelligently with the
diseases, the tricks and practices of
the visiting fur traders. As a result
they have consented to the establish
ment of three Eskimo schools—at
Hopedale, Nain and Hebron, the
—no matter xyhat the language, it means “the bast
three big Eskimo settlements of the
can buy." Sales records are being smashed
Labrador coast
* • • •
daily as Budweiser Barley-Malt Syrup climbs to new
“Leaving Nain, we will square
peaks on the ladder of {quality. No substitutes, no
away for South Greenland, where we
adulterants, no fillers, no artificial coloring, no arti
will visit the big cryolite mines: in
cidentally, the only .mine of its kind
ficial flavors, and 100 per cent pure. The crowning
in the world. Thousands of tons of
climax of over 70 years experience and knowing how.
material for pottery are shipped an
nually to Philadelphia. Then to
Ivigtut and to Iceland for a study of
Aged 3 Months in the Making
the life of the Icelander, who is really
a descendant of the old Vikings. The
latter, we think, were the first dis
coverers of America some 300 years
before Columbus.”
The cruise will last three months.
Between June 1 and June 21, Com
mander MacMillan plans to take the
Bowdoin into Provincetown. Boston
and Marblehead.
The . cruise, he
pointed out, will be the same extent
as a trip to Europe, and he expects
the Bowdoin to encounter a big ice
field on Labrador coast due to the
early start she is making.
Seven boys of wealthy Chicago
families will make the trip Their
interest in Commander MacMillan’s
work was fired after they had heard of
Look for Ton’s pic
ture on the top of
the thrills encountered by other lads
every can. A book
who have accompanied the explorer
let giving recipes for
Into the frozen north. Among these
good things to eat.
will he sent to any
young adventurers, Joseph Fields
address upon request.
son of Stanley Fields, who made two
•Sold Everywhere
trips, and Kenneth Rawson, son of
Fred Rawson, president of First Na
tional Bank. Chicago, a four-tripper
are the chief broadcasters of en
thusiasm. The crew list will include
Mate Ralph Robinson, who has held
this post since the Bowdoin was
launched nine years ago; Engineer
John Jaynes of eight years service;
Second Mate Frank Henderson of
Provincetown who is making his
third trip on the Bowdoin. Dr. Wil
liam Thomas of Chicago, who ac
companied Commander MacMillan in
1926 as physician and surgeon also
LIGHT OR DARK - RICH IN BODY - NOT BITTER
is on the Bowdoin's list. Dr Thomas'
12-year-old son will be the youngest
boy to make the adventurous trip.
The Bowdoin. now at Southport,
Rockland Produce Co.
next month will go into drydock at
Rockland, Me.
Boothbay Harbor where her interior
Distributors',
will be altered by addition of four new
bunks and what was the main hold,
used for storage of provisions, will be
remodeled to serve the purpose of a
comfortable cabin. A .new rudder
Alto Maker* oj Butch Exira Dry Ginger Ale
will replace the old gteerer that was

Passenger
Service

* BOSTON
Now in Effect

Steamer Sails 8 P. M.

EASTERN
steamship lines

(

TO KAAAITEPON IIOY

AYNASOE NA ATOPASHTE
money

Anheuser-Busch

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup

•x
ANHEUSER-BUSCH’— ST. LOUIS

BIQ1SS

badly damaged by the ice floes off
Baffin's Land on the last trip
Hawaii Enthusiastic

Hawaii’s reception of Provincetown's explorer was remarkably en
thusiastic if not overwhelming. Be
fore he departed. Commander Mac
Millan was made to promise he would
return next year to Honolulu for a
month of lecturing on the Arctic.
"I delivered 15 lectures in six days
in Honolulu, and I never in all my
career had such an enthusiastic re
ception." the commander said. "My
talk—a resume of my 22 years' Arctic
work in both summer and. winter—
was news to them. They had never
seen icebergs, polar bears and the
other things of the far north. One
day 1 talked to school children, and
they were forced to turn away 200
youngsters. Finally, they made me
promise to return next year to lecture
in the schools for a month.
’’Perhaps there was a special In
terest in my talk bcause of the fact a
large part of Honolulu's population is
made up of Japanese. The Eskimos
look much like the Japanese. Hence,
the intense Interest of the Japs.
Then, they liked the scenes that
showed the Bowdoin bucking through
the ice and the manner in which the
Eskimos live. Indeed, my lecture, de
picting as it did the northernmost
people of the world was the complete
antithesis of their tropic life.”
Commander MacMillan is scheduled
to enter Provincetown (aboard the
first big yacht to enter this harbor
this year He will meet his friend.
Commander Eugene F. MacDonald
aboard the MacDonald yacht Mizpah
at Boston, April 12, and the Mizpah
will steam to Provincetown port the
following day. Commander McDon
ald' will be the guest of the explorer
at his harbor-front home for several
days.

A specialty with
---helping mothers outfit the children
smartly as well as economically.
We believe a child gets as much of a thrill as a grown up from new tilings that are smarter
than average—in having plenty to pick from when making a selection. For these reasons, we
make a thorough specialization in children's requirements — with departments devoted ex
clusively to supplying youngsters' needs—in charge of people who understand children, who
are in sympathy with their ideas and with a constant inflow of new styles that will thrill the
young folks. We are all ready now with extensive assortment of new things whose moderate
prices please mothers as much as their smartness ami newness pleases the children.
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FISH AND GAME

Com'r Stobie Tells Why the
State’s Interests Are Being
Guarded
The Department of Inland Fish
eries and Game, in addition to the
routine enforcement of the fishing
and hunting laws, has for its object
the restocking of Maine waters and
forests with fish and game, that the
inhabitants of the streams and woods
may not go the way of the caribou
that were once so abundant in this
state.
Aside from the purely recreational
benefits to be derived from the for
ests and streams, Commissioner
George J. .Stobie endeavors to im
press upon the citizens of Maine the
economic value of their fish and
game. He estimates that 22.000 non
resident fishermen spent $12,000,000
in Maine last ,vear in pursuit of their
favorite sport. *
To protect the fish and game al
ready in the state the department en
forces the game laws with a staff
comprised of supervisors in the
northern zone and in the southern
zone; 13 chief wardens and 80 deputy
wardens. Each deputy is a salaried,
full time employe of the state, who
patrols a definite area.
Much more has been.done in the
past to increase the fish supply than
to augment the numbers of game
animals. The principal efforts of
the department in regard to the re
stocking of the woods have been the
annual liberation by fish and game
associations of small numbers of
pheasants. This year more will lie
done in this respect when the chick
ens from 1,600 pheasant eggs are set
frte.
In the early 70's and 80's, soon after
the founding of the game commis
sion. it became evident that in order
to maintain salmon in Maine waters
it would he necessary to plant fish
from eggs artificially hatched. The
first of these plantings was on a very
small scale, (from fish obtained from
the Federal government.
This year it is estimated by the
game commissioner that approxi
mately 7.500,000 salmon, trout and
black bass will be released from the
hatcheries and rearing pools operat
ed by the department. Fish from
the twelve hatcheries are planted
when they are about a year old. If
•planted earlier large numbers of
them are eaten by other fish.
In order to raise fish to a sufficient
size for planting the department has
established rearing pools throughout
the state where suitable water could
be found. Salmon and tfcut, the
principal output of the hatcheries,
grow better in spring water which
retains a fairly even temperature the
year around.
Funds for these activities are de
rived from an annual legislative ap
propriation of *186,000, plus income
from licenses issued to resident and
non-resident hunters and fishermen,
trappers, guides and fur farmers.
The commissioner, who is appoint
ed every three years by the gover
nor, is assisted by an advisory coun
cil of seven, also appointed by the
governor.
(Besides the game commissioner the
department employs a deputy com
missioner, 103 wardens and others in
the enforcement service; more than
fifteen In the hatchery work, and
eight stenographers and clerks. The
daily mail of the department is the
second largest in the state house.
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Spring coats in clever

New dimity dresses and

new styles for girls

brother and sister suits

At the left—A tweed coat with the new higher waistline, ad
justable belt and fetching cape for girls of 6 to 14 years $15

At the left:—A fine quality dimity dress with cape sleeves
and in tiny floral prints. 2 to 6 years, $1.93. And next to it, a
sleeveless dimity with dressmaker touches and in attractive
prinls $2.98. In a wide range of colors and designs includ
ing dots and with or without bloomers.

In the center:—A navy blue regulation coat for girls of 6 to
14. Adjustable belt and emblem on sleeve
$10

At the right:—Tweed coat for little miss two to six—showing
that capes are smart even for the little folks
$7.93

Other coats in 6 to 14 rear sites (10. (15, (18.75 to (25
Other coats in 2 to 6 year sizes (5.98, (7.98, (11 anti $15

At the right:—A new idea in brother and sister suits with
solid color broadcloth trousers or skirt and smart printed
broadcloth tops. Ages 3 to 6 years,
$2.98 each

New crepe
pajanias

IJ/iV

Infants*
hand made
dresses
/ 1

Dainty little creation
with every stitch math
by hand -and smartly
hand fagotted; hem
stitched or hand em
broidered
Made of
fine quality nainsook
in sizes 0, 1, and 2 or
in walking dress ages
1, 2 and 3 years. Im
agine buying so much
hand work for $2

so many Northern
New England people do
their shopping here

u-ilh printed tops
and white pants

i ij

$1.98

The new addition we made to our store two
years ago has so widened our capacity to
serve that more and more business has
come to us from all over Maine.and New
Hampshire—until our volume of business
has grown to be much the largest of any
store of our character in these two stales.

/

MU'
^<'lA

(Cotton pajamas in
stripes and dots $1)
Ve are featuring a
wide range of attrac
tive new ideas in chil
dren’s summer sleeping
garments. Just two
examples are sketched.
The large sketch is a
tw< piece style in ages
6 to 14: at $1.98; the
small sketch a one
piece pajama in ages
2 to 10 at $1.

This growth has come to us because we
have always been quick to reflect the new;
and all that’s smart and sound in style.
Our increased business makes nossible
larger assortments and better values with
continued certainly in style—enabling us
in turn to serve you to even better advan
tage every day in the year.

Itnyon bloomem 70c. $1
Itnyon vcmIm 7ru
le n you pnjuiiiH* *2
Sllk bloomem mul
ftllpn. ngr* (I to 1(1. $ I. Its

We maintain an

Spring styles in

entire department

KALI-STEN-IKS

devoted exclusively to
children's hosiery

—the famous health shoe for
active boys and girls

Because we have a large department devoted to
selling children’s hosiery—we ran give this im
portant item unusual attention. We search the
markets of the world for hosiery that is different,
and more attractive than the average. Yet we sell
it at every day value giving prices. For example:

The attention we give to fitting a child eorrectlv
and our policy of selling goAd shoes at attractive
prices are bringing us an ever increasing busi
ness in children’s shoes.

Children's imported anklets,
sox, half base or 5-8 hose for
50c
Not the usual kind, hut hosiery in smart roman
stripes, jacquard designs, candy stripes or delight
ful plain colors—hosiery that adds a final touch
of smartness to the entire costume.
Other children's hose 25c to $2 according to styles
and sizes

Attractive coats
for little boys
of two-to-six
At the left:—a manly little tweed
coat with deep pockets—wide lapels
ami meeting a boy’s ideas in every
respect $5.98. Beret $1.50.
At the right:—a boy’s coat in cam
el’s hair finish cloth with hazy
stripes. The kind of a coat that a
little boy will be proud of $10.
Beret sketched with coat $2

Our KALI-STEN-IKS shoes are recommended In
physicians and orthopedic doctors in Portland
because they are properly designed to overcome
and prevent foot troubles. They are made of
sturdy leathers—are of Goodyear welt construe
tion and are more often outgrown than outworn.
Why not give yiour children perfect foot com
fort, smart style and economize on their shoes ;>
well by letting us fit them in KALI-STEN-IKS

in infants' sioes (3 to 5); no heels $2.75. $3.00
in childrens sizes (5 to 8) spring heels $3.50,
$3.75
in children?* sizes (8*6 to 12) $4.25. $4.50. $4.75
in misses' sizes (12*6 to 3) low heels $1.75, $5.00

An attractive two toned
Congo elk sport oxford

Patent leather or gun
metal calf pump.

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
PORTLAND - - - MAINE

PRESCIENT

...
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CLARK ISLAND V. I. A. ELECTS
Busy Organization Opens Second
Year With Ambitious Program and
Good Prospects

Only FRIGIDAIRE^
can give you ihe better vegetables z
and salads made possible by ✓

hydrator;

!

i
:
1
•

"Ms

____

The new Frigidaire Hydrator brings you

the famous "Cold Control" which speeds

an added service—a service offered only

the freezing of ice and desserts.

by Frigidaire.

household

For Frigidaire alone has

cabinets are

All

Porcelain-on-

steel inside and out with flat usable tops.

the Hydrator.

Shelves are waist-high from the floor and

Celery kept in the Hydrator becomes

The power unit is com

tender and brittle. Tomatoes retain their

easy to reach.

firmness and flavor.

pletely concealed and incredibly quiet.

Lettuce takes on

Call at our display room.

added crispness. Even wilted vegetables

See the

are made fresh again by the Hydrator’s

Hydrator and the "Cold Control" dem

moist reviving cold.

onstrated. Find out about the low prices

Convince yourself

and liberal terms.

And the Hydrator is only one cf many

added features that Frigidaire now offers.

that Frigidaire offers the greatest value in

Every household model is equipped with

the field of electric refrigeration today.

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
Pcstofnce Square, Rockland, Phone 885
GORDEN & LOVEJOY CO.
Union, Maine

A. T. NORWOOD & SONS
Warren, Maine

Santa Fe railroads with te Transcontinental Air Transpot Company
Twelve
Studebaker
President in the recently inaugurate
Eights form the cunncci ina 'ink 1>»- coast air-raii passenger
preen “Wings’ and Pu ra - in
klliancc of the. Penns£
AIRPLANE AND MOTOR CAR

C. E. MARRINER
Camden, Maine

weath' . emeter is employed by Studebaker for the rapid testing of the
weathering qualities of materials
such as fabrics, threads, paints and
chemical compounds for use in
Studebaker cars.

Fbmous Mt. Baldy Trophy
won hy Dynamic New

At Pomona, Calif., on Feb. 25, an Erskine stock
sedan, with optional gear ratio, certified by the
American Automobile Association, set a new
record up Mt. Baldy, making the winding 7.1
mile climb in 10 minutes, 44 seconds. It won the
Progrcss-Bulletin trophy for the fastest time ever
made by a strictly stock car.
Feats such as the record-breaking Mt. Baldy
climb arc evidence of the Dynamic New Erskine’s
power and stamina.

at surprisingly low cost. A small down payment is
all that is needed. Your present car, traded in,
may make any initial cash outlay unnecessary.
Come—drive the Dynamic New Erskim Prove
the flashing response of its great engine, u rdcashed
by a new full power muffler,pioneered bv Studcbakcr. Enjoy the comfort of ample legroom. head
room, in this BIG car of 114-inch wheelbase.

THE STUDE3AKER CORP OF AMERICA
A. R. Erskine, President

You can command tliis champion pr.rfortnaiice

Erskine prices from $895 to fil2j at the factory

4-DCOR SEDAN

DOWN—Delivered
Completely Equipped

The following officers anti commit
tees were elected at :he annual meet
ing of the association April 3: C. E.
Baum, president; William Harrison.
vice president: J. IL Williams, treasurtr: Leslie Milne, clerk: George
Rogers. E. Kichardtson. Peter Mona
ghan . trustees; audits committee;
George B^cr-. William Harrison;
refreshment committee. Mrs. C. E.
Baum, E. Richardson, A. Morrison.
I). Cameron. Mrs. Julia Pierson, P.
M maglian; dance and entertainment
committee, B. McGee. Carl Swanson.
G. Baum. H. Johnson. William Har
rison, William Caven. J. McGuffie. J.
•L Williams. Boy Jackson, Ole Olnt.
John Swanson. Carl Nelson; road
committee. J. IL Williams. J. Caven
and Carl Nelson.
Having completed its first year of
existence with marked success, the
Clark Island Improvement Associa
tion locks forward to greater accom
plishments in B‘30.
A few new
members have enrolled and the regu
lar Friday night dances are being
well attended. Road conditions in
the village are much improved this
spring duo to its activities. The
association welcomes the member
ship of all persons who are anxious
to help those who are willing to help
themselves.

Favorite Recipes
of a Famous Chef

Trip-afcDay

I MUS.T SAY YOU
MAKE EASY WORK
OF THE DISHES

as Told to Anne Baker
By LOUIS DIAT, Chef,
The Ritz Carlton, New York

Recipes for soups and salads
j are always welcome in the
NOTHING TO IT.
| kitchen where the problem of
THESE RICH RINSO
avoiding an appetite-killing same
i
ness in the
SUDS LOOSEN THE
menu often be
GREASE LIKE MAGIC
comes a com
T
plex one. Mr.
Diat offers the
1
following two
I
Legends Along the Rhine
suggestions.
P o t a g e
Wars may come and wars may
Perm ie re—
cease, but the Rhine will ever be a
Chop together
path of liquid legend and story. Its
until medium
mouth in the Zuyder Zee is connect
J,
fine four large
ed with the story of the sunken city
carrots, one
of Stavoren. Cleves has its legend of
small turnip,
the Swan Knight: Elberfeld has its
two
leeks,
two
Louis Diat
Angel Page: Cologne its many
onions and a
legends of the Devil’s Stone, the
small quarter of a medium sized
Eleven Thousand Virgins, the Priests’
cabbage. Brown all of these in
Gate. Bonn has its Three Sleepers;
three tablespoons of butter. Add
Dattenhurg its Spectre Wedding;
i three cups of white consomme,
Laach its Sunken Castles; Brey its
i.e., stock made from chicken or
Water Nymph: Bacharach its Lore
veal, and three cups of water in
lei; Mainz the story of the Golden
I which white or lima beans have
Shoes; and Strassburg its Cathedral
I been cooked. Add pepper and
legends. To be well prepared for a !
one or two teaspoons of salt.
trip up the Rhine is to remember ,
Bring to a boil and cook slowly
your childhood fairy-tales.
for at least one hour. The pot
Millions wash them this easy way
Scctt’s Home and Workroom
should be uncovered for at least
the first half of the cooking.
| On the banks of the Tweed, not far j
much suds as lightweight, puffed-up
OU KNOW what a work-saver Rinso
Just before serving add onefrom Melrose and Galashiels is Ab- l
is on washday—how it gets clothes soaps. Rich, creamy, active suds, even
fourth cup of thin cream, one
TENANT'S HARBOR DAYS
i botsford. the old home of Sir Walter j
in the hardest water. No grit.
much whiter and brighter without
level teaspoon of sugar, and one! Scott. The novelist was an enthu- i
half cup of cooked white lima
Rinso makes all cleaning easier. Use
You cannot prove it by me. In re
siastic collector of oddities, and his i scrubbing or boiling.
beans.
names of advertisers in The Courieri h me is like a museum of strange ,
Well, it’s just as wonderful for dish it for tubs, basins, floors, woodwork.
Marion
Salad
—
For
this
select
Gazette 7t> years ago. Fifty years is
Get the BIG package.
'objects and relics from all parts of i
washing! It soaks off grease in a flash.
a very firm, crisp, good-sized head
about my limit. I have often beard
j the world. -After you see Scott's
Just
soak
your
dishes,
pots
and
pans
of
lettuce.
Level
the
stem
so
“Dad" tell about that Bath stage. I
I chair, desk, and library you will find
in Rinso suds—rinse in hot water —
that it will stand level on the
In the spring when “goln' was good"
' the sword of Montrose, Rob Boy’s
and let them drain dry. How they
plate. Cut off a one-inch slice
(for nothing) he would walk from
gun
and
sword.
Helen
MacGregor
’
s
from the top. With a pair of
shine!
Wiscasset and reach Thomaston,
I brooch, Queen Mary's seal, Bonnie I
kitchen shears cut out the inner
horns ahead of the stage. Now you
And Rinso is economical, too. Gran
Prince Charlie's drinking cup. Though '
leaves, leaving four or five layers.
The granulated soap ftfr week's
can leave Bath at 12.59 p. m. and
, Scott has been buried nearly a hunulated, compact — it gives twice as
wash, dishes and all cleaning
Wash
in
cold
water.
Turn
upside
arrive in Rockland at 2.35.
i di ed years, a visit to his house makes
down on a cloth to drain. Pre
l!y steamer from Rockland to Bos
I it possible to see the research niaton—One Dollar. Reminds one of pare small balls out of one-quarter ! terial which enabled him to make j
pound of cream cheese and place
the G. Washington story of how lie
such vivid pen pictures of thrilling ,
in a mound in the lettuce shell.
threw a silver dollar across the
events in Scotch history.
Potomac River.
Easily done—a i Pour Bar-le-Duc jam around the
Playground of the Danes
dollar would go farther in those | cheese balls. Sprinkle with from
one to two tablespoons of sugar.
days.
To be in Copenhagen on a sumBathe some of the lettuce leaves
"Dad" used to have his calf leg
o
9
put's evening is an invitation to one
2 5 4
5 b 7
which have hecn cut out in
boots, box tje. made by Abner Bills.
thing beyond all else—that is to go
Frem It dressing and pile lightly
I3~
Clothes for himself and son lie
and have a good time at the far12
around the filled shell.
bought of his friend Charlie t ?) I j
famed Tivoli. This is a small but ‘
think it was the Rockland Clothing
well-planned park to which thousands
17
lb
15
14
Si' re. We put the livery team up
of Danes and their cosmopolitan j
SOUTH
HOPE
at ".Moody’s stable" on Park street
guests journey every chance they get.
Zo
21
lb
because Ed. 'Blown worked there.
I!.unmuni.\ Lluo met April 3 There are theatres, concert halls, resFor the life of me I can't seem to with Mi - Carrie Ames of Union. A ' t;,ul.antM. cafes, and everJ. klnil of
25 i 2b
23 I 24
think where we ate. If I drove the line dinner and plea-ant time were I fu„ an(, thl.„,.makvr kn()W11 ,
2.1
((f El„.
"wimmen fokes" up. why of course enjia,,!. rite next meeting will be .imusement
Artlstlc performances on I
30
we went to some friend's house. April I. w,:a Mrs. Blanche Dunbar. Amfr)(.a
31
27
What was the use of having friends
/.'.J, " H°"aid and -MrS- 1>,,n- >he stage and twilight boating on the .
w
in tin city if you didn't go tlnre to
Sb
‘a.
i'^S
11 V
lake provide a happy evening for
35
34
32
Mr. . r.d Mvs. L. C. Powell have re,
,
.
i
eat. Did a kid ever feel better than
W
.
..
,anjone who does not care for tne ,
W
irom Morula where they
.
,
, ,
when lie bandied the webbings driv turn
, .
, nois.\ amusements, and people have
41
40
34
37
passi
iv winter, and it ls hoped
, • ..
.
ing to Rockland?
.
...
their pick of the best restaurants in
citv
It was the end of a perfect spring the (ci : unity bweet Shop will soon
45
44
42
time drive from the Harbor to come be opened again.
Sc ve 1 from this place attended
Hyde Park
W
down park street in the days when
51 52
49
those Hmerock teams were carting Ponton Saturday at South Warren.
48
47
What Hyde Park means to the
4b
- of those who are ill in ' tLohdoncr none can compute. It has (
Hmerock on it six days a week. Bong , The list
w
creases: Henry. Fred and Stanleyk about 600 acres with Kensington ,
5b
from the "Mikado."
54
53
vxxV 5 7
i Tolman and Henry Hastings with ' Gardens. ,In Tudor days it was a
O. tile no id that dew in the spring, tra la.
muni! - Annie and Junior Hart. Ed royal deer park, while the Stuarts
Ha- nothing Io do with tile ease.
bi I 82
59 i GO
58
It don't eare a jot whether it hits you or not." win Lermond and Mrs. Margaret
! used it for horse-racing: George II. ’
I suppose Park street 50 years ago i Bowivy with meas’es.
1 Mfl Qv vn -.aw it tin- lowly Ser
Sb
fe4 i fe5
fe3
was very much like “Rotten Row'' in
Several from this place attended pentine Water. If you would be truly j
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lie first talking picture at Union ! L' mlonized on your visit, you should
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’ hire a horse and ride some morning
Mrs. Eila Bowley is caring for Mrs.
'. lXdti: Allie went to Rockland with
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Role Jackson today. He bought him Walter Tolman and baby which came tion of the ancient “Route du Rob" a
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70
’ a pair of shoes, paid $2.50 for them. April 1.
mile and one-half rider’s path. Do not
I'll bet the Rockland merchants
fail to see the Bird Sanctuary Mewere glad to see us two young men
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the Revolution and the Commune. !
For the hope of life eternal,
fringed edge served as a tablecloth
BUYS MAINE PRODUCTS
Planted deep in 'human hearts
1 Restorations have, of course, taken j
and each member wore a newspaper
H O
By the hand of God who made us :
place, but thousands of American ! A.&P. Said To Spend More Money In
fool’s cap: the napkins when unfold
Kills the sting and soothes the smart
E P
tourists will agree that this one gem
Of the wound by death inflicted.
ed were found to be minus a center,
Maine Than It Takes In Retail
inlk
our loved ones pass away.
of architecture is worth the whole
and joke menus were passed around ; ForWhen
Sales.
we know they're waiting for us.
trip across the Atlantic. Its rose win| from which appropriate dishes were
In that Mansion o'er the way.
Irving Davis I ilow stays in the memory as long as
1 served resulting in much merriment.
The Great Atlantic and Pacific
Ai»pleton
I life lasts, and almost tlie entire city Tea Co. which operates hundreds of
A delicious lunch followed the joke
! of Paris is colored with the majesty A. .V I’, stores throughout the coun
one, after which a flower contest furand intimacy of its beauty.
1 nished entertainment and a very j
try is a great purchaser of Maine
pleasant evening was passed.
products., having spent during the
DEATHS ON DECLINE
year 1!»29 the sum of $13.45fi,000 for
Maine products, divided thus:
CLARK ISLAND
Less Fatalities Noted Among Hu
Potatoes. $'J.0011.000; apples, $150.Alton Cromwell. Victor. Charles
mans From Use of Rat Poisons
000: canned corn, baked beans, clams,
and Alden Chaples were called t<»
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R N
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1 held recently in Washington, it was
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Ease
lieved stressed oonditlons of some
. reported that clipidngs front thou
George Blethen of Rockland has
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sands of newspapers throughout
been employed at the office of the
Carry Your Medicine
America indicated a material decline 12.500 cases of corn.
1 John Meehan A- Sons Co. in the caIt is said that the company pur
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in tlie number uf accidental human
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! deaths front rat poison during il»2il. chases more dollars worth of Maine
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pressor, electric type, is being in
colds ence
sales.
stalled at the Meehan power house
concluded that the diminishing
which will brfng the amount of fre«
OMMON head colds often "settle” death rate is due to the increase,!,
SOUTH WARREN
. air produced on the job to nearly 5000
in throat and chest where they may nationwide use of powdered red
State Master Harry B. Crawford
fee; per minute.
become dangerous. Don’t take a
quill, which is unique as an extei Fred Anderson left Monday for his chance — at the first sniffle rub on minator in that it is deadly to rats was guest over tlie weekend of Mr.
j home at Rockport, Mass. He has Children's Mustcrokoncc every hour and mice hut harmless to humans, and Mrs. O. A. Copeland.
Friends of Mrs. M. P Jordan will be
live stock, dogs, cats, poultry and
employment with the Fitzgibhon for five hours.
Children's Musterole is just good old even baby chicks. It is highly rec pleased to know that she is con
! Granite Co. in that place.
Donald Cameron has gone to Bing Musrerolc, you have known so long, in ommended by the United 'States De valescing after a surgical operath n
ham where he has employment.
partment of Agriculture.
milder form.
at Km x Hospital.
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State Master Harry Crawford will
Alfred Headley, director district 1
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a
rat
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si'.e.ik in Good Will Grange hall also sold in chocolate coated tab
Paving Cutters’ Union, was a visitor
menthol and other ingredients brings during the three short years of its Thursday evening.
Light refresh lets, just as effective as the liquid
of Branch 9 last week.
Mrs. Thomas Richards returned relief naturally. It penetrates and stimu use in this country, it may be point ments will be served by the men.
form.
Mrs. Ada Spear entertained the
Saturday after being called to lates blood circulation, helps to draw out ed out that the largest manufacturer
infection
and
pain.
of
exterminators
employs
powdered
A.H.B. Club this week.
Endorsed by half a million women,
Chelsea Naval Hospital by the illness
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the
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—
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’
s
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product,
and
guarantees
it
to
kill
Bucklin,
Mrs'.
Nettie
Copeland
and
during the three trying periods of ma
passed away March 25. Mr. Joy was
a Spanish War Veteran.
He was Musterole for little tots. All druggists. rats and mice. At present, the De Mrs. Bose Marshall attended the turity, maternity and middle age.
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partment
of
Agriculture
is
co-operat

Farm Bureau meeting at the Mont
| buried with the honors of a military
98 out of 100 report benefit
ing with Rodent-Control leaders to gomery parlors last week.
funeral.
determine and promote the most
W. B. GardTier of Rockland was
cffeetivce uses of this new extermina a gm-st Sunday at O. A. Copeland's.
The man of fifty has usually com*'
tor. Results of experiments which
I io terms with the world and the devil
are being conducted in 1930 will be 1 Dynamic New Erskine models are
and is suffering from fatty degeneraEFINKHAMtimiGHfCO LVNR MASS
reported upon at the next annual con- j equipped with new one-turn caps on
j tion or sclerosis of the conscience.—
1 Dean Inge.
1 fvrcncc.—adv.
la liator and garuline tank.
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Rockland, Maine

Tel 700
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CHAMPIONS

LtfdiaE.PinkhanVs
Vegetable Compound

Every-Other-Day

Family doctor’s laxative
instead of harsh purges;
trial bottle Free

FARM AND HOME

How to Raise Poultry

Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
Right Now Having Many
Activities

DRttliUUMlfi

Old Dr. Caldwell’s prescription cannot form the
cathartic habit. It can be given to the child whose
tongue is coated, or whose breath is fetid, or has a
little fever. Or to older people whose bowels are
clogged. Its ingredients stimulate muscular action
and thus aid the Itowels to more normal functioning.
The pure senna and laxative herbs in Dr. Caldwell's
i^yrup Pepsin are good for the system. So do not
hesitate to use it when there’s biliousness, headaches,
or any sign of constipation. Your druggist has this
wot Id-famous prescription in big bottles. Or, write
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, Monticello, III., and a
free trial bottle will be sent to you, postpaid.

The executive board of the Farm
, Bureau will hold its spring meeting
• April 24 at the Thorndike Hotel,
SYRUP PEPSIN
Rockland. This will he the first meet
•R
COMBINEO WITH j
I . ing of the new hoard. There will be
LAXATIVE
reports by the project leaders and I
SENNA COMPCUNQ
by the two delegates to the State i
1
Federation meeting.
The financial
constipation
condition of the bureau will be dis
’••re eo cents
cussed and plans made for the coming
pepsin SYRUPCO
year.
.
,
km »»r,p«,eToR}
Arrangements will he made for
^•^'CrLLO .LLS USA1
field days, auto tours and annual j
meeting, and committees appointed.
A. L. Deering, assistant director and
Miss Estelle Nason, home demonstra! tion agent leader will he present.
During April there will he held
! forest tree planting demonstrations
in the county. K. M. Hutchinson, for‘ estry specialist, will attend the dem
onstrations. Monday. April 21, at
j 1.30, there will be a demonstration
, at Henry Keller’s, West Rockport,
i 500 white spruce being planted.
Tuesday, April 22. at Otto Miete’s.
West Aina. 1500 white pine and 1500,
white spruce; and Wednesday In
! Jefferson at the farm of Lincoln
Hodgkins.
Saturday, April 26. the orchardmen
in Hope will hold a demonstration at
True’s factory on the making of home
made lime sulphur. Last year eight
barrels were made and used by the
men with good results. This year
several other men aye going to make
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1928 Creviolet Coupe
their year’s supply in preparation for
1929 P/2 Ton Chevrolet 1926 Chevrolet Coach
a busy spraying season.
Truck
During May there will be held top
working demonstrations in the coun
1928 11/2 Ton Chevrolet 1925 Star Sedan
ty. These start Tuesday. May 6,
1923 Reo Sedan
Truck
with a demonstration at Orff’s Corner.
The schedule for the week is as fol
1924 Hudson Speedster
1928 Chevrolet Sedan
lows:
Orff’s Corner, May 6, Albert El
1926 Model T Ford Truck with Warford Gear, Al
well’s.
Condition
Noblehoro, May 7, Carrol Winchenbach’s.
Second Hand Model T Ford Truck Parts
* Noblehoro, May 7, Lincoln Chap
2 Young Horses
20 Cows
man's.
West Aina. May 8. Luther Carney’s.
Registered Holstein Bull 11 months old
* West Aina, May 8, W. J. Seigar’s.
* Aina, May 9, Lon Jewett's.
Bunker Hill, May 10. Marshall
Moody's.
Tel. 16-6
Waldoboro, Maine
* Bunker Hill, May 10, Walter
Hussey’s.
* Demonstrations at 1.30, all others
start at 10 a. m.

By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College* 1892. Thirty.six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
of live 6tock tnd poultry. Eminent au*
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Nationally known poultry Breeder.
I .oted author and-lecturer.

ARTICLE XXXVIH
COCCIDIOSIS CAN
BE CONQUERED

Strictly Enforced Sanitary Measures
and Milk the Most Potent Force for
Combating This Serious Disease.
Editor’s Note—This is another story in a
series or 52 stories on poultry raising written
by the well known national poultry authority,
Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S., of St. Louis. The
entire series will appear In this paper. Our
readers are urged to read them carefully and
clip them out for future reference*

“.Vo matter how you slice it, it’s
boloney,” runs the refrain of a song
recently popular, and no matter how
you pronounce it. Coceidiosis is still
the same menace to the health of
your growing chicks. It might help
some, so far as pronunciation is
concerned to adopt the suggestion of
one writer and call the disease
“Coxy.” It will require something
more drastic than a change of name,
however, to stamp out this disease
if it once gets a start in your flock.
“Coxy” is one of the most widely
spread and fatal diseases of baby
chicks there is at the present time.
Baby chicks from three to eight
weeks are the ones that usually
have the disease. It often runs a
rapid course and may kill a large
percentage of a flock in a short time.
.Many chicks that survive are per
manently affected, stunted in growth
and of little value.

s
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Ludwig Motor Sales Co.
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orit lake
Alices!

The Home Demonstration depart
ment of the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bu
reau announces these meetings:
With Agent
April 15. Simonton, preparation of
milk and milk products.
April 16. East Union, preparation of
milk and milk products.
April 17. Hope, preparation of milk
and milk products.
April 18. Orff's Corner, preparation
of milk and milk products.
April 22. Dresden, home furnishings.
April 23. Friendship, dressing the
children.
April 29, Damariscotta, preparation
of milk and milk products.
April 30. Montsweag. preparation of
milk and milk products.
May 1. Simonton, dressing the chil
dren.
Mhy 2. Edgecomb. preparation of
milk and milk products.
May 3. Orffs £orner, kitchen im
provement No. 2.
Without Agent
April 17, Whitefield, pine needle
basketry.
May 1, East Union, floor finishes.

tigSzMaineMade

|

The disease is caused by tiny para
sites which during a certain stage in
their development bury themselves
in the intestinal walls of infected
chicks. The irritation and damage
to the intestines cause the chicks to
become droopy and dispirited: their
feathers appear ruffled and dull; they
huddle together, lose interest in food
and sometimes cease eating alto
gether. They grow light, walk un
steadily and the droppings are fre
quently, but not always, tinged with
blood.
If chicks showing such symptoms
really have coceidiosis. a post mortem
examination of the blind guts will
usually reveal them considerably en
larged and full of a bloody material
of cheesy consistency.
While the disease is most common
among chicks, it is sometimes con
tracted in chronic form by older
birds usually from four to eight
months old. In such eases, it de
velops slowly and may affect only

WASHINGTON

Harold Kaler started a fire in his
I pasture April 6th and It spread so
| rapidly that he was obliged to call
for assistance.
•Madeline Sukeforth who has been
' confined to her room two weeks with
I jaundice is convalescing.
All of the students attending Uni! versity of Maine have returned to
their studies.
Charles Sukeforth recently manu
factured a wood sawing outfit and
is now ready to saw wood for any one
in town.
George Danforth recently returned
from a visit with relatives in Appleton.
*
Miss Marcia Hatch who was home
» a » »
on a week’s vacation has returned
<The Springfield List
to her school work.
Selection of the 112 hoys and girls
Charles Ludwig was home last
of the Maine 4-H clubs who are week from Pittsfield where he at
eligible to compete for the State tends school.
Chamber of Commerce fifth annual
Miss Evelyn Sukeforth passed
tiip to Springfield. Mass., next Sep Sunday at the home of Mrs. Lottie
FOR SALE BY DEALERS GENERALLY
tember. has been announced by State ITescott.
Club Leader Lester H. Shibles. All
Birds are in evidence and smoko
expenses of the trip and the week’s from burning? blueberry farms, all go
EAR 456 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
PHONE 226-M encampment and training at the to say spring is here again. Frogs
Eastern States Exposition, will be are looked for any day now, and
Branch at Portland Rendering Co., Mfrs., Portland
paid by the State Chamber of Com when their voice is heard, it will he
merce. Eight chaperones will be in | an assurance that spring is on full
cluded in tlie party. The boys and blast.
One of the town fathers was here
girls were selected on the basis of
i their high scoring in club work last Friday to find out Just how i>oor
! year, but to be eligible they must we all are. Next, the census enu
still he engaged in approved club merator!
Donald Cunningham who last
, projects Sept. 1.
The Knox and Lincoln County season operated the Washington
I boys and girls included in the list are: Garage for EJ. Boynton, has accepted
Edwin Annis. Simonton; Leo W. i the position again this year and took
' Gould, Inez McCurdy. North Wliite- charge Monday.
Simon Turner is building a new
| field;
Clifton
Meservey. Union;
| Louise H. Nash, Camden; Elizabeth henhouse and will do a genpral busi
, E. Nichols, Noblehoro; Paul L. Weeks, ness.
Dr. Plumer of Union was in town
i Mary Worthley. Damariscotta.
professionally last week.
• • • •

PORTLAND
ORGANIC

FERTILIZERS
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.

BIRD’S ROOFS

* • * «

Dairy Judging Contest

j
j
i
I

I
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»

Bird’s Twin Shingles

!
I

At the first statewide 4-H club
judging contest held during Farm and
Home Week at Orono between the
Jersey 4-H club from Levant and
Simonton 4-H Ayrshire club, the former were victorious. This contest
was in charge of Howe Hall of the
University of Maine, who selected
cattle from the University Holstein
and Guernsey herds. Donald Simonton scored highest for the Ayrshire
boys in judging the Guernsey cattle.

Hints For Homemakers

You have probably delayed repairing that old
worn-out, weather-beaten roof because you just
didn’t want to go through the trouble of ripping
off the old shingles. You know that it would be a
dirty, messy job, littering up your lawns and garden
plots with splinters, nails and broken shingles.

By Jane Rogers

for Bird’s roofing*,
holding paper* and wall board.

^ia «rv headquarters

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
Rockland

Tel. 14

Class ranks for the seniors have
been announced as follows: Floyd
Ludwig, first; Rita Flanders, sec
ond. Evelyn Sukeforth, third and
Dorothy Counce. fourth.
The baseball players are beginning
hard practice for their strenuous
schedule.

The seniors’ chief subject from
now on is “Graduation.”
The biology class are giving some
very interesting talks on animal,
tree and plant life.
Most of the students have their
selections ready for the speaking
contest.

1
Mary Adams Hooper has returned
from the Bradbury Hospital and is
steadily gaining.
Gertrude S. Colby recently visit
ed relatives in Morrill.
Mrs. Clarence M. Howes is seri
ously ill. Her son Berov who has
I emph yment in Danvers, Mass., has
J heeft called home.

Action Without Harm

Bird’s Twin Shingles, laid over yoor old shingles, will make
a durable, weather-proof and waterproof double roof for your
home that will protect you from rain, snow, and from flyin;
- aparka and embers.
'

Bird’s Twin Shingles are made by Bird & Son, inc. (Est.
1795), manufacturers of Bird's Shingle Design Roil Roofing,
Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and Nepon
set Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of building!

High School Notes

EAST LIBERTY

Here’s good news! You can cover your home with
out going through all that unnecessary work. Save
the time and money you would spend tearing up
the old shingles. Lay Bird’s Twin Shingles or
Fours right over your prcsait uom-out roof I

453 Main Street
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Whenever Constipated
Here's a wav to he rid of constipa
tion and its ills—a way that works
quickly, effectively, but gently.

A candy C.uscaret at night—tlie
SE a few drops of olive oil In
next morning you’re feeling fine.
oiling kitchen utensils such as
Breath is sweetened; tongue cleared:
the food chopper and egg beater. biliousness, lieadaeliea. dizziness, gas
This is an excellent substitute forvanish. Repeat the treatment two or
mineral oil which we naturally do
three nights to get tlie souring waste
not care to mix with our food.
out of your system. See how appetite
and energy return; how digestion
To bring out the full flavor of
improves.
your tea, add a lump of sugar when
The a'etion of Ca sea rets is sure,
you put the tea in the pot to brew.
complete, ht-lpful to everyone. They
The sugar opens out the leaves and
are made from easeara. which doctors
makes the tea much stronger. The agree aetually xtrrnyllienii hoirrl mus
tea pot should be heated before putr iter. All drug stores have the llle
_
ting In the tea and sugar.___ boxes.

a few fowls. The symptoms of j
chronic <«kfidiosts are much like j
those caused by worms, lice and other
parasites or by nutritional diseases.
If the disease is found in your
flock, immediate steps should be
taken to conquer it. A milk diet and
sanitation and isolation of infected
birds are your most effective weap
ons. Then keep an untiring cam
paign of sanitation. Your advantage
lies in the fact that germs are ex
pelled with the dropping during their
inactive p<riod and must develop
outside the body which requires
about four days’ time. Droppings
should he removed from the chicken
houses every day, and the yards
swept and chained every three or four
days. All feeding and drinking ves
sels should be protected so the chicks
cannot roast above them and befoul
them with droppings. Where chicks
can be raised on wire floors >uch as
is seen In battery brooders this dis
ease is seldom seen-.
It is also a good idea to cover thp
floors of’the houses where infected
chicks are kept with several layers
of paper. Remove one layer each
day and burn it. iSpray. every nook
and cranny of every house with a
strong dip and disinfectant solution
often and allow no one who has
been working among the diseased
chicks to go among healthy ones
until their shoes have been disin
fected.
Lactose in milk is deadly to the
tiny parasites that cause rthe dis
ease. Remove all water and eith+r
give the chicks all the fresh butter
milk. semi-solid buttermilk or fresh
clabber milk they will drink in clean
vessels or mix from 20 to 40%
j powdered milk in mash feed which
! contains no meat scraps and let
■ them eat all of it they will. Give
plenty cf green food and feed light
ly of grain for a few days.
After all trace of the disease has
: vanished, which should take from
• one to two weeks, gradually redue*
the amount of milk and increase the
mash and grain until normal feeding
is resumed. Do not make the mis; take of thinking that a milk diet
alone will give results. The most ini! portant part of your campaign is
| the sanitary measures and these
! should be continued after the disease
has run its course. With the right
’ kind of feeding and sanitation, Coccidiosis can be conquered.
(Copyright, 1929
i
bViDr. L. D. LeGear. V, 8.)

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock
land were visitors here Sunday at
Alvin Wallace's, and also at Allie
Sterling’s in Friendship.
The wall has hben removed' from
the south side of tlie Sweetland
cemetery, and plans are made to fence
and take in more land.
Workmen have been employed the
past week on the bridge at the new
cut. Thq. recent heavy rains have
washed it badly and the rock of the
wall that was taken from the ceme
tery has been used towards rein
forcement.
Mrs. Franklin Pitcher and family
were in Rockland Saturday: also
George Delano and Floyd Delano.
Mrs. Fanny L. Harding of Auburn
dale was in town Thursday, enroute
to Friendship to visit her daughter.
Mrs. Ralph Simmons.
Miss Helen Calderwood spent the
I weekend with Miss Evelyn WinchenI bach.
Parts have been assigned at the
i local High School and Miss Evelyn
I Winchenbach held the highest rank
| for the four years.
Very favorable reports come from
two local residents who are in State
Street Hospital, Portland. Mrs. Lalia
Winchenbach and Dr. G. E. Scoffield.
both of whom passed through very
serious operations. Jt is expected
Mrs. Winchenbach will be able to
return home this week.

Socony Special
plus

Ethyl is like

(flP

\

J

a new hat on a

well-dressed man
hat with a shabby suit — you’ll look better.
WEARWeara new
a new hat with a good suit—you’ll look splendid.

Ethyl fluid is like a new hat.
Add Ethyl to ordinary gasoline—and the gasoline becomes better.
Adtl Ethyl to the best possible gasoline—and you have the finest
motor fuel that science has yet produced.
Before we added Ethyl to Socony Special, it was acknowledged the
best gasoline sold in New York and New England. We added Ethyl to
Socony Special at the same price—sales jumped 40%.
Socony Special p/us Ethyl is the fastest selling premium gasoline
because it makes motorists actuallyfeel their cars come alive.
Remember, too, that it is the only/wm/z/zw gasoline soltl in New
York and New England, to w hich Ethyl has been added.
Try it. Feel your car come alive. And become—as you will—one of
its enthusiastic boosters.

SOCONY
SPECIAL GASOLINE/,/^ ETHYL

MOTOR OIL

AIRCRAFT OIL

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YOPK

High in power-

moderate in weiqht
-and therefore

SUPERIOR in PERFORMA NCE

SOME MORE HOWLERS

A new crop from English school
examinations:
The opposite of flat-chested is
hump-backed.
A witch is a woman who has to
earn her own living, and has no hus
band or anything.
A damsel is a little plum.
Syncopation is emphasis on a note
which is not in the piece.
A compliment is when you say
something to another which he and
we know is not true.
Christianity is the capital ef Nor
way.
The Equator crosses China in sum
mer.
Petrograd was built by St. Peter.—
Montreal Star.

MICK1E SAYS—
( OueE A FELLER WELtT INTO A
RESTAURANT, SET DOWN, LOOKED
AT TH' MENU ANO HOLLERED TO
TH' MANAGER,"HERE,YOU GOT
CABBAGE FOR DIMMER TODAY= I
OONT LIKE CABBAGet" SEZTH'
MANAGER,"THEU PONT EAT
ANY--THERES PLEKhY OTHER
THINGS FOR YOU'. U/EGOnO
CATER to ALL TASTES, JUST

- - --5^

An 85-horjepower engine
makes the New Oakland Eight
the highest powered ear pro
duced for its weight and size,
only racing cars excepted.
Because it develops one horse
power to 37 pounds of car weight,
few cars can match the New Oak
land's speed, pick-up and power.
This ratio of power to weight ac
counts for its superior performance.
. . . Furthermore, the inherent eightcylinder smoothness of the p wer plant
is intensified by a complete down-draft
fuel system—new type cylinder heads—
o short, very rigid cronksdoft—and lami
nated steel spring and rubber engine sup
ports. ...The New Oakland Eight is also
very economical to own. Its gasoline mile
age equals that of many sixes of compare-

ble size. Its sound basic design assures
dependability and long service. And the
extreme accessibility of its parts keeps
maintenance costs at the minimum....
Come in and see this car with smartly
tailored bodies by Fisher. If will con
vince you that you can now own an
exceptionally fine eight at a very

4045
and

UJ

moderate price.
The New Oakland Eight, $1045 and up,
f. o. b. Pontiac, Michigan, plus delivery
charges. Lovejoy Hydraulic Shock
Absorbers included in list prices. Bump
ers, rear fender guards and spring covers
extra. General Motors Time Payment
Plan available at minimum rate.

PRODUCT OF
GENERAL MOTORS

Consider the delivered price as well ns
the list (f. o. b ) price when compar
ing automobile values,Oakland de
livered prices include only author
ized charges for freight anddelivery
and the charge for any additional
accessories or financing desired.

^OAKLAND

U

C. W. HOPKINS
65 Limerock St.

Rockland
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SCHOOL DAYS
H

'HOOL DAYS! What a wealth of memory and charm those
simple words hold for most of us!
The most valuable and cherished days in ones life are school
days. They are not only the days in which the fundamentals of
knowledge are acquired, but they are also the days in which char
acter, habits and personality are moulded and shaped.

Our homes exert the greatest influence over our boys and girls,
but the next greatest influence that determines the type of future
citizens of our community is the School.

of Vocational education. Still more often it has little or nothing
in the way of Evening Schools. The system of grade and high
schools of the average community usually rates but 75% of standard.
It is important in our progress as a community that pur schools be
above average—that they train our boys and girls efficiently—that
they properly equip them to meet the trials and opportunities of life.
Our aim should be:

1. Modern school buildings, equipment and recreational
facilities.

2. A school year that covers nine months of the year.
. i
3. Efficient teachers who are well paid.

It is most unfortunate that a nation-wide survey of our United
States shows that there are far too many children and youths who
are not enjoying the school days that should be such an important
part of their early lives.

4. All children of school age attending school regularly.
5. A ll of our children graduating from grade and high
school.

School attendance is a Community problem, because schools are far
and away the chief community enterprise. There is, on an aver
age, as much invested in school property as there is in all other
public property combined. The schools should be the best
administered phase of our civic life.
The average community spends over $100 each year on every
child attending school and is devoting $200 worth of school
property per pupil. However, the average Community does not
rate high on its schools because it seldom has much in the way

6. A higher education, or special vocational .education,
for all those whose future duties will require special
training.

Only a limited number of men and women in bur town give our
school system proper attention. Responsibility lies on the shoulders
of a mere few. As our chief community enterprise, our schools
deserve the thought and attention of everyone.

School Days! For memories’ sake and for our children, any goal less
than the “best in the world” for our schools should be too low

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union, Camden

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

CUTLER-COOK CO.

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN A ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND

Sorter Crane Compos

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

ROCKLAND, MAINE

I. L. SNOW CO.

FIREPROOF GARAGE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

DYER’S_ _ _ _ _ _ ,

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THURSTON OIL CO.

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMlLE

PARK STREET

HOTEL ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
INSURANCE

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealert in

FORD PRODUCTS

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Agents for The Texaco Co.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
5

Central Maine Power Company

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

"I

“GOOD CLOTHES”

> REAL ESTATE
t

MARINE RAILWAYS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

"GREGORY’S”

FREEMANS. YOUNG

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

IT IS THE BEST

THE FLINT BAKERY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

75 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

fiOCKLAND

SHELDON’S DRUG Stoni
444 MAIN AT.

T«L. S4S-W

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

Manufacturer, and Jobbers of

G. A. LAWRENCE

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

;------

W. H. GLENDENNINQ

ROCKLAND

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

THE REXALL STORE

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

ALFRED P. CONDON

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

TEL. 727

•-

c Wiiiwa

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

VEAZ1E HARDWARE CO.

COR. MAIN A PARK ST8.
ROCKLAND
Established 1888
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.

FINE CONFECTIONERY

COR. MAIN & LIMEROCK ST8.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C.M. BLAKE

KNOX COUNTY'S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

i•
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KNOWLTON’S MARKET

ROCKLAND

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
IS HIGH 8TREET

CAMDEN

